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Mallory

Work

For

Men

Von

SALES and production executives .. . researchers . . . radio
and electronic engineers . . . practical service men . . .
wide-awake distributors . . . technical writers . ., advertising
and promotion experts . . . all these, and many more, work for
you in the Mallory organization.
Their first objective is to give you the best replacement parts
that money can buy. But, equally important, it is to place
them where you can get and use them promptly ... to simplify
your -work in the matter of selection ... to keep you abreast of
technical changes , . . to help you answer difficult problems
. .. to keep you "sold" with the radio public.
Thafs wbv Mallory, and only Mallory, is famous for things
like these: A long and imposing list of engineering "firsts" . . .
a standardization program covering the maximum number of
applications with the minimum number of replacement items .. .
a highly select and smooth-running distributor set-up... unsurpassed tccb n ical helps, like the famous M.Y.E.Technical .Manual
and the Mallory Radio Service Encyclopedia . . . institutional
advertising unmatched by any other maker of radio parts.
All this adds up to something special and extra: the difference
)im feel in Mallory service . . . the confidence you rightly have
in its products . . . the knowledge that, whatever repair work
you arc asked to do, the Mallory organization is all-out behind
you—with everything possible to help you satisfy the customer.
\

-

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS 6
INDIANA

VIBRATORS • V1BRAPACKS* • CONDENSER!
VOLUME CONTROLS • SWITCHES • RESISTOR!
More hen ffFILTERS • RECTIFIERS • POWER SUPPLIE!
17i LfFRTii
ALSO MAIIORY "TROPICAL"* DRY BATTERIES, ORICINAUY
A PPR OVED
DEVELOPED BY MALLORY FOR THE U. 5. ARMY SKiNAt
CORPS. NOT PRESCNTIY AVAILABLE FOR CIVILIAN USE.
insist on
PRECISION PRODUCTS |
■
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IT'S

SPRING...
and the Plants are Booming!

NO. THAT'S NOT A TYPOGRAPHICAL
ERROR. We're not speaking of the agricultural variety of plants. We mean WAR
plants—like this one at Eastern—and we mean
boon ting!
When the Japs dive-bombed us into war, all
America prayea for a quick ending. Yet here
is still another Spring—a fourth peace-shattered
Spring—and the enemy is still fighting back.
It's a tough war and we at Eastern Amplifier
know it I Eastern is all-out for Victory, doing its
utmost to help end the conflict before another
Spring comes. Eastern-built equipment is helping America's war machines to navigate with

certainty—to bomb with accuracy. But we're
not stopping there! Eastern engineers are available for consultation on any electronic problem.
They are serving A"O W!
With the advene of peace, we shall turn our
skill to the creation of better electronic products
for a better America. Meanwhile, on request, let
us send you the next of a series of articles on
important phases of electronics, prepared by
our engineering staff. Ask for Brochure 4-A.
Manufacturer'a Representatives — write
today for our posr-war distribution plan. Please
outline your present operations.

Buy MORE War Bonds

CORPORA TION
U. S. Reg'n. Applied For
794 East 140th Street

•

New York 54, N. Y.
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PHILCO

The 17,500,000 Philco radios in the homes of America
are a sales asset unapproached

in the industry!

The evidence is pouring in today. Survey after survey shows
that Philco is the radio that
post-war America intends to
buy ... by an average oj S to I
over any other make!

... and there's no quick, easy
way to reach it. It can't be
bought overnight by advertising and sales promotion. It's
built up over the years by sales
and satisfied customers!

Yes, America looks to Philco,
the leader, for the newest radio
and phonograph developments,
for the finest quality, the greatest values. And by the same
token, America is waiting to
pour its radio dollars into the
cash registers of Philco dealers.

The 17,500,000 Philco radios
in the homes of America are by
far the largest and most loyal
replacement market in the radio
industry. And it's a matter of
simple business logic that the
easiest product to sell, the one
that gives you the quickest
turnover and the biggest profit,
is the product the public
wants to buy.

That's leadership in consumer
acceptance, Mr. Radio Dealer

PHILCO

Awddire/
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ITS THE LAST PUSH
THAT COUNTS
and
the

if's

.

. .

of fen

hardest

LET'S KEEP PUSHING

K TA. .INC
(mWidi Htit nJ ttltmht txhr
MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU of CIRCULATIONS
April, 1B45
COVER—"Cultivate the Buying Power
of Each Home in Your Community" is good advice to alert
retailers today. See article on
pages 34 and 35 of this issue,
"Ring Bells and Ring Up
Sales." .
29 Independent Dealer Here to
Stay
30 Radio and Appliances Today
32 Customers "Go to Hole"
34 Ring Bells and Ring Up Sales
36 Ace Appliance Repair Pays
38 "All Out" for Radio and
Record Sales
40 Retailers Get Set for
"So-Ahead"
42 Design for More Profit
44 Hot Jazz Returns to Records
46 "Carriage Trade" Lines
48 Planned Servicing
52 "Customer Always Right"
58 More Sales in New Store
60 Platter Sales Pointers
62 Meets Trends
66 Service Record System
68 No "Drafted" Lines
78 Appliance Repair Tips
80 Servicing Noisy Tubes
84 Service Notes
92 New Products
94 War-Time Lines
96 Television Merchandising
100 Distributor Doings
i 04-108 Trade Talk
e
RADIO "& Television RETAILING, April,
1945, Vol. 30, No. 4. 25 cents a copy.
Published monthly by Caldwell-Clements,
Inc., 480 Lexington Ave.; New York 17,
N. Y. M. Clements, president; Orestes H.
Caldwell, treasurer. Subscription rates United
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$1.50 for one year, $3.00 for three years.
All other countries $2.00 for one year, $4.00
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1944, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y.,
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of Audit Bureau of Circulations. Copyright
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SELLS THIS IMPORTANT STORY

"Buy Your

New

Radio

from

Radio

^7Your

Dealer

r

m

v,h" -"-r:

Every Meek consumer advertisement is telling one
story—"Buy Your New Radio from Your Radio Dealer."
Frankly, it has taken a lot of "fortitude" to start this
program at this time . . . but it already shows
results. We'll keep the set business where it belongs —
in the hands of the independent radio dealer.
Ask your Meek jobber about our preferential dealer
plan.

r

"Wife,,,

-^r . ^ J'"y *"'1
fx,

JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES, Inc., PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U.S.A.

E

TABtE MODELS

•

PORTA6LES
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RADIOS

CONSOLE COMBINATIONS

»

PHONOGRAPHS
5
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Fine instruments produced in volume with precision first

* lo last.

ELECTRICAL HVSTRUMENT CO.
BLUFFTON, OHIO
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Yard by yard our armies advance, establishing
bridgeheads, purchased by the sacrifice of thousands of lives. Yard by yard they advance against
the enemies of civilization, guided by the marvels
of wartime communications that are so vital to the
success of our armed forces.
The bridgeheads of tomorrow will be won in
all-out attacks on ignorance and poverty and
disease. And, once again, FADA will resume its
r

place in the development of the radio, television
and electronic achievements that peace will bring.
You can look to FADA for the leadership that
will establish new bridgeheads of progress in the
field of communications.

PLACE

YOUR

FAITH IN

THE

fTAIDA
JM.

JQcl dio
OF

THE

FUTURE

'patnoud SCHC€ 'SwidcswUKy ^Seysutf
FADA RADIO AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
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Published by SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa.

Sylvania "Bookkeeping

Sylvania Survey Indicates Big

and Income Tax Guide"
Saves Time, Expense

'

As another aid to radio service dealers.
Sylvania offers its "Business Record for
Income Tax Purposes" book—a simple,
exact system of record keeping that every
retailer should have. (Many retailers
have been using this handy hook for at
least two years. Many probably wish
they had.)
Nowadays practically everyone in a
business is required to file an income tax
return, and whether or not a tax will have

Potential Postwar Radio Market

Eye-Catching Window Display Major
Factor In Clinching Set Sales

m
km.

WINDOW DISPLAYS IMPORTANT
IN TAPPING POSTWAR MARKET

i
to be paid, accurate records must be kept
of how much money is taken in and how
much is spent. Sylvania's easy way of
keeping a weekly account is the perfect
answer to the retailer's record problem.
Two pages give a full description of
the best way to use your business record
book. This is followed by an actual filledin example of the brief entries to be made
week by week.
Send for "Business Record for Income
Tax Purposes" now—it can be started at
once and will save time, expense and
worry in the months to come. It is nominally priced at $1.00, for retailers. Your
Sylvania distributor will be glad to show
you a sample copy.

"What are the indications concerning
the extent of the postwar market?" Of
the thousands of people interviewed, 65%
said they would buy a new set when
radios are again available. Projected in
terms of the entire population, that percentage would represent about 20,150,000 American families—an enormous
market for the radio retailer.
(This is the second of Sylvania's series
of survey reports—conducted by one of
America's leading research organizations, at the request of Sylvania's Sales
Research Department—designed to help
radio retailers in their planning.)
Concerning set styles, 36-5% of the
people questioned will prefer to buy
radio-phone console models—27.0% want
plain consoles—20.7% say table models^

SYLVAN 1AV
1

n

ONCE BUYER ENTERS STORE
SALE IS PRACTICALLY ASSURED
with the remaining small percentage
preferring various other types; a clear
indication of the prevailing tastes of these
future buyers.
"In buying these new sets will purchasers do much 'shopping around'?"
Of those questioned, 70.9% bought their
latest set in the first store visited, while
only 15,8% shopped in two or more
stores. A small percentage received gifts
or bought from miscellaneous sources.
To the retailer these facts mean: (1)
The postwar market promises to be gigantic. (2) Wise retailers should plan
to stock the models preferred, as indicated. (3)7 out of 10 prospects purchase
in first store visited. Dress up your store
. ., make window displays attractive—it
pays!

ELECTRIC

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES: INCANDESCENT LAMPS
RADIO Cf Television RETAILING * April, 1945
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NEEDLES

eye-catching, self-selling

DOUBLE-PURPOSE

PLASTIC

CflSES in

smart

designs and colors. AT NO" INCREASE IN PRICE!

FREE!
*Record brush provided on back ol
each Superior and
Deluxe package.

Here's merchandising that you dream about, but seldom
expect to see. A glamour package with a built-in Record
Brush* and plenty of eye appeal, plus an improved Permatone needle. In combination, they represent a powerful
team of sales-builders that will click immediately. Only
Garod offers you this full-profit, price-protected, promotional, "beauty"... place your orders now for fast delivery.

Iktcc T>i^en€Ht TtcccUct f ^Afiee
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"De *£uxc
^1.50 L.
• 8«nl shofik
• 5000 plays
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r.cord brush
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50c Li,(
Piays o*«r 1000 recordings. Complete
with plastic cose.

a.oo
* Bent shonk
■ 3000 playt

1 -

record brush

...Packaged to Sell on Sight
12 needles to a display card. Printed in four colors, with a
complete self-selling message. Gases wrapped in protective cellophane bags. A real "silent salesman" that means
real business.
„7>-

1
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G&ROD E1KTR0NICS COKPORATIOH • 70 WASHINGTON ST., BROOKLYN 1f N. Y.
•vVrl. e or wire collect for detotli.
April. 1945
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Feast your eyes on this mighty, lOO-passcnger
airliner! When peace comes, a giant fleet of its
sister ships will girdle the globe for Pan American World Airways. And in each of them will
be the best electronic devices lo come out of
the war, equipped with famous Raytheon highfidelity tubes!
Raytheon tubes have been used for years by
Pan American, and it is because of their proven
performance, fine reception and complete dependability that they were selected to play such
a vital role in this great company's future operations. The assignment is but one of hundreds
of postwar applications for which Raytheon
tubes have been specified by America's radio
and electronic industries.

When tubes are more readily available for
civilian use, Raytheon will offer radio service
dealers the finest tubes in its history , . . lubes
combining long prewar experience with outstanding wartime development. And that's
not all. They'll be backed by a Raytheon
merchandising program that will be the most
beneficial ever offered you. Keep your eye,
on Raytheon ... for greater postwar profits!
Increased turnover and profits . . .
easier stock control...better tubes
at lower inventory cost... these
arc benefits which you may
enjoy as a result of the Raytheon standardized tube
program, which is part
of our con tinned planning for the future.

Raytheon Manufacturing Company
RADIO RECEIVING TUBE DIVISION
Newton, Moss. • Los Angeles • New York • Chicago • Atlanta

wx>
ELECTRONIC AND RADIO TUBES

| ^\\
Alt Four Di visions Hove Boon Award oil
Army-Nevy "E" With Start

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

Climbing swiftly into the stratosphere, military planes only a
few minutes off the surface of
sea or desert, prove what laboratory tests earlier demonstrated
—that Amphenol quality stands
up under all conditions.
The improved features of Amphenol parts, now constantly
serving the radio and radar technicians in pressurized cabins, at
subzero temperatures and in
tropical heat, will in future years
be adapted to the finest new
radio, electronic and exacting
electrical equipment. Manufacturers know Amphenol products;

have used and tried them to the
limit—and appreciate their possibilities.
These Amphenol ultra-high
frequency cables and connectors,
radio sockets, plugs and insulators, synthetic conduit, and A-N
and British connectors—all will
flow through the regular supply
channels for peace-time production under the known and respected Amphenol trademark.
Detailed information and exact, specific technical data on
all or any of these products is
available on request.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
Chicago 50, Illmois
In. Canada—Amphenol, Limited—Toronto •
■nBfiMff
Connectors (A-N, British, U.H.F.) Coble Assemblies • Conduit, U.H.F. Coble • Radio Parts • Plastics for Industry
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 194S
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ECA Rodio prcsenlt WIUIAM $. CAIIMOR, 5 oighii weekly, over WJ2, hey itotion of Blue
Network, free offer ol booklet "A Plan for Amerko ot Peoce" a helping "pre-eeH" thouSondi
of potential Kvitomere, who or# tending in their retervotiont for poti-wor ECA kadiot.

EtECTRONIC CORP. OF AMERICA
45 West ISth St., New York 11, N, Y.
Genfleoien; Pieoie send full detoils on the ECA
Radio Franchise, without obligation.
Store Name-

Electronic Eorp. of America

Address-

45 WEST 18th.STREET • NEW YORK 11. N. Y.
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SPARTIIN'S
can

meet

EXCLUSIVE
any

WITH

postwar

THE

DEALERS

competition

S. C. M. R*

REMEMBER the price Cutting, dumping . . . the "wholesale. retail" racket?
Remember the long paper-profits that wound up as red ink?
Not pleasant to recall but perhaps it's a good thing to bring
these things back to memory now . . .
With 125 manufacturers Instead of 57 fighting for the market.
Good dealers will be offered the world with a fence around it.
But name one manufacturer other than Spartoo who has a proved
merchandising plan that protects the dealer.
After Victory is won, there will be new and finer Spartons—•
radios and combinations with EM, of unsurpassed performance. All
in beautiful cabinets created by America's leading designers.
Name one other manufacturer who can give you high quality
radio sets in volume at prices that will make you competitive
with even the biggest Chains and Mail Order Houses.
Name one other who has adopted an exclusive dealer policy
and stuck to it.
You can't.
Well, then, why not ask us if the Sparton franchise is still
available in your community. It may be, although we are making
dealer appointments very fast right now.
Radio and Appliance Division—Plant S ■
TIT SPARKS-WITHINGTON CO. • JACKSON, MICH.
HH
Sparton Co-operative Merchcmdittng Plan. An
^" W
HH BJ
exclutive method of profitably retailing radio*
■
lUI Bw
and home applionte* that ho* been end is
^9^
^ ( M 'l lo i A
being advertised regularly to consumer* in
■W
leading magazines as the Sparton Way.

ONLY ONE DEALER IN EACH CITY AND TOWN
Check These Profit-increasing Features
• One exclusive dealer in each area
• Direct factory-to-dealer shipment
• Landed dealer cost prices
• Low consumer prices
• National advertising
• Factory prepared and distributed
promotion helps
• Seasonal promotions
• Uniform retail prices
• Products styled by outstanding
designers

RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, I94S
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The new ELECTRONIC ENGINEER'S REFERENCE MANUAL
now makes available to the practical
engineer all the essential up-to-theminute facts about electron tubes
and related parts. More than 900
types of Receiving, Transmitting,
Cathode-Ray and Photo Tubes are
described—with physical specifications, characteristics, typical operat-

RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

ing conditions, basing diagrams,
war-time substitution chart and other
data. All this and more in one handy
quick-reference book of 146 pages
that you can tuck in your pocket.
Note ring binding which makes the
pages lie flat when book is open.
Price $1.00 from your N. U. Distributor. National Union Radio
Corporation, Newark 2, New Jersey.
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UNIVERS AL'S

NEW

D-20

MICROPHONE

The stage was set for something new and here it is. Universal's new D-20
Microphone... soon on your radio parts jobbers' shelves to fill your essential requirements.,. uses Universal's "Dynoid" construction... A dynamic
r

tO^

microphone of conventional characteristics built to fill the utility requirements of war time plus advance styling of the many modem things to
come. Orders placed now with your Radio Parts Jobbers will assure early

xt (AlC*?!

delivery when priority regulations are relaxed.
Write for Bulletin 1458 covering this new microphone.
4 FREE — History of Communications Picture Portfolio. Contains
over a dozen 11" x 14" pictures suitable for office, den or hobby
room. Write factory for your Portfolio today.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 ClAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO II. CALIFORNIA
1

CANADIAN DIVISION; 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO I, ONTARIO, CANADA
RADIO O Television RETAILING • April, 194S
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The whole world is oor textbook in this war.
G. I. Joe is learning his history and his architecture right on the premises. When he comes back,
he will be a wiser man than his father was.
And the whole world is the proving ground for
those who make equipment. We of Automatic
are learning from the reports that we get from
Europe, the Aleutians, the Philippines—from ice
flow and from jungle how to make better postwar

radio sets. You know that Automatic has always
made good sets but you can't possibly know how
much belter we are going to make them.
The war isn't won yet and the reports are not
all in by any means, but it's not too early to
make up your mind to sell Automatic after the
war. If the Army and the Navy like what
Automatic makes, the public will like it too. Talk
with Automatic first!
rVTZ-

m
m
atomatVc
RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
122 Brookline Avenue. Boston. Mass.
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Selector Switches
are available to servicemen and experimenters
in kit form ... or standard, completely assembled and individually cartoned.
Insulation . . . either steatite or bakelite.
All switches have double-wipe contact terminals for long life and have a consistently low
contact resistance of less than 1xh milliohms
and are completely sell-cleaning. Index is positive with 30° between each rotating position.
Switches are also available for transmitter use.
Send /or iiiusfra/ed Catalog JVo. 24.

Division of GLOBE-UNION INC., Milwaukee
Producers of VARIABLE RESISTORS — SELECTOR
SWITCHES — CERAMIC CAPACITORS, FIXED
AND VARIABLE — STEATITE INSULATORS —
AND BUTTON-TYPE SILVER MICA CAPACITORS.

!f/
a o.

3
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Sonora
WILL DELIVER

37
NEW RADIO AND
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

Wide-awak« dealer* want more than merely the
assurance of merchandise when Uncle Sam
gives the word for the manufacture of civilian
radios. These alert merchants wisely want
evidence now that the lines they sign up for
today will give them maximum volume with
the least selling expense or effort when the
free for-all competition begins.
Thot'* why fh« Sonora franchise will be meeting
with such wide favor with the keenest retail
radio merchandisers in the country. Sonora's
cards are all on the table—face up! We're all
set to go with 37 sure-fire models, A complete
line with a capital "C"—including every kind
and type of radio in the big demand brackets
—from deluxe F-M combinations straight
through to compact portables.
Every ona datlgned and engineered to meet
every caste, every purse, every use. And every

Sonora Radios-regardless of size—will be
distinctive for its famed "ClearAs ABell" tone.
This means a clear-cut selling edge over competition—because when all is said and done—
TONE CINCHES THE SALE! And when it
comes tp tone, remember—Sonora has been
associated with tone engineering for more than
30 years! In eye-value and tone-value, every
Sonora must and will be the best in its price.dass.
GET THE FACTS!
Sonore looms as the big competitive line!
Regardless of where your store is located or its
size, it will pay you to investigate the protection and assurance the Sonora Franchise
will give you. Contact your nearest SONORA
Distributor, or write to Sonora Radio &
Television Corporation, 325 North Hoyne
Avenue, Chicago 12, Illinois.

MODELS!

RADIOS • TELEVISION SETS
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

Clea r as a Bell
HOME ENTERTAINMENT AT ITS BEST
RECORDS • PHONOGRAPHS • RECORDERS
19

THE QUICK

PISTRIBUTIOW

AND VOLUME SALES
YOU WANT

You can get going fast in the $4,496,734,000 Chicago
market. Here is a tremendous pent-up demand for autos,
washing machines, refrigerators, "big unit" products generally. Here is a market fortified by diversified income and
billions in savings—a market famous for its responsiveness to
advertising and its record-breaking volume buying.
In this compact, easily accessible market, defined by consumer habit and merchandising practice, there is enough
business to take the entire output of some manufacturers.
You con get immediate volume and build solidly for a continuing, profitable operation. You can do it at one low cost
through a single advertising medium—the Chicago Tribune.
Bought, read and bought from as is no other medium in
this market, the Tribune is a powerhouse among dealers and

Now available lor your rtudy end
ti$e are the findings of o marftelwide dealer and comumer inveiiioation teveollng ownership of
auiomobiles and electrical appliances, brand prelerences and expected purchases. To get these
facts, address C. S. Benham, Manager, National Advertising, Chicago Tribune, Tribune Tower.
Chicago tl,lll.

consumers. Seven days a week it hits with a selling impact
that gets action. One out of every three families in 756
cities and towns of 1000 or more population in this market
reads the Tribune on weekdays. On Sundays, it is practically every other family—at one of the lowest milline rates
in the United States.
You can use monoroto, coloroto, comicolor, newsprint color
or black and white—whichever you prefer as the most effective way to tell your story and to put over your name and
product. Only the Tribune gives you this choice.
No matter whether you are ready now for heavy-duty
selling or are just in the preliminaries of your sales planning,
get the market facts and merchandising suggestions which a
Tribune representative will gladly supply. Call him.

UliTiraga Wnbnm
T,ME WORLD'S GREATEST NEWSPAPER
February overage net poid fotaCcirculotlon: Doily, over
950,000; Sunday, over 1,300,000.
RADIO b Television RETAILING • April, 1945

THERE WILL BE a great demand for radio sets^—regardless of make—in the first months of the postwar period.
As soon, however, as this immediate business is taken
care of, the public will return to its customary buying
habits and demand the best-known, trade-marked, nationally advertised sets, as always.

A

Friendly

See what happened following the first World War. In
the period between 1922 and 1929, 886 separate and distinct lines of trade-marked radio receiving sets were put
on tbe market, according to authoritative figures. 742 of
them are out of business today!

Warning

Dealers who spent their money and their efforts on
these 742 lines probably were exceedingly sorry, in most
instances!

TO RADIO
DISTRIBUTORS AND

As for Stewart-Warner (a $50,000,000 institution which,
records show, has spent over $25,000,000 in advertising),
we intend to occupy a leading position in the radio industry, as we have done continuously for more than 20 years.

DEALERS FROM

Stewart-Warner

Since Pearl Harbor, we have devoted our large radio
production facilities entirely to radar, radio and comnmmications equipment for our armed services.
During the course of this work, we have developed
many new and interesting features which can and will be
incorporated in our postwar sets.
■■

:

However, the point of this message is a word of caution to all our
friends in the radio distributing field.
If you can't get the postwar
franchise you want from StewartWarner, lie up with a substantial,
well-known, experienced radio manufacturer who believes in advertising, and who has a proved record of
performance behind him.
Business in the postwar era will,
no doubt, he good—-for the man who
exercises caution and good judgment now.

Senior J ice President

STEWART-WARNER CORPORATION

RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

A Word

About

RECONVERSION already is getting started in a few plants. For others, it may be
just "around the corner", but Radio still is
completely absorbed in its wartime job.
That's the situation at Rola today. The things
made here . . . transformers, coils and other
intricate parts for Military Communications
. ,. still are being required in gigantic quantities, and since Rola is one of the few plants
of its kind equipped to make those things,
the obligation to produce in maximum
amounts cannot be slighted.
This means we may not be able, now, to give

R econversion
our old customers the kind of service they
have learned to expect from Rola . . . all the
experimental models, all the technical assistance and all the other things we used to provide. This we should regret, for we are proud
of our quarter-century reputation for Service,
but there is no alternative and we hope our
friends in the Radio Industry will understand our present position.
No one can predict how long this intervening period may be, but Rola's reconversion
. . . when it comes . . . will be speedy, and
at that time set makers again can look to
Rola for the "Finest in Sound Reproducing
Equipment."

THE ROLA COMPANY, INC • 2530 SUPERIOR AVENUE, CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

ROLA

MAKERS
22

OF

THE

FINEST

IN

SOUND

REPRODUCING

AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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"BigSet" lone m Compact Set$i
in Olympic 'tru-base' system, ne>v
ekctmnk principles replace within (he
elecirkal circuit the rich bass tunes
heretofore 'fost" in all but targe, costly
consoles. By. restoring true resonance to
the bass- register tru-base" releases
-ear-balanced realism throughout the
entire tonal scale 'tru-base" will be
available m modestly-priced, brilliantly
styled; Olymph table sets and radio
phonograph combinations Register your
interest by writing to; Olympic Radio
g'Television, 510 Sixth Ave., New York II.
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RADIO t ilTELEVISION
DIVISION
OF
HAMILTON
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SPRAGUE

TRADING

k FREE Buy-Exchange-Sell Service

REPLACING WET
^
ELECTROLYTICS
WITH DRYS
C
In mony cases—particularly
In old sets—you can use
J-Mr
Sprague Atoms (midget drys)
In available Victory Line types to re/(X ^ '
place unavailable wet electrolytic ca\i) pacitors, Atoms stand the gaff! A
few precoutions should, o# course, be
observed, and these are described in the Sprague "Vic*
tory Line" Catalog C*304. Write for your copy today.

POST

for Radio Men

FOR SALE—New tubes: 0Z4. 2AS, 24A.
26. GCO, 606, 6K7, ej7, eJ5,
BU4Q. 5Z3, 83. 1S5, 14A7, 12SK7, and
many others. Radio Electric Co.. Hudson Wise
WANTED—Piiono-osclUalor with or without mBto and crystal pickup. State make,
model, c.onditton, and price. Elmer
High Bridge, Ky.
Will TRAtlF—Tfi ea.ief
ea.ief. idnple
.S®, barrel
^

FOR SALE—Supreme 580 Deluxe li
KC-00 MC RP slg. gen. ffilh PM prov
sion and includes 50 to 30.000 cyd
beat-freq. audio osc. output (brand new
S75.00.
385 (laboratory
AutomaticSupreme
Radio analyzer
and tubemodel
test
(used) $95.00. Phllco 044 beat-fre
audio ose. 60 to 11,000 cycles (brai
pew) $35.00. Precision App. M500
Electronometer type counter tube checki
checb
OOOD^BAD indicator
new) $75.01
Clouzh-Btenele
CJ1-A 3''(likeosciUograpb
wit

0d {
af A7Chicago,
cbSc 111.
mrtl5' 2541 n°nh Ciccru getliiT
*™e only fl"(both
™-like new) $150.0(
Za t
WANTED—25Z5. 6D8, 80. 32SA7, 12A7 Sales cash, final and FOB Miami I
tubes or what have you? R, M, Dirba. RelUy C/O Box 4307i Miami Beach 4!
11$I. Bos 144, Wallls, Texas.
Florida. 0aVe 7 s f st a 5n8
WILL EXCHANGE—Good assortment of cy
LRA'riL
,i " ^ ' . 5l
tubes, technical books, and Q9T maga- ' Ele5;- S I'; ,nonl ¥,a.f,n,lgeor S.'
srtnei—want 11. S. or foreign stamps or SSf'u.'fl
, . ^
covers. Walter Tokurskl, 39 Claire are.. ^ S440. 0667
" wi,ai ''fe y™ «> V-O-M
Woodbtidge. N. J.
?• J-r.rr '211''' 832 01,10 6t- ^
WILL EXCHANGE—New csrtoued CAS, WANTED—Hard-to-gel lubes for use tmrrwnv Nrr.n ii..iiir«finrc «b»
"
6K7, 11728. 80 end 6PC tubes for In soldiers' radios on air base. Set. Ed
_ lb.
l
l
WANTED—Cash
waiting for SX-24 c
S
1A7, 8525, 12K7, 12SA7, 1207. and Clark, ASN #31198837, Sq. "D," 84711* ?
^
'20B natUcrafters In good conditim
ittS'q Sims TW
sinm ivii«,
w., «ii
«, wi.w
wtrc
James Dreyer. 62o Chestnut sl., krecport, w
„,„v.
IRS's.
Drug Store,
Wllmorc.
B,U„ «■Key
Field, Meridian, Miss.
n,« Ky.
Warren
Chase, Cambridge, VL
URGENTLY NEEDED—Tube tester mill- WANTED—Rider Manuals, preferably
cveuawior 10
.n
WANTED-—Radio
test set, also a tab
lll8t
timeUr,
luuBief, Md
oj u loiuiiLier.
voltmeter Warr^
warren Kantz
ivantz, complete
.-„n n, but
, , will takeYnnkerq
part. Don
K nDarla,
v Keystone movie projector, like new, also^ lestcr
Ryalls
Jlolden WtestVa811 tubes- u- w
y
6054
S.
Wayne
Road,
Route
3,
Wayne.
""eruaio
Ave.,
ienters
b,
«.
t.
,
i
g
12
14
ham
receive
'
'
n
ms>
[or
Brett
n
or
Mich
FOR SALE—Several push button tuning In A1 shape. OaksviUe Radio Service, SWAP OR SELL—Rcadrtte AC milllimi
rnn SALE—Leeds
cmr t ,r„ and
, . Northrop
,, Wheat, assemblies
and phono
used bearing
Want Box -rr*
13. Fly™Creek, N.1 Y. .
meter new;
0-25Meissner
and AC(Brcwster)
voltmeterF-M0-30(
TOR
Astatic B-IO
pickup, aids.
Thordnrson.
, ,. hoth
con
stone bridge, resistance bridge. B. Sler- T-14-C-70 tone control choke and level WANTED—Phonograph
motor, preferably verier, perfect: New Products recor
ling. 151 E. 70th St.. New York City, meter for m^netk rMordirg 'heTd John ™A' ^ turntable and pickup, llOv, changer, etc. Want good slg. generate,
„ . head
,
60 cycle, not
than $j.
JamesLouis
H, s.
AU Lareplies
M. 16
lleldman,
WANTED—Cutting
of any type, Zlmle.
wnj v'
v 1351 First Ave
* "* New York 21 "' Fullerton,
Fulterton,
4149more
Nebraska
st., St.
Brea answered.
Los Angeles
Calif 282.
Robert
Curtiss,
311
Broad
St.,
St..
Oneida,
Oneida.
18.
Mo.
_
„
,
„
'
,. ,
0
ft
Vpw York
iapw mTrrk /Fx..u_
iapiimTrrk
/tr.. 1 11 -j.*rOR
-^fcrOR SALE—II~639
SAL£—(*B IX~639 vujr&tor iii\crtc
™5Pr
I
? a*? cTr ,>r
WANTED—llaliicrafters
WANTED—llallicrafters
S-IOR
S-l&R or S-20 unit for phono motor on DC operation
Ech(, i ,|
WANTED—Crusley
' r«iif
roiif
P "> e EJC-1
BC-1 or BC-2.
BC-2, J. W.
\V. $7.50; Thordarson power trans. T68K2i
WANTED—Crosley auto-exnressionator »ih™'
Ririw" ftnid
Echophone
T68B2i
Fr
?ra,lcisco "0j
tube #W4im, & Ne,m
Neon tSTTube
Sg tube
'
^ M' GalifGood in. 55 Ce<5ar
Cedar st
St..- Brunswick. Maine, and
andlnput
Input trans. T70A83:
T70A83; UTC-S19 mod
#42419A for same set. J. Allen DeWald, FDR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Battery op- WANTEO-Cash for any little model "Kir,1'11,"5-1 ^ r2I^T .'ff tssu6
Route 3. Danville. Pa.
crated electric fence controller; 2-10 Want or mhlgel iiQcket rad^ sct Robert ^{ Electronics,
■Service, RCA Uevfew, an
meter crystals, 10 meter colls: Budd fre- K ir BalDh at Ballston Sna
Y L ;"J'0.,^S- ^l11" Bos?' '■ 0- B,,
bI1 N Y
FOR SALE—Superior channel analyzer <l"ency meter:_ new HY75: almost new 1 n * ' 1 p 3t""
■
' 905. Hoboken. N. J.
with original instructions, new tubes, new ^07; throat mike; telephone handset, and WANTED.—12SA7; 12AS; 3525; 85L6; WANTED—Tubes. What have you? Brain
test leads. A1 condition, $30, C, lildtey, sleeping bag, Want driver and output 3OL0; 1A7; INS; and 117Z6 tubes. er(i Rarii0 Service 512 S 8th st
539 Bast 149lh St., Bronx 55.' New transformers
AB2,Bo-o6L6's,
small Henry Kolk. WashihgtonvUle, N. Y.
Brainerd -111
Minn
.iivnp set.
to. for
nilVto,.
TiroalsoSheridan
IWttUlUU,
Mil,
AC-DC
Gilbert Bers.
1352
WANTED—Late
St., N. W.. Washington 11, D. C.
wave
set and tube tester; good short URGENTLY NEEDED — Following tubes
WANTED—Late tube tester and slg. coo
eai
e
no
cv^u.urr
.
*
what
have
you?
Robert
new
or
used,
in good condition: 4—25ZS
generator: also lubes, parts radios .F0^ ^L5
EXCHANGE—Several ffdmer. Box 208. Greenville, Ohio.
4—IN5GT, 3—35T,5GT,- 3—3525, 4Xmitters, Rider Manuals etc wswsr' lnint'r?d ,t",bes' ol(1. 8nd new 'Wes; also
50L6OT, 8—85A5, 2—1A7GT, 2Pred W. Rudolph, 350 E. Beecher lt'
Ptekups ^
„DrgenUy need WANTED—Std. make tube tester; slg. lA5GT/a. 3—Q5QT, 2—SO, 3—75, 3Adrian Mich
"* Thordarson
anlts 17SI3,
15R05, 17814.
90A04, 17S15,
90813, generator,
and. otherRepair
lest eqpt.
83V. 4—SAT,
4-—6A8GT
I5C54, X8C92,
fully. I'owdert's
Service,Describe
fifl, 5Z3
2—6X5,or 4—70L7GT
or 70A7GT,
33S 2 ail(
WANTED—-Tube and set tester or V- . ?' '1 Jensen JAP-CO <gT-600) co- Flat Rock, 111,
1T5CT. Ray Jay, 207 Brown st,
O-M Tak Yamashta mo winms *»„,« "xial speaker,. Horace Descartes West,
Milton
Oregon,
son 5 Wise
^'
brooks. 235 NorOi Hill Street, GrKtSn. outside
FOR SALE—Rek-O-Cut
professional
type, FOR
'i,,,wnSALE—Triplelt
- urt«onGeorgla.
belt drive, dual speed
12" recordcombination multl
FOR SALE OR TRADE—Adanied iuhps
.
ing mechanism with brush cutter. Re- checker #1125; test oscillator #1151
1A7, 1N5 1115 6X5 12K7 357A Xta! WANTED—1I7P7
tube, 50,000 ohm pot. cording, amplifier, etc. Want Dumont portable black leather case AC-DC 750
l ith sw,tctl
^trid^'
Z*' 2-in-l rwo'rd nlavhart! with
cartridges and
J switch,' and
.00014844tu^ng
tuning
168 or similar oscilloscnpe; V-T-V-M; 50 150, 13 v.. 1.5 meg.. 1,600 ohms. 15
D 1 .00014'
FuJ,!)n const
phono arms. For trade onlv
only—new
new ipsav
I2SA7 Jcffers0I,
denser,
^nch' 844
Fulton
st.,
- ma. Weslon meter, tubes, etc. Altus Radio 160 Ma. AC 1.3, 15, 150 ma. DC out
,c,terson f^rry
r d D.- Lynch,
tubes. What have you? Boy
Roy Kellerman
Kellerman, •
•- '"d"Sales
& Service, II52 B. 224th St., put 110
he. to 20,000 ke.. In four ranges
1400 Lake St., Mclrose Park,
Park. I1L
' URGENTLY NEEDED—V-T-V-M of any
anv NeW Ynrk 66' N' T'
^,?neE. S0.ndi"0,n'
iir
ORENTLY NEFHrn—n^^ .1 Be reliabled make,
inAgood
conditioii. Please WILL TRADE—Cornell Dublller new ca*
'
pratnr itrTO
. ?' fjit la£ra",• 12
, A\S2 2SI 7 4t"bes; Pretty analyzer BF-50, including Instroc- FOR SALE—Large assortment of tubes
"1^0k" nrHot!.llL
mJ"y
P h .i \ ' ^Q7r tums and test ieads. Want set tester Bill's Radio Repair Shop, 2038 Wash
Ziivm
i .,
and 1LA6 Stanley W. analyzer. Robert McCall, Ortonvllte, Mich. Ington St.. Roxbury, Boston, Mass.
A( 4>
tube
, . ^ ^ demon- FOR SALE—Weston, Jewell, and Radio City
—SEND US YOUR OWN AD TODAY!—
«n,? winncnargcr,
^ a v. y' for
.trou''l6shootliig,
etc.. ammeters,
Products test
InstrumentsJames
— vollineters,
ana
radio or radio
and analysers.
Wcldon,
Send your own ad to u> today, Writo PLAINLY-—hold It to 40
w
e
n
or what !iav
„, ^' N. Christiana,« 311)3 Ave. D, Brooklyn 26. N. Y,
words or loss—eonfino It to radio materials. If aecaptabla, we'll
1, 3000
you? J.» «Bazewicft,
gladly run It FREE OF CHARGE in the first avallablo Issue of one of
Chicago 18, 11L,
FdR SALE-—Weed a microphone? Write
,v Mdio
th#, tfive
radio ""Baxlnos
maaazlnos whoroln
Tradlno Posf
appears ovory
m
WaMTcn
tell usyou.your Bneeds.
may Systems
be able
whoroln the
tho
WANTED—Rider Manuals #6, 7, 9 and to help
4 B WeSound
« nfh. *
HARRY KALKER,
SalesTrading
ManagerPost appears ovory
16; also lubes 11725 70Lr, 12SA7, Co., Two Rivers. Wise.
and 3523, and two-speed recorder. Foth
'
Radio Service, 422 West 3rd St. Newton.
Kaasus
'
Dept. RRT-45, SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.. North Adams. Mass,
(Jobbing Sales Organixation for Sprague Electric Company)

SPRAGUE

C0NDEHSERS

KOOLOHM
RESISTORS
TM. nCOISVCRED U 3. TENT OFFICC
Obviously, Sprague cannot assume any responsibility, or guarantee goods, services, etc., which might be exchanged through the above advertisements
24
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It will pay
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THE "DOTTED" LINE!

Yes, Mr. Radio Merchant, for an initial investment of

you the ^ir-sighted Temple story of assured Profits, of

only three cents (for the postage stamp), the way is laid

selected, protected Dealerships, of the vital engineering,

open for you to reap handsome future dividends—post-

manufacturing and delivery advantages which YOU, as

war and after—through the matchless opportunities

a Temple dealer, will enjoy. But don't delay. Fill out

provided by the Temple Dealer Franchise. Let us tell

the Coupon-pand mail today!
\
\

emple

QenflememAs a Deofer of hi f, ^

RADIO

X

.
\

ADDRSSS

n9

Te,n

P'e Radio Fronchisse.

\

c/ry
FM>. . TELEVISION . . .
RADIO-PHONO' COMBINATIONS
WHERE

W

Licensed under ArmsJrung ond RCA patents.
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"Can the jewelers borrow our coffeepot. Mom ? "

Your new aluminum coffee pot was a display piece, fiftyodd years ago. Jewelers would have showed it off.
Aluminum was a rare metal then . . . brand-new . . .
unique . . . and exciting. It was so precious that they
couldn't finish the Washington Monument until they had
displayed its gleaming aluminum cap in a famous New York
jeweler's window while the passing crowds oh'd and ah'd.
If you could have bought an aluminum coffee pot at all,
back there around 1900, you might have paid $100 for it.
You could get one for 69c just before the war.
Aluminum came out of the display case into the home and
business when the manufacturers began to make Americans
want aluminum things. They advertised iheir aluminum- identified it by names like Wear-Ever, Mirro, and many
others—and convinced America that these brand names
were to be trusted—again and again and again.
Brand advertising is one big reason why aluminum is now
a mass metal. It's a big reason why aluminum things that
your wife gets for a few cents are made of better aluminum
than yesterday's richest grandmother
could have bought anywhere at any price
... no matter what mint she owned,
f

The brand names you know make
possible the good things you want.

Vvv*

$1.75 in 1907 but 10c in 1945
Remember any light bulb advertising of
1907? There wasn't much. There weren't
many light bulbs, either. And there weren't
many people who wanted light bulbs. Today a lot of people want light bulha, and ,
get good ones cheaply by asking for them
by known, trusted brand names.
26

FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS. INC.
World'g Largest Publishers of Monlhlg Magazine*
No. 2 of a new seriei appearing in leading American newspapert and the imporlanl businest and Industrial magazines. For free proofs write Fawcell Publkaliont,inc.,39S Madison Avenue, New YorklT,N.Y.
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Great Name in Radio
r.-; "

Plans for the Howard post-war line incorporate every desirable development for
-• ■.
w*

a^SBl.

superb musical entertainment. When the
first models come off the production lines

k Tv ' ^-tf
>.f f:,«.

they will keep faith with the Howard tradition of quality, value and dependability. You
can look forward to selling them with sat-

..^r-

isfaction and profit. Depend on Howard for
the finest in FM-AM Radio and Television.

aor MORE WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

hoiuiird

rhdio

compnnv

1731-35 BELMONT AVE. • CHICAGO 13, ILL.

/ttnaicccu Old&zl ^RacUa Tftanupzctun&v
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for the

main

in

radio

your

home'

m
THERE'S plenty of good, sound, common-sense behind the thought that the main radio in any home
should be as fine a radip as its purchaser can buy—
a Stromberg-Carlson. It is this simple truth which has
made the current Stromberg-Carlson advertising story
so convincing to the huge radio public now being
reached by over 475,000,000 impressions in thirteen
leading magazines.
We believe that your own experience will cause you to
agree with many veteran radio merchants when they
rate Stromberg-Carlson as: the important radio line—
28

the radio line carrying real profit possibilities—the
radio line with easy-selling public acceptance.
You, too, will want to plan your post-war selling program around this sound and widely accepted StrombergCarlson sales theme. You'll find the Stromberg-Carlson
"main radio" a consistent profit maker—whether an
outstanding table model, console, or radio-phonograph
combination.
STROMBERG-CARLSON
RADIOS ■ TELEVISION • TELEPHONES • AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
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The Independent Dealer Is Here to Stay
The latest grist for the rumor-monger's mill is that
the independent retailer is going to disappear from the
American distribution picture. Spreaders of this propaganda tell us that chains and various large buying syndicates are going to swallow the independent merchandiser, and drive him out of business.
This talk is sheer nonsense, and absolutely without
foundation. The independent dealer occupies a very
important position in our national economy, and he is
in this secure niche because he performs a vital service
to the community.
in fact the mdependen ■ merch t effect npo t our
national d.stnbut.on set-up is so far-reachtng that it is
doubtful wb ther it could survive w.tiout htm. The
tin m >ney and service whtch he and his fellow dialers
have ."vested tn their. .Ilectnte orgamzatic a is larger
that all chains combtned «is collective contribution
to the improvement of the nat.onal welfare has been
enormous.
Diligence and Resourcefulness

and substituting tubes and other necessary radio components—-he has managed to keep radios and appliances
in working order.
The public-at-large owes a debt to the independent
dealer. The maintenance of radios today is even more important than it was in pre-war days. With people so anxious for news of the latest war developments, the radio
technician has helped keep up morale on the home front,
QwalificaYlons Are "Tops"
Almost everyone is definitely "sold" on the impor^ and v ^ of ^ independeIK retaile
This phase
!
and women; the
of distribution
countiess jn£
.
J* , touch.. to bus;ness. u is this
that
mercha°t who wm aid in creannp OUi000,000 , it and
a better po5twar worid
^ ^ futlire; there wiu be radioSj refrigerators,
wash^S; et(
t0 jellj instalIj and
a d thcre ls
no one better qualified or prepared to do this work
than the unattached retai}er. This merchant already has

Despite restrictions, rationing, priorities, and other
hardships imposed upon him, the retailer has shown
resourcefulness without parallel in business history. The
radio merchant is no exception. By working long Hours,
keeping to high standards, displaying initiative, and
exercising ingenuity—so well illustrated by converting

great prestige, but he is not content to rest on his
laurels. He does not fear competition from others,
When distribution of civilian merchandise commences,
manufacturers and jobbers should remember the dealer s
outstanding service in keeping sets and appliances working at this time.

THE RADIO-APPLIANCE MERCHANT WILL STAY IN BUSINESS BECAUSE:
Cusfomers have faith in his ability to choose the best in merchandise.
He gives that "personal touch" to retailing.
He has knowledge of customers' linaneial standing.
He is the buyer for his locality.
He has rendered excellent wartime service.
He is reliable and strives to turn out good work.
He goes "out of his way" to please customers.
He takes an active interest in his community.
Millions of people are employed in independent establishments.
He accounts for the bulk of the business in the radio-appliance industry,
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RADIO CABINET DESIGN getting more and more
attention as peacetime production appears to draw
closer. Most set manufacturers are hiring well-known
designers, giving latter carte blanche as far as otiginality is concerned. Streamlining, particularly of table
models, will result in some radically different designs
for the first 12 or 38 months. Disguising set so that
it looks like anything but a radio is not a new practice,
but in the past when sales figures were compiled,
novelties in sets accounted for a very small fraction of
total business.

HOME APPLIANCES having outstandingly different
operating features are now undergoing performance tests
in the plant of a large company well known in the radio set manufacturing field. The appliances include refrigerators, combining food freezers; vacuum cleaners,
rotary ironers, roasters and electric ranges. Prior to the
war, the company's only home appliance offered for
sale was a refrigerator.

SURPLUS ELECTRONIC MATERIALS lists may be
obtained at all WPB regional offices immediately
upon publication each month. Materials in inventory after the expiration of a 45-day period become
available for civilian supply.

OUR CRYSTAL GAZER reports a new type washing
machine under consideration by a noted inventor. Rubber, or a rubber-like substance, would be the material
used for the basket. One of the advantages claimed for
a zuasher of this kind is gentle treatment of clothes.
If and when this machine is ready for the market, home
appliance servicers of the familiar metal equipment
had better ivatch out for competition from local tire vulcanizers.
, j \ use one of those *
^ ^
pe
Boy i CooK* i

s/

csi
/
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POTATOES WILL BE PEELED in many homes after
the war by a new power peeler to be offered by the
Hurley Machine Division, makers of Thot laundry
equipment, according to E. N. Hurley, board chairman. Mr. Hurley says the device will release women
from one of their most disagreeable tasks, reduce
waste, and preserve vitamin-packed portion of the
potato lying just under the skin.
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Appliances

DESIGN OF POSTWAR civilian equipment is vitally needed by the radio-electronic industry. In
order to give reconversion a good start, the military
services should now allow the industry a "look" at
our secret electronic and radio inventions, to ascertain their adaptability to civilian peacetime uses. This
could be done in secret sessions by committees made
up of both responsible manufacturers and officers of
the armed services. It certainly would be a step
towards hastening the day of new products born out
of war inventions, so that industry could be geared
for reconversion.

RECONVERSION PLANNING will be most difficult
unless industry is given an opportunity to be geared
to the fullest for carrying on civilian production as
soon as the war ends. Otherunse, it seems most likely
that we will have a hiatus of considerable unemployment and dislocation. This will give opportunity for
the vocal pressure groups to attack industry and advocate measures to maintain employment through government controls and funds. fFithout knowledge of
the adaptability of wartime electronic-radio developments and inventions, the proper designing and planning for civilian production reconversion will be delayed and hampered.

NO CHANGE IN DISTRIBUTION pattern looked for
after war. During first two years after Pearl Harbor,
a number of manufacturers of replacement parts considered development of "new" distribution channels
for their postwar products. However, as we get
nearer V-Day, it appears that future jobbers will
carry on as they have in the past, and will emerge
from the war far stronger than ever before.

ONE AND ONE-HALF MILLION TUBES per
month for civilian use is approximately the quantity
radiomen can look forward to receiving from now until
further notice. WPB is making every effort to get all
existing tubes into service for civilian supply and to
obtain the maximum volume of new tube production.

PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER —Manufacturers are
investigating U. S. production costs of a portable
record player with combination spring-ana-electric
motor (HOv, AC) which has been shown in an Eastern city. Ideal for beach and vacation use, they see
a good market for it around $40. The original Swiss
product is also made in a model with two tubes of
amplification, although the purely mechanical-pickup
model exhibited perrorms with excellent volume and
quality.
RADIO O Television RETAILING • April, 1945
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ADMIRAL CORP. BOOSTS TELEVISION. In move
to aid progress of video art in Chicago, Admiral will
oversee two evening telecasts each week, experimenting with variety shows, checking on audiences and
reception, and will also use programs to instruct radio
dealers. According to Richard A. Graver, Admiral
vice-president, his firm has signed contract with television station WBKB.

^
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TODAY

MAY BE 50% CUT in military radio-electronic production, after victory is achieved in Europe. While the
Pacific War will still require 5 million men for army
and air forces (against present two-war 8,200,000),
in addition to 4 million in navy, radio-electronic requirements will be slackened off to probably 50% of
current military demands at outset of 1945. This
should free large productive capacity for civilian radio, although components may not be in balance for
some time to come.
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'T CAN GET IT FOR YOU WHOLESALE" practice is target of bill pending before New York legislature. Bill also designed to prevent misrepresentation
of both price and the merchandise itself. One provision is aimed to disabuse the consumer of the impression that he is buying at zv holes ale directly from a
wholesaler or manufacturer . . . when in fact be is
not." Bill's authors hope to "cure some of the outstanding unfair and deceptive trade practices. .

"FRIG1DAIRE, VICTROLA. KODAK"—what happened to these brand-names {many people applied
them to all makes) is happening to "Deepfreeze," trademarked name of freezers being made by Motor Products Corp., No. Chicago, III. The makers are taking
every precaution to stress their ownership of the title
"Deepfreeze."

GREAT PROGRESS BY RECORD INDUSTRY since
1941, is best indicated by the fact that majority of
set manufacturers are seriously considering right now
whether they should include even one "straight"
console In their postwar lines. Most seem to feel that
any future console going into the home will have to
be a "combination."

EUtf
^V^CE WEATHER PREDICTION, based on
" ham" experience in short-wave reception, is a new
development in meteorology. When a storm pressure
area is forming, short-wave reception usually becomes
very good from that quarter, even 12 hours before
the pressure area itself is otherwise evident By coordinating a number of radio observations, situation
of a coming storm can thus be definitely located.

BUSINESS IS BOOMING DEPARTMENT! One
jobber in a large metropolitan area was told to have
his "head examined" when shortly after the war started
he bought huge manufacturers' inventories of parts,
units and controls, representing items necessary in
homes and plants. The manufacturers sold their total
stocks to this jobber at a loss. Now the distributor in
question is selling these articles back to the original
owners—and he's getting list prices for them.

BETTER SET FOR $100 XESS—One manufacturer has
readied a 14-tube console, having EM, which will sell
for $250. Claims are that this set is better than the
firm's similar postwar model priced at $350. One
instance in which after-the-war prices will be lower.
3A010 & Television RETAILING • April. 1945
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IT'S DONE!

AUTOMATIC TOASTERS, either thermostatically
or "time controlled" deliver toast of different degrees
of color, due to varying moisture content, texture, etc.,
of the bread {often resulting in service calls). One
maker is said to be experimenting zvith an electronic
toaster, in which a photo-electric eye governs the operation, ejecting toast when desired color has been
reached/
NEW ELECTRIC FLOODLIGHTING, equivalent to
2,500 times full moonlight, will illuminate the Statue
of Liberty on V-Day. Samuel G. Hibben, director of
applied lighting for the Westinghouse lamp division,
is directing the project.
MANY RADIO PARTS JOBBERS, who now deal
exclusively in components and sound equipment, expect
to sell home receivers and household electrical appliances to future "full-Tine" dealers, postwar.
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Customers

Ted Male's Wellesley Hills store is situated in
an important shopping center.

Mass. Radio Retailer Uses Clever Advertising}
Topflight Service. Bright Stores to Build Business
• "Go to Hale" is a slogan wellknown to customers and prospective
customers of Ted Male's two stores
--one at 252-254 Washington St.,
Wellesley Hills and the other at
1251 Centre St., Newton Centre,
Mass.
And business is going to Hale because this enterprising dealer makes
an all-out drive for it. He employs
many time - proven selling methods
in "the book"—and lots more not
in "the book," which he originates.
Personally, this Ted Hale shuns
the limelight, but where his business,
Male's, is concerned he never misses
an opportunity to publicize it. Consistent and clever advertising brings
customers to the two stores, and
from there on, attractive surroundings, ethical merchandising tactics
and superior service exposes the customer to a como-back-again atmosphere.

congested shopping areas. Hale
capitalizes upon his location by featuring in his advertisements in
Boston and local newspapers, that
shopping at his stores involves no
"jostling in crowds, no parking problems and no hurried selections."
When Hale founded his business
four years ago, he purposely chose
a location where the buying public

"Go

would be interested in high-priced re
ceivers and classical records. Hi
knew beforehand that communities
where he planned to set up his stores
were not only composed of wealth}
people, but of people capable of dis
criminating between worthwhile anc
shoddy merchandise.
Male's Newton Centre store is
very small. As a matter of fact it is
but 9 feet wide by 65 feet long, but
every inch of space is utilized to th<
best advantage. Great emphasis is
placed upon the importance of window display, and upon careful anc
attractive arrangement of the store
Interior.
As a result of careful store location planning, Hale was able tc
specialize in de luxe receiver sales
in 1942, 80 per cent of the sets sole
were FM receivers for which the public paid this dealer from $40 to $5C
more per unit over similar current
models not having the staticless feature, Capehart and Stromberg-Carlson receivers represented the principal
lines carried here.
A glance through Ted hi ale's
huge scrapbook reveals how he has
been able, in such a comparatively
short time, to secure so large a customer following. His advertising
copy is always timely, whether a
newspaper full - page or a mailing
piece is used- For example, when
many of the broadcast frequencies
were changed, Male's advertised that

Ben Williams checks set In service department. Accurate records speed work, cut costs.

Stresses His Loetition
The^Wellesley Hills store is large.
It is situated in an important shopping center and caters to a highclass clientele. Ample parking facilities are provided. This, business section is not large, and is a considerable
distance away from Boston and other
32
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the iirm was read}' to render first:lass service on changing pushbuttonoperated mechanisms to receive the
new wavelengths.
Proper and efficient record-keeping
is a must at Hale's. The present
system is so arranged that there is no
lost motion in billing, notifying customer of completion of work or rechecking on repair jobs. Since every
effort is made to get customers to
bring in and pick up their sets, Male's
sends a postal card to the customer
when the work has been finished.
This printed card reads: "Dear Sir—
Madam: We are pleased to advise
that all necessary repairs to your—
have been completed and it is
now ready. Job No.—; Charges—
—; Date
Male's two stores
are listed on the card. An attractively
printed card goes with the fixed set.
Many l ift Sets Sold
The card reads: "We have just
completed work on your radio. According to our records this equipment
has been left in satisfactory operating
condition. It is my personal desire to
have each transaction completely
satisfactory to you. If for any reason
there might be cause for dissatisfaction won't you kindly communicate
with me." This card is signed, "T.
D. Hale."
Male's experience with FM is extensive both from merchandising
and maintenance angles. He feels

m

Seen in headquarters showroom, above, salesmanager John'Warner, at desk, and Ted Hale.
Below, at right, Jane McOwen and Barbara
Townsentl, branch manager, Male's, Newton
Centre. Lower right, Male's Newton Centre
storefront! 9 ft. wide, it attracts trade.

»■
v-T

that the public will have to be educated to the advantage of highfidelity, but are already sold upon
FM's freedom from fading, lack of
interference, elimination of noise,
monkey-chatter and cross-talk. Male's
feeling about the problem of "drifting" is that future FM sets, because
of the vast experience and development now going on, will be free from
this objectionable condition. He also
believes that the day of the di-pole
antenna for FM is virtually past,
and that such equipment will only
be necessary in areas quite remote
from the transmitters.
Male's will be right on hand and
{Coni'ntund on ['tige 73)
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Natalie Fox and proprietor Ted Hale in the Wellesley Hills record department.
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• This may—and could well be—
the right time for the independent
radio-appliance dealer to visit the
homes of his customers, if he can
possibly arrange to do so. Such calls
should be made for the purpose of:
1. Maintaining customer good-will.
2. Selling available merchandise.
3. Insuring postwar sales.
In homes, such as those shown on
the cover of this issue, live people
whose patronage keeps the merchant
in business. Yesterday, retailers went
to these home-dwellers. During these
hectic days, the prospective purchaser
has been going to the dealerj acting as
his own salesman, and hoping the
merchant will let him buy a little of
this and a little of that from the limited supply of goods.
The day is fast approaching when
the merchant will once again have
to go to the customer in order to sell
merchandise. It seems reasonable to
believe that the dealers who can go
to the customer noiu— "ahead of the
gun"—will come out ahead of the
game.

Visit the Homes Now, Because—
You'll gain qood-will for your busineii.
You'll hulp offset customer "ill-will complexes," being built through
"shoddy" treatment In many stores.
You eon sell repair iobs.
Yen can sell available merchandise.
Yon con survey your potential postwar market.
Sales resistance is now at its lowest ebb.
The customer will be glad to see you.
You can "jump the gun" on your competitor—■particularly the
"chain" operator, who cannot go out In the home-field today.
Home-owners will never be as receptive again as they arc now.

fMm
_ t f

i
Number One, "Maintaining customer good-will," listed above, appears to be the most important service the dealer can perform for himself
and his customer today. The dealer
can build up good-will in his store—
strive to offset the growing consumer
antagonism toward most retail establishments—'but better yet, he can visit
the homes to accomplish this.

ffe/ls

and

Ring

Up

Sales

"Outside" Calls Nous Put Dealer on "inside Track" for Today's
and Tomorrow's Sales. Help Offset Customer "III-Will Comple.v*'
When we consider what a "beating" the consumer is taking today in
stores all over the Country, it becomes more and more apparent to
merchants in our field, who depend
upon the same clientele for their living year in and year out, that something needs to be doneLet's see what's happening today
to those people we want as tomorrow's customers.
Customers "Fed'Vp"
Due to the widely prevalent customer-be-damned attitudes being assumed by far too many retailers in
all sorts of businesses, these consumers arc becoming belligerent, inhibited,
servile, anxious and distrustful. In
short, they are fed-up with the treatment they are getting in return for
the "privilege" of spending their
money.
While it is a fact that visits with
radio-appliance retailers all over the
country reveal that very few of them
are using customer-antagonizing tactics, even the most careful merchant
these days falls heir to a certain
amount of resentful feeling on the
part of the customer.
Though today's clever and considerate retailer may have done nothing
himself to warrant undercurrent customer-antagonism against him, many
other merchants in unrelated businesses are continuing to fan the flame
of the consumer ill-will trend through
employing the "customer is always
"trite" method.

Since the merchant realizes that
his customers are not so "sore" because of goods scarcities, delays in
service and high wartime prices as
they are because of "shoddy" treatment accorded them in certain stores,
he has a cue to the very real good he
can achieve in home-calls at this time.
No smart dealer wants to dip into
"red ink" after this war is over because he allowed his name to get into
customers' "black-books."
In addition to the strengthening
and maintaining of good-will brought
about by visiting the homes today, the
dealer can increase sales of merchandise he has on hand. He can, for
example, bring a few record albums
arid accessories, such as needles, etc.,
to the homes of those of his customers who own recofd-players. He can
offer to leave the records on approval
for the customer to play.
Perhaps the dealer has an over-supply of coffee-makers or even a few rebuilt appliances he can show the customer.
Can Sell Services .\'niv
Dealers who are still able to handle
more service work will have no difficulty in obtaining lots of repair
jobs on these home calls. In most
places, the dealer will rind radios and
appliances out of order. In cases
where the customer does not want to
have an appliance repaired, the merchant may want to offer to buy such
article for re-sa!e.
One of the most important things

to do nowadays when visiting the
home is to make a complete examination of the appliances now being used
by the resident. Check the refrigerator. Note its age, operating condition, size and make. Check the radio
receivers, laundry equipment, vacuum
cleaners and the minor appliances. If
the dealer is In the automatic homeheating .business, he should go down
in the basement and examine the heating plant. In performing these services, he will accomplish two things:
Make the home-owner realize that his
business is appreciated; obtain a complete list of the new radios and appliances the customer will need as
soon as such items are available.
Salesmen Are Welcome
If the dealer plans to do an all-out
job of customer-contacting now, he
will find a ready and cordial response
on the part of most of those whom
he calls to arrange for a visit Prewar techniques employed in "trying"
by one means or another to "get into
the home" are not necessary now.
The retailer who Is presently attempting to build up his repair business will find that visits to the home
are highly profitable. He can offer
to make a complete examination of all
equipment he repairs.
The retailer having merchandise to
sell now will find ready market for it
in the home. At the same time, he
can get a very good idea of the potential market for tomorrow's goods.
(Continunf on page 73)

"Open Door" Policy Prevails in Today's Calls on Householders.
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Alert JMetv Lentlon Merchandisers of Electrical Equipment
and Radios Rttild Sales Ammunition for Future Business

• Maintaining a selling area within
an approximate radius of ten miles in
peacetime has enabled the DeBiasi
brothers to do the excellent job they
have been doing in wartime on appliance and radio servicing.
One of the largest Connecticut retailing establishments, the -Modern
Electric Co., 153 Bank St., New
London, did an outstanding business,
prewar, in the sale of radios and electric appliances. Easy, Thor, and
Bendix washers; Philco, RCA, Emerson, Admiral and Zenith radios; and
Frigidaire and Philco refrigerators
were their biggest sellers.

During 1941 these merchants sold
over 400 refrigerators, 80 per cent of
them within the TO-mile radius. The
DeBiasi's believe in facing facts and
find that major servicing beyond their
self-designated area just isn't practical for them. They are glad of their
past decision regarding territory, now
that repair calls are heavier than
ever. As it is, they are keeping their
former clientele well served, and the
opportunity for incurring ill-will
through well meaning promises unfulfilled, is nil.
Pre-war personnel set-up of Modern Electric Co., owned by the three

DeBiasi brothers, was Arthur, inside
manager; Millard, service manager
on radios and all appliances; and
Michael, outside contact on electrical
contracting and installations. An
ample sales staff operated under
Arthur's direction, and a full service
staff under Millard's management.
Today, Millard is a technical
sergeant with the Signal Corps, and
has been stationed in Australia for
over two years. Arthur and Michael,
with the able help of assistant manager Frank Cables, carry on the business. In addition to this staff there arc
2 full-time radio technicians, 2 part-

PAYS

Lower left: Brother* Arthur; end hUcbael
OeBies) demonstrate <omt»tentJy serviced washer end radio to the respective ownersRight,. top to bottom Assistant manager
frank Cables delivers repaired toaster
to the customer on time and with a
sm)!e.
Arthur DeBIasl keeps orderly, time-saving
records on Iron repair.

T

The Intricacies of troner conditioning are
no mystery to Michael DeBiasL
V U

time electricians, i full-time washing
machine repair man and i full-time
refrigerator specialist. Arthur and
Michael often pitch-in and help out
on urgent repairs when their assistance is needed.
Fifty per cent of the minor appliances submitted for repair are returned to the factory. Modern Electric's owners have found this saves
time and money in many instances,
and facilitates the company's handling
of more urgent calls for larger unit
servicing which has to be done on the
premises. The DeBiasi's claim is that
time is saved by not having to wait
for the factory to ship them the small
appliance parts, and the final cost to
the customer is less. This permits the
firm to concentrate all its efforts on
the heavy job of servicing it is doing
today to the customers' entire satisfaction. And, the check on operating
expenses which their full-time bookkeeper, Miss Eleanor Marian!, gives
these retailers each January and
July t, shows that they are doing a
good business.
Consistent Advertisers
Newspaper advertising is retained
today, as the DeBiasi brothers believe
it is important to keep their firm
name before the public. Before the
war, radio spot announcements and
transcriptions were also used over the
local radio station, WNLC (Mutual
network). Another effective method
(Continued on page 107)
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Promotion of Discs, Recording Studio and Music Sales Pays Dividends
• Many people feel that it isn't necessary for a well-established radio
store to advertise extensively and actively promote their business during
these times of merchandise scarcity,
when many merchants have more
trade than they can possibly handle.
William Weiser, proprietor of the
Weiser Music Co., 415 Main St.,
Johnstown, Pa., one of the city's finest radio and music stores, does not
share this view. "Regardless of how
well an establishment may be known,
it is really surprising to see how fast
people forget," he declared. And,
Mr. Weiser is one man who practices what he preaches about the value
of publicity.
Broadcasting Profitable
In addition to having a daily advertisement in the newspaper, the
firm is a consistent advertiser on the
local radio station. The company
sponsors actual programs, as well as
using spot announcements. "We were
'doubting Thomases' about the value
of broadcasting to us," this dealer asserted, "but we noticed a slump in
our volume when this method of advertising was discontinued. This convinced us of its importance."
With nothing definite to sell at
the present time, and with stocks so
limited, advertising and promotion
serves a two-fold purpose for this
business: (1) selling the public on
the name of the store; (2) serving
as an ambassador of good-will for
future business.
Cefe&rtties at Store
Excellent publicity is obtained by
inviting visiting artists, who frequently appear at local theatres, to
make personal" appearances at the
Weiser Music Co., where they sign
their autographs, answer questions,
and sometimes perform. On these
occasions, the windows of the store
are dressed with records, albums and
musical instruments to tie-in with the
songs featured in the current movies,
or those sung by the stars.
Among the celebrities who have
appeared at this establishment are
Duke Ellington, Will Bradley, Joe
Lopa, and other outstanding artists.
This organization has successfully

organized orchestras and bands for
grade and high schools in this area,
in addition to furnishing these institutions with teachers and instruments.
This aggressive retailer also sponsors kiddie shows, which perform on
the air and in the community's schools
and theatres. And that is not all!
During the summer, the firm arranges
concerts, which are popular and draw
an attendance of 3,000 to 5.000 persons to each performance.
Mr, Weiser is not only an astute
merchandiser, but is also a capable

WEISHR'S

placed the emphasis on the musical
end of the business, and this department of the store was its mainstay.
After the war, however, the store
will concentrate on merchandising
radios, and the organization is looking forward to doing a big job on
these items. In the past, the store
has done a good volume of business
with Majestic, Philco, Sonora and
other radio receivers, as well as Federal recording machines.
Today, records, musical instruments and sheet music are doing well,
and the store's volume is maintained
at a relatively high level. Records,
especially, are keeping the firm's cash
registers busy these daj's.

Sells lilostly Albums
The Weiser Music Store is proud
of the fine job it is doing with discs.
Popular and classical platters, as well
Newspaper advertising
as hill-billy tunes, are very much in
Radio announcements
demand, this organization finds.
The largest portion of the "recordWindow tiedn display
pie" is supplied by purchasers of semiSponsors Shows
classical albums who frequently buy
$30
to $40 worth of these items.
Artists Visit Store
Albums compose the bulk of the disc
sales, and Weiser stresses this phase
Arranges Concerts
of record merchandising for two reasons: (i) the sale per unit is much
larger than individual platters; {2)
musician himself. He Is the director albums, like books, are attractive in
of the Johnstown Plectro -Symphony the home, and become part of its decOrchestra, and is well known in mu- orative scheme.
sic circles in this area. There is cerRecording Volume Climbs
tainly no doubting this retailer's keen
interest in most forms of promotion.
In addition to leading make discs,
These many activities have not only related goods such "as needles, record
created a sound reputation for this cabinets, and similar items are also
dealer, but have proven profitable as for sale.
well.
This Johnstown merchant is doing
The Weiser Music Co. is among a good volume of business in recordthe oldest established radio music ing for customers. At first Weiser'
stores in this area, and has occupied was dubious about the results of this
its present location for the past eight type of business, but was pleasantly
years. This firm also operated a sim- surprised when the amount of profit
ilar establishment at Uniontown, in on recording began to mount. "Onethis state, but with the shortages of hundred per cent profit on selling the
men and merchandise the branch store disc, and twice that much on making
was closed and its stock transferred the record isn't bad at all," he deto the-Johnstown store.
clared.
Prior to the war, the company carMost of the people for whom platried radios, a full line of musical ters are recorded are professional muinstruments, records and record ac- sicians, pupils recording their progcessories, sheet music, and other re- ress, and composers and song writers.
lated items. In those days, the firm This alert retailer thinks that comRADIO & Telavision RETAILING • Aoril, 1945
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William Weiser, proprietor, behind counter on left, and t. H. Jones, store manager, find that constant advertising brings profit and prestige.
retailing from $2 to $10, have been
successfully sold. These lines have
been profitable, and they will probably become a permanent part of the
store's merchandising set-up.
An important adjunct to the company's business is the music school it
maintains for adults and children.
Classes are conducted on the upper
floors of the building in which the
store is housed, and these are quite
popular with folks in this community.
This phase of the firm's activities
takes on a special significance during

posers in the future may dispense
with writing music, and record instead.
The firm advertises frequently concerning recordings to be sent as messages to persons in the service. The
volume of business done on this service was much better than has been
anticipated. Recording of discs has
been so successful that this phase of
the business will be definitely continued, postwarToys, such as music boxes, song
flutes, Tony Sarg music blocks, etc.,

, jm

these times when little merchandise
is available.
It is very interesting to note that
even today the store gives trading
stamps to its customers as an inducement to buy! The desire to obtain
premiums offered for these stamps has
led to increased patronage, and the
company's sales volume has been
boosted as a result. There, is certainly
no lack of aggressiveness on the part
of this retailer.
Included in the organization's plans
for the future are store improvement
and modernization. This will entail
the building of attractive record listening booths, and modern recording
studios.
Displays that Sell
"We are going to make a concerted
effort to display our postwar merchandise to accent its features. Goods
will be shown in the best possible atmosphere, and we will attempt to
avoid exhibiting our lines in a 'cold'
environment. In other words, the
merchandise and the area it occupies
will have a definite sales-appeal,"
Weiser declared.
A sign in the store, reading "Make
This Your Headquarters for Everything Musical," proves, through
Weiser's merchandising results, that
people do believe in signs. This dealer
is a "go-getter" who should have little
difficulty doing a land-office business
when factories are once again turning
out quantities of civilian goods.
Profits in disc-making surprised Wetser, who
plans to continue record-cutting postwar. Sees
more recording In future. *4 View of his studio.
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TOLEDO, Ohio—Charles E. Chambers, who operates The Fix It Shop, 3139
Upton Ave., is another one of the many
dealers who after leaving the service, returned to do business at the old stand.
Newspaper, bus and street-car advertising
publicize the fact that Chambers specializes in washing machine repairs. Customers flock to the Fix It Shop, for they
know that if parts are difficult to get elsewhere, Chambers can generally make his
own. People remember Chambers' store,
and the excellent service he renders.
By giving first class service, Chambers
believes he can count on the possibility
that many customers will return to buy
appliances from him after the war.
Washer makes which he has handled in
the past include Thor, 1900, GE, Maytag, ABC and Easy. He has also sold
GE and Crosley refrigerators, and Motorola radios.
BIRMINGHAM, Alo.—Minus one
leg, but "still in there pitching," Carl
Moss, proprietor of Moss Radio & Appliance Service, Atlanta, Ga., has returned
from the war to reopen his place of
business. He was in the service nearly
four years, and lost his leg in an accident, when he was run down by a tank.
After his discharge, Moss took a course
in a radio school, lie feels quite certain
of his ability to keep his business abreast
of the times, and when other boys return,
Moss expects to employ some of them in
his "all-veteran organization."

BOTTOM'

ST. PAUL. Minn. —William Cornican
and Roy Bagdy opened the Up Town
Radio Shop at 568 Wabasha St., in the
midst of the war, and today, two adjoining buildings are required to house their
establishment. One is used for the work
benches and the radios that are brought in
for repair; the other for storage of materials and old radios which were bought
by the firm, for the tubes and parts.
Advertisements for used radios are run
continually. Radios that can be reconditioned for resale are put on display in
the front of the store. Most of the business is on a cash-and-carry basis, for the
owners found they could not cope with
the steady flow of customers into the store
if they also rendered service on outside
calls. Cornican and Bagdy cooperate
with other radio men in the city in trading
available tubes, and continue to keep
their name in the public eye through
daily newspaper advertising.
WHEELING. W. Va—Renting loud
speaker systems to schools, churches, theatres, and other organizations is an important part of the business done by the
Radio Service Laboratory, 952 Market St.
James M. Black, the proprietor of the
store, declares that this work, together
with radio servicing, has been the mainstay of the firm's volume in the past, supplies most of the profits today, and expects
this work to he more important than ever
for him in the future.

iwwteMssmH aar

NOT fOR SALE

NEW YORK. N. Y.—Samuel A. Rob
bins, owner of the Camera House, 728
Lexington Ave., was not a radio dealer
before the war, but he has definite plans
for entering the radio and television field
in the future. Confronted with a serious
problem when his supply of cameras and
accessories began to dwindle, Robbins
took in a complete line of records which
has become extremely profitable. A stock
of many thousands of records Is maintained, with classical discs leading in demand. Albums constitute a large part of
the sales volume. Record needles and
brushes are also carried.
PITTSBURGH. Pa. —"Edward J. Dymerski, proprietor of the Eddie Radio Co.,
5633-7 Kirkwood St., is a specialist in
the merchandising and installation of
auto radios. That is, he was until the
curtailment of civilian production put an
end to this merchandise.
Ninety per cent of this dealer's business before the war was in car receivers,
and Dymerski has contracts %vhh auto
dealers and department stores to install
auto radios. He had as many as 40 to 45
jobs per day, and received $6.75 for each
installation. The minimum charge on
this type of operation was $3.75.
The mainstay today is servicing of
home and auto radios, and Dymerski's
technicians are kept very busy. One of
the reasons which may be responsible for
the volume of repair work which comes
into the establishment, is the use of telephone directory advertising. This dealer
believes in this type of publicity, and his
advertisement occupies almost an entire
page in the telephone book.
The firm is looking forward to a resumption of auto contract work in the
future on an increasingly large scale.
Aiso included in the company's plans is
the opening of another store, which will
be located in a high-type residential section in this city.

BRIDGEPORT,
Bernard and
Philip Stern, proprietors of the Radio
Hospital, 39 Crescent Ave., have completed plans for modernizing their store
building. They intend to construct a
;■• ••* ".T
built-in driveway where autos can be
serviced. They will use glass brick for
the store front. At present, the firm
specializes in airplane radio repair and
Installation, and a great deal of work is
SAN DIEGO, Co I.—An eye-eatchins window display for stressing the sale of bonds received through this phase of servicing.
was used by Floyd Umbarger, of Umbarger's Radio Sfore, 3886 Fairmounf Ava. More than a Both owners hold commercial radio operscore of varied appliances were shown, with the sign, "Not For Sale . . . Until After Victory." ator licenses, as well as pilot licenses,
Similar displays can be used to get attention and spur the sale of bonds in the coming drive. and are well adapted to perform their
40
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highly specialized work on aircraft receivers and transmitters. The field of
domestic aircraft radio servicing, they
predict, will be a lucrative one for the
technician who can specialize in it.
The Stern Brothers also sponsor children's Softball and basketball teams, and
find that the resulting publicity creates
immeasurable good-will, and added dollars and cents. The Kadio Ilospital's delivery truck is painted white to resemble
an ambulance, and all employees wear
white coats to add further to the "hospital atmosphere."
SAN DIEGO] Col.—To avoid disappointing appliance repair customers,
John A. Krause, of Krause Electrical Appliance Service, 917 West Washington
St., has inaugurated a policy of closing on
Saturdays. This gives him a chance to
work undisturbed, and complete all repairs. Krause also continues to remind
his customers that he will carry a full
line of table appliances, vacuum cleaners
and washers after the war.
BALTIMORE,
Edmonson Radio
Sales, 732-744 Popular Grove St., uses
■'super-servicing" as the firm's motto. M.
T. Trippe, who operates this store, attributes a great deal of his success In
servicing to the fact that he employs all
factory trained technicians to repair radios.

CHICAGO, III.— Manor Home tsr Auto
Radio Shop, 5639 W- Nonh Ave., lias
been presenting television demonstrations
to the public for the past six months. E.
Mantor, the proprietor, feels these demonstrations are important inasmuch as
they have aided hitn in establishing a reputation In the community in which he
opened his store only a short while ago.
The video feature angle has stamped
Mantor's store as an up-and-coming radio
repair center, and consequently, a greater
amount of work finds its way into the
shop than had been anticipated by the
proprietor.
Mantor presents his bi-weekly video
demonstrations with an eye to the future.
He is sowing seeds now for the time
when television sets will be put on the
market, and feels sure that many of the
people in the community who remember
seeing the first telecast at the Manor
Shop will come here to purchase receivers.

OKAUCHEE, Wis.— A ilourishiugradio service combined with a prosperous
restaurant business is Morris Hawley's
unique combination for getting ahead In
business during wartime. Hawley, owner
of the Okauchee Electric Service, has his
store located in the rear of the Prison
Cafe, a restaurant-tavern which he also
operates.
In addition to his other duties, Ilaw-
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MOBERLY. Mo.—Ray Boots, owner
of the Radio Appliance Co., is practically
running a one-man shop since his son and
another technician have left for the Army.
Boots repairs radios only, and asks his
customers to call for and deliver their
own sets. With the assistance of an office
girl be sells lamps, records, and accessories.
SHARON. Pa.—Joseph Brozyna has
joined Merle f.. Unger in forming a radio
and appliance repair organization named
the Town Electric Service, 51 South
Water Ave. The new organization is going" full-speed ahead. In fact, business
has been so good on outside service, that
both men are away nearly all the time.
Mrs. Brozyna takes care of the store
during their absence.
Parts come from a supply house in
Youngstown from which the concern gets
twenty-four hour service. Stocks of repair items for electric irons and washers
are carried, and electric light lamps.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—C. L. Reynolds, Court St., in the radio business
over twenty-five years, counsels that the
best way for the wise radio technician or
dealer to survive during these times is
through exploring and employing angles.
In his case, the "new angle" was the
public address system. Reynolds has six
public address systems, ranging from a
baby 20-watt outfit to a king size roowatt job, and he has utilized them to
carry him through this wartime period.
Reynolds contacts schools, churches, and
merchants in Ins territory, with offers DETROIT. Mich. —Edward Wilton, reto rent his PA systems. Stores frequently cently returned from army service, has
use the loud-speaker system to announce just opened his own radio and appliance
sales, or just to play music in the after- service store at 7617 Kercheval. He renoons as a stimulus to employees. For ceived his technical training in an army
non-commercial groups, such as the local radio school.
schools, Reynolds supplies records and
Under present conditions he finds his
PA facilities at about one-half the regular one man set-up sufficient to take care of
commercial rate. Discounts prove profit- customers who recommend him to one
able in the long run because of added another within a limited trading area.
calls for such facilities at school plays, Eventually he intends to advertise in local
sports events, and lectures.
papers, and make outside service calls.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945
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Hawley's service store and unique cate.
ley finds time to repair many radios every
week, and continues to advertise for more
business. After the war, Hawley intends
to specialize in radio sales and service
exclusively. With this end in view he
has purchased land facing a leading
highway, and on it erected a sign which
reads, "Site of the Okauchee Postwar
Model Electronic Home." Hawley aims
to develop a large scale appliance business, and to build up an efficient sales
organization.
FRESNO, Cal. "Radio dealers who
rush into 'priority plans' guaranteeing
early delivery of new models to preferred
customers are letting themselves in for
many headaches," according to Tony Fernandez, radio manager at Godschaux'.
"There is more potential ill-will and
danger in these ideas than good-will,"
Fernandez points out. "Every housewife
who registers her name with the dealer
will feel that the moment a few radios
are released in the city, she should have
one. If ten radios are sold, the customer
holding Priority No. 12 will feel she has
been cheated, and grow angry enough to
never forget it. A lot of people are going
{Continued on page no)
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Radio and appliance sales first, but repairs will also bo important to htm in postwar, says R«id, above.
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More

Will modernize Store for Postwar.
• For that great day after the war
when new radios and other appliances
will be available in quantity again,
Henry L. Rei'd, proprietor of Henry
h. Reid Co., 1003 Peachtree St.,
N.E., one of the oldest radio dealers
in Atlanta, Ga., has done a lot of
planning. He has laid out in broad
outline the type of store he wants,
subject to change as conditions may
demand. It is simpler than those being planned by some experts. It may
be short on frills, but it is "long on
serviceability," as he sees it.
Reid's calculations are based upon
using his present store, size 25 by 60
feet, in an "uptown" location on
Peachtree St., Atlanta's leading thoroughfare. He plans to handle three
makes of radios, and major appliances,
and will specialize in electric refrigerators and home freezers. He will
continue to handle service. His plans
do not include the selling of records,
and he is not especially interested in
42
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To Feature Higher Priced Units

shown. Carrying out the high visibility idea, the partition wall back of
the display room will also be of glass,
and behind it will be an accounting
office and one or two demonstration
rooms, also glass enclosed.
This all-glass arrangement will
give the customer in the showroom a
view of the shop and storage space
in the rear. It will also enable the
manager in his office to see what Is
going on both in the showroom and
the shop in the rear. The office will
have openings into the showroom,
shop and storage space.
Improved visibility will be a big
One feature of the service departfeature of the Reid store. To that ment will be a double entrance door
end he plans an open-type front— in the rear, so a truck may drive right
that is, a solid glass door and show in for loading or unloading merchanwindows without backs. This will dise. Also of interest will be the
give the person on the sidewalk a clear location of the stockroom adjacent to
view inside the store. The front 25 the service bench. Thus, when a new
feet of the store will be given over radio is unpacked it can easily be
to display with fixtures and props be- tested before sending it out to the
ing adaptable to the merchandise customer, and this will, in Reid's
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945
table appliances, but leans toward
items having higher unit prices.
In "reconverting" his store to
peacetime operation, dealer Reid will
first strip it to the bare walls (that
won't be difficult to do now, so far
as merchandise is concerned) and redecorate it. This modernization project will include fluorescent lighting
and new flooring, either inlaid linoleum or asphalt tile, and also fixtures
with a modern touch, but not too
extreme.
Full Vleic Store Front

opinion, save many a service call. He
loesn't think that with distributors
learby he will need to carry a big
tock of merchandise at any one time,
dowever, the store in the back will
tave a balcony on which parts and
•.sed merchandise may be stored.
As to service, Reid thinks it will
ccupy even more importance in the
uture, and he proposes to keep it on
he same floor as his store and not
tide it in the basement, upstairs, or
a the warehouse. He points out that
.utoraobile dealers, In planning new
daces, are giving more space to re)airs than ever before, and that is
ertainly not because they plan to sell
ewer cars, but because they have
ound service profitable.
However, in the way of repairs,
leid is not planning any innovations
ike sound-proofed rooms where meihanics can test sets free from outside
loises.
Booths for Dlew Goods
This retailer was an amateur radio
enthusiast long before he was a dealer,
md operated W4KU, the city's first
imateur station.
Reid will have one or two booths
'or demonstrating new products, but
le doesn't think they will really be
particularly valuable in the selling of
^adios. He believes people will buy
sets as they buy automobiles—by the
reputation of the manufacturer and
the dealer; and that the receivers
won't have to be demonstrated to any
great extent in the future.
The firm will sell StrombergCarlson, Philco and Admiral radios.
While he doesn't expect to have to
do a lot of demonstration work on
receivers, the case may be different,

ATLANTA'S DEALER

REID

Takes port In the city's civic activities.
Has completed his postwar planning.
Will specialize In radios and mojor appliances.
Will improve his entire store.
Sees ready sate for home freezers.
Prepares to increase service facilities.
Reid believes, when FM and television become part of the average dealer's business. Some people may have
to be convinced of the value of these
sets before they will buy.
As noted, this merchant's plans are
subject to change as, of course, future
occurrences are unpredictable. He
would question any dealer's judgment
in moving away from a location
which he has built up as a radio center over a period of years. Reid has
been in his present location since I932He went in business in 1924, first
being situated downtown.
As part of his planning, this retailer hopes to get back some of his
"boys" who worked in his shop before the war, who are now in the
armed forces scattered about the
world. He hopes to perfect his organization, at least in skeleton form,
soon. However, right now he sometimes has to don a jacket and get out
some of his own repair work.
Reid is prominently identified with

Simplicity is the keynote of this dealer's plan.

civic affairs in Atlanta. He is a
member of the Kiwanis club, former
president of the Atlanta Electrical
Assn. and a former vice-president of
the Atlanta Retail Merchants Assn.
He is a licensed engineer and formerly was president of the Atlanta section of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
Dealer Reid was in the army for
2^2 years, serving as a major with
the First Army Air Force at Mitchel
Field, N. Y, While in the service,
he took a special course In electronics
and was a communications inspector
for some time.
This dealer does not expect radar
to have many postwar uses of financial benefit to the radio retailer, but
he does believe merchants will be selling walkie-talkies shortly after peacetime manufacturing is resumed.
Merchandising Plans
It is interesting to note why
this dealer doesn't sell discs and
minor appliances, Reid explains that
the chief reason he does not plan these
items for future merchandising is because he wishes to specialize in articles having high unit prices. Then,
too, he feels that his present location,
in a suburban district, does not lend
itself too well to the sales of discs,
since it is not in a heavy pedestrian
traffic area.
Despite the long time he has been
established in his present location,
Reid has often considered the possibility of moving further uptown, in
the direction of the city's growth.
If he does eventually move, he will
then revamp his merchandising plans
to fit in with his new location.

New lighting, flooring, and fixtures will be installed.
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Popularity of

iAtz

Session" OHr/innfors Good News to

Dealers as Larger Manufacturers Tahe Up the Torch
• For a Jong time tlie ujazz longhairs" have been in the minority.
Smaller recording companies found it
profitable, due to limited production
facilities, to cater to this group of
record collectors.
This type hot jazz, born with the
"jam sessions" of the late "twenties,"
developed into swing in 1936, and as
such took on a broader audiefice.
Now that the swingsters have
passed the bobby socks stage, they're
looking for more of the same,but with
more meat on it. Their seeking interest brought them back to the "hot
jazz" originators, and we find the

"swing oldsters" in the new guise of
"jazz longhairs," rapidly forming as
large a market as followers of swing.
Among the leading artists in this
field of music are James P. Johnson,
"Daddy of the Harlem Piano"; Eddie
Condon, initiator of the Jazz Concerts at New York's Town Hall;
Lionel Hampton, Louis Armstrong,
Benny Goodman, Jelly-Roll Morton.
Gene Krupa, to name a few.
The informality of the jam session
type of music gives every artist in the
band an opportunity to shine individually where he Is most capable.
Heralded as America's unique con-

tribution to music, jazz seems to he
coming into its own at last.
Eddie Condon, now recording for
Decca, is waxing many new discs for
them. His last release March 8 was
"When Your Lover Has Gone" and
"Wherever There's Love" (23393).
More should be ready any day now.
Columbia makes its bid for this
new market with the introduction of
Benny Goodman and his new band
in "Close As the Pages in a Book"
backed by "You Brought a New Kind
of Love" (36787). This was ready
for shipment March 19, and was
quickly followed by "Sweetheart of
All My Dreams" (36790), ready
April 6.
Victor strongly promotes its six
Hot Jazz albums, issued last month
(see March, 1945, RTR, p. 42), fea-

Left to right: Dccca's Eddie Condon
evoked applause and shouts of appreciation from New York's, Town Hall audiences; Capitol's AnitaJO'Oay sings 'em
low-and-hot with Staji Kenton's orchestra; Majcstle's Cootie Williams, protege
ft of Duke J Ellingtod, won the Esquire
award aa^utsfajidlng trumpet player of
whe eot^r

s

)
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Uired with special counter display
piece. Most recent single "V-Day
Stomp" and "Why Be So Blue" (201656), The Four Clefs. More albums are promised for April release,
and Victor will aim them at the education of the public to the better understanding of artists in this class of
music.
Blue Note and Asch continue to
record James P. Johnson. Some of
his best: "Caprice Rag," "Arkansas
Blues," "Joymentin," and "Victory
Stride" (Blue Note 26, 27, 33, 32,
respectively), and "Harlem Jazz"
(Asch 55i), "Snowy Morning

TO

RECORDS

Blues" (Asch 350-3).
"Victory
Stride," one of Johnson's many compositions, is scheduled as finale ensemble at his "Pop" Concert to be
given in New York's Carnegie Hall
May 4. One of the finest pianists in
hot jazz, Johnson's influence was an
inspiration to both Duke Ellington
and the late Fats Waller.
Musicraft's "Hot Fiddle Classics"
(album 66) is another leader in its
field, waxed by Al vDuffy and the
Rhythmasters.
Capitol has cut Re®£tewart's Big
8 Orchestra recently1 in Hollywood,
but discs have not /been released at

m

this writing. Anita O'Day's latest
record with Stan Kenton's orchestra
is "Are You Livin' Old Man," a
follow-up to the same team's sensational "And Her Tears Flowed Like
Wine."
Decca's Billie Holiday, Eddie Heywood and Charlie Barnet are all taking part in "sessions" on the west
coast. Their latest for Decca are:
"Begin The Beguinc" and "Lover
Man," Eddie Hey wood, 23398 ; "Sky{Coniiuued on fage 102)
Left to right: Lionel Hampton, whose
music will be interpreted to the recordbuying public in a booklet by Charles
Edward Smith, well-known lax* authority
for Victor; Columbia's Benny Goodman,
provider of solid listening, bows in his
new band with three hot releases in
April; James P. Johnson (Blue Note and
Asch) begins the first of a, series of,
Carnegie Hall concerts Way entitle
The 1945
15 Jaxzfef
JaxxfWt.'
A

ft-

8
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Paintings Combine toith Records to increase Revenue
for Diamond State Dealer—Fill His Showroom Floor

• Will buyers of musk buy paintings, too? George Reese, co-owner
of Gewehr Piano Co., says "Yesl"
Located at 212 W. 9th St.,
Wilmington, Delaware's largest shopping center, the Gewehr Piano Co.
has been a leader in radio merchandising in Wilmington for many years.
Capehart representative in this community, it also carried other leading
radio lines in the field.
Representing the combinations established their record department before the war, and it has grown by
leaps and bounds since the absence of
sets on the sales floor.
Piano sales, of course, were good,
too, and today's operation in this department consists of an active repair
section, and another for the rebuilding and resale of these instruments.
The latter operation has proven especially successful, according to George
Reese.
In addition to the enlargement of
the record department, the most recent addition to the store's sales is
the advent of a large stock of paintings, at little or no investment cost.
These paintings are received on consignment, with the return of 30 per
cent of sale price to Gewehr. The
goods are delivered to Gewehr with
no outlay by Reese or worries about
shipments.

paintings has been added, for those
customers who wish to pay less for
a picture. This does not constitute the
bulk of the sales in this line, but
proves a point, Reese believes, that
the association of pictures with music
is not too divided a subject.
Once a music buyer always a musk
buyer, Miss Frances Hackett, in
charge of the record department,
claims. Most of her customers are
well known to her and they come in
frequently. Their frequent visits
familiarize her with their tastes, and
when new stock is received in which
Frances Hackett believes they will
be interested, she gives them a ring
on the telephone to be sure they know
of the new stock before it is sold out.
Records Popular
Victor, Bluebird, Columbia and
Okeh singles and albums are carried
extensively, with a certain amount of
stock in Musicraft, Asch and Sonora,
consisting of more or less specialty
numbers in children's music, for instance, Sonora's Uncle Don in Play-

land—-an exceptionally popular piece
with the kiddies, and the hot jazz
for specialty collectors from the
presses of Musicraft, and folk songs
and race music by Asch's artists.
Needles are a separate and emphatic
source of revenue and carry their
weight in their own right.
Keeps Tabs on Discs
In the matter of inventory, Miss
Hackett keeps a perpetual check, with
cross index for special orders. All
albums are filed numerically and sales
slips are checked each day to see how
the individual pieces of merchandise
are moving.
Regarding the cross index of special orders, Miss Hackett calls each
individual customer on the telephone
when the order comes in. For increased sales, Gewehr's recently
checked their mailing list and at the
same time questionnaired their customers for composer preferences. Today, with this limited supply of discs,
customers are notified when new recordings of the works of the com-

WeJI-stoeked disc secrion at Gewehr's. Album arrangement invites self-selection, increases safes.

Paintings Lend Atmosphere
Besides the extra revenue which this
line of merchandise brings, it serves
as a very attractive filler-upper for a
radioless showroom floor. These paintings also establish an atmosphere at
Gewehr's and improve the feeling that
art is an adjunct to the enjoyment of
music. Many new customers have
been brought into the store by this
line, and have remained not only to
buy pictures, but to buy records, as
well.
The paintings themselves are the
product of the resident artists, of
which there are quite a few in surrounding Delaware art colonies, and
constitute exceptionally beautiful
work. To complete the line, a
stock of fine framed prints of classic
46
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Retailer Reese, right, discusies picture with customer. Record department is at rear of store. Note lead-in album display near entrance to this section.
poser in which they are most interested are received, whether or not
they have placed an order. This gives
them an opportunity to come into
the store to hear the recording, in any
case, sometimes to remain to make
other purchases.
The most popular classics Miss

Hackett has found to be Beethoven's
5th Symphony, Dvorak's New World
and Tchaikovsky's Concerto No. i.
Another value in added sales is
found in Miss Hackett's ability to
suggest albums or special recordings
to customers as gifts to members of
their family or to friends. Because

Piano department now specialixes In repair and rebuilding for resale, which has proved a very
profitable source of Income.

E&irii s-0
m— mmt" ,'

she has sold almost entire libraries to
most of her customers, and has a
record of the discs they own, she can
help the giver of the gift not to duplicate the recipient's collection. But
instead, Miss Hackett suggests something newly received which is in line,
according to her established knowledge, with the receiver's taste.
Gewehr's is truly an example of
the independent retailer in that persons in and around Wilmington consider it their musical headquarters.
The management considers all who
enter there their friends—know who
they are—know the types of music
they are interested in, what they have
already bought, and what they are
interested in and looking for.
JEstablisftcrf for Posttvar
Many, in fact almost all, of these
record customers have been established
through prewar radio - combination
owners who have bought their instruments from Gewehr's, And the
Gewehr Piano Co., one of the few
piano companies to initially champion
radio, looks forward to greater and
greater sales in radio, FM, and television in the period of postwar enterprise—thereafter!
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Repairing Done Mn Homes
Builds

Added

Contacts-

Signs Boost Business
Regulating his duties helps Garman to do most of the work alone.

Planned
• Business and operation policies
must be reshaped to fit the various
business cycles, and E. Garman,
owner of Caiman's Radio Service,
7705 W. Greenfield Ave., West Allis,
Wis., has adjusted his organizationto such an extent that he can take
care of his customers himself, with
only occasional part-time help.
First step in Carman's policy is to
set aside Saturdays for picking up and
delivering sets in Cases where owners
are absolutely unable to bring them
to the store. There is also a certain
amount of service work that Garman
can do on radios in customers' homes,
and he likes to devote at least one
day a week to this sort of active work.
"On Saturdays I can usually get
someone to watch the store while I
am out taking care of home calls," he
says. "If not, I just put a sign on
the door saying I won't be back until
Monday for regular hours. A dealer
can spend too much time at the bench
day after day. A change of work
one day a week does him a lot of
good- Furthermore, it is valuable to
get out and meet some of the regular
customers in their homes. These contacts will help postwar selling a great
deal"
Special Order Card
Another step that Carman has
taken is to write out a special order
with every radio that comes in for
repairs. This order states specifically
tliat^ a charge will be made for all
service, and checking, and that the
minimum service charge is $1.00. It
also states that the firm is not responsible for loss due to fire or theft,

Servicing

and that he assumes no responsibility
for anything left over 30 days.
"Nowadays when set owners engage others to bring their sets to our
shop," says Garman, "this repair order helps. It is signed by the person authorizing the service, and the
set owner gets the pink copy, stating
the repair conditions. Under these
arrangements no misunderstanding results from the transaction."
Due to the fact that most of Garman's customers come to his shop with
radios and call for them when repaired, he has erected some "policy"
signs, which explain his wartime
methods of operation.
I At if s Down Policies
One sign reads as follows:
"We Charge for Estimating Because:
1. To make estimates takes time.
2. Our income is rated by hourly
pay.
3. Locating trouble is the greater
part of any repair job,
4. We are definite in our diagnosis
-—no guesswork.
5. Our expense goes on whether we
estimate or repair.
6. Our knowledge has been costly.
We did not get it free.
7. Equipment must be maintained
and estimating helps wear it out.
8. A radio must be made to operate
in order to complete diagnosis.
9. Testing charges are waived when
services are paid for.
jo. We expect only what you expect
from your employer."

Another very good sign concerning
tubes is lettered as follows:
"Tube Checking
Checking tubes out of the set ha;
always been a free service. So man)
stores have discontinued checking
tubes, leaving most of the free work
for the few who will still do it.
"Due to the great volume of work
on hand, we may not be able to test
tubes immediately. In that event, it
will be necessary to leave them with
us until we have time. In order tc
give the best service please do not disturb the technician's work."
Garman declares that these signs,
placed near the receiving counter, help
considerably in saving his time. Customers read the suggestions and most
follow them. This means much less
explanation for this retailer and gives
him more time for radio repairs.
"At the present time I am not so
far behind on repairs," states this
dealer. "I have worked long hours
and stayed caught up' most of the
time. The tube situation is improving slightly now over what it was,
but we had to do a lot of substituting
to keep the sets in working order."
Active in War Effort

In addition to maintaining his service shop on a full schedule, Garman
is also a Lieutenant in the Civilian
Air Patrol of Milwaukee County. He
drills and goes to radio classes at the
Civilian Air Patrol on Tuesday and
Thursday nights, and 011 Sundays he
flies over the county on air patrol.
He figures all this experience will be
helpful to him in postwar times.
RADIO & Television RETAILING
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who designed the RECORDIO should use their
knowledge and experience to bring you Recordio-
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These new needles already having a wide acceptance

are a

'
"SOMETHING TO SELL NOW"
Item which should interest every wide awake
dealer. Recordiopoint Needles and RECORDIO
DISCS—"the right combination" has proved to
experienced dealers everywhere the truth of

'
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"SELL RECORDIO ACCESSORIES for
MORE PROFIT IN YOUR POCKET"
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.

3 piece RSCOR&IO T/JSC Display, largest unit stands 36 inches high, two smaller units are 12 inches high. All are
beautifully lithographed in full color with
plenty of eye-appeal and an asset to any
store.
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You may find rf particularly gratifying to know that when you deal
with the Ansley Radio Corporation, you are actually dealing with a man
■—and not an impersonal organization.

,
\

For behind the corporation facade of the Ansley firm Is
\

Arthur C. Ansley himself. His open identity with the firm which he
\

controls means an even more open identity with the firm's products
\

It means that the responsibility for every claim and statement
made for Ansley products is a very personal affair, something

\
\

for which Mr. Ansley holds himself strictly accountable.
\

So when you hold an Ansley franchise, you also hold the
\

personal bond of a man—vouching for the superb tone
\

and masterful performance of his product.
\

You also hold his bond for these salient things: a policy
V of restricted distribution, no "yearly models," and
\

direct factory-to-dealer selling.
\

■fj''"

These things, enriched by the personal Identify of
\ Mr. Ansley, make an exclusive Ansley franchise the basis
\\ for a sound business future. If you are interested in
\

--r-ift'-- \

this desirable type of operation In your territory, we
shall be happy to receive your inquiry.

'This is the

[ jiH who said NO ...

when he said "Maybe we ought to wait until
after the war." ... Her parents didn't approve,
but she married the guy! Lived in a joint,
held a part-time job in the little town near the
camp until he was shipped over. Came home
and had her baby, is still happy about the
whole thing!. . - She has stuff inside, and upstairs;
confidence matched by maturity; knows what she
wants—and how to work for it! Discriminating
prospect today, she sways other women. And her
buying habits will have a lot to do with
what you make and sell tomorrow.... So
get on her schedule now! She listens
well if you use her wave length, and makes sense.

1

Two years ago, £t/e Story editors began to
work for the Woman of the Next Ten Years...
survey her views and values, make a magazine to
meet her needs, pursue her problems. . . , With
functional fiction that fits her scheme of living,
supplements her experience . , . articles in her
areas of interest and aimed to assist ... secured
by special assignment of leading authors and
illustrators
Despite existing limitations,
Life Story already has more than 600,000 net
paid circulation, 99% newsstand at 25^ ...
definitely shapes up as a major medium . . .
Inquire! ... Life Story—J JauKett Pubhailion
... 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

TORY
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"Customer

Always

Right"

Says C, C. Co no »•<***, i\'etv Mexico Dealer, Who Aims to Please
*
• "We have to live with our customers for a long time, and we keep
selling them year In and year out;
so we lean over backwards to give
good customer service now. We feel
certain that by keeping sets in operarion today, and by giving good customer treatment, .we will be able to
sell more new merchandise, in addition to service, when goods are once
more available," says C. C. Conover,
proprietor of Radio Laboratories, 119
E, 4th St., Clovis, New Mexico.
Future is important
"This small city of 12,000 people
is surrounded by farming and ranching country. We have been in buslness for eighteen years, fourteen of
which have been in Clovis," Conover
asserted. '"We know our postwar
business future depends upon what we
do today, so we are working along
a very definite policy of giving the
customer friendly service, that will
keep his radio in operation.
"We have thought of offering a
$25 reward for any receiver which
we could not repair," this merchant
continued, "for we have built our

reputation on doing difficult jobs,
However, as we did not think it was
a good practice to invite the reappearance of obsolete sets, we were reluctant to try this type of advertising,
Our business comes from a wide territory, and mostly through one custorner recommending others."
Although Conover formerly employed four full-time repairmen on
radio, refrigerators, and related units,
he now does the work himself with
the assistance of two or more parttime workers. Despite many dt'fficulties, this radio dealer completes repairs on the average radio receiver
within three daj's.
On repairs which cost up to $10,
this radioman makes it a practice to
go ahead with the job without consuiting the customer. However, on
work that runs above this amount, he
telephones the owner of the set, or
waits for the customer to come back
to O.K. the price before proceeding
to work on the radio.
Conover makes many parts himself,
and combs the market for others. At
one time he sold a great many welded
radio tubes which he unconditionally

guaranteed; but when he saw that
many of these tubes were not standing
up, he discontinued welding them,
Today, he does many conversion and
changeover jobs,
Although he could spend 50 per
cent of his shop time on automobile
radios, this New Mexico dealer confines auto radio ^repair work to one
day a week. Exceptions are sometimes made for ranchmen and other
customers who drive in from great
distances.
To Specialize In Sales
Conover is well known throughout
j-jmch section, for he formerly
operated a lemon-yellow sound truck
to announce the rodeos which were
beir^g held in the district,
Newspaper and radio advertising
are used by this dealer to bring in
new patrons; but, primarily, most of
his volume comes from people with
whom he has previously dealt,
According to this retailer: "When
new radios are once more available,
we will return to selling merchandisc, in addition to continuing our
service department. At one time we
were large dealers of radios, and we
again expect to do a big volume of
business once we are able to get the
goods."
Conover feels that retailers must
operate not only with an eye to the
future, but he believes that the jobber, too, must think of tomorrow.
"We have given single supply outlets
an average of $rtooo in business per
month in the past, so It seems to us
that we are worth something to these
distributors," he maintains.

Customers Will ttcmcmbcr
"We believe that the jobbers
shoulJ channel all merchandise
through the legitimate dealer at
standard prices and help the Independent retailer survive. If such a
policy is followed by the distributor
and the manufacturer, then the sales
expenses for the merchant can be held
to a minimum In the future. Dealers," he continued, "will not forget
those who have helped them . . . and
by the same token customers, in turn,
will remember the retailers who have
aided them in obtaining continuous
radio service at reasonable prices during this period of material and labor
Proprietor Conover discusses repair }ob with Andrew S. Kemp, Sr., rancher and cattle buyer, shortages."
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One of a series of Emerson Radio Be Television outdoor
posters soon to make its appearance from coast-to-coast.
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ALWAYS

FIRST

WITH

Why have radio dealers from coast-to-coast always made money
out of the Emerson Radio franchise? Because Emerson couples its
top engineering skill with its top merchandising talents. Every
new scientific development from the Emerson laboratories goes
hand in hand with alert plans for merchandising, selling and
advertising. With television just around the corner, count on
Emerson for the most Ingenious ideas for selling it. Write for
details on a post-war, money-making Emerson Radio & Television
franchise.

"Emerson
Radio and Television

^Emer^oti,

I Emerson Radio & Phonograph
I Corporation, New York 11, N. Y.
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GntstMillit
I AccsBplIsftaini

NEW

IDEAS!

P.D.Q. PLAN
Clinches future Radio and
Television sales now I
You can't deliver radios and television receivers now—but you
can line up your prospects and
future customers through Emerson's spectacular P.D.Q, Plan
(Preference Delivery Quota).
Write for all the facts.The P.D.Q.
Plan is just another example of
Emerson's "first" with merchandising Ideas that make money.
Great Engineering Ideas In Small
Packages,.. Compact, Efficient, Fine

53

JO very month hrinscs nearer lln era of rceonversion and
recovery. As the lessening demands for war release more materials
men and machines to meet the growing demand5 for peace-time products .. . your need for a taped-cm r plan of act ion becomes more clear
l\ ith respect to financing, common sense should shape or direct your
program. The" giittei of new plans may screen flaws and weaknesses
that could later lead to trouble and Jos' - Sound procedure stems from
fundamentals, proved by experience.
A talk with our representative we believe, will pay yon future dividends . , . help you blue-print the ways and means to meet every
competitive move.

Commercial

Credit

Company

BALTIMORE 2, MARYLAND
Capifal and Surplus more than $65,000,000

Credit Bankers to America's Families tor 38 Vcars
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VIBRATORS
65

MEET

VIBRATORS

90%

OF

REPLACE

HERE'S real help in your service problems
—a new Mallory program of vibrator
standardization that cuts red tape . . . eliminates confusion in selecting the proper replacement . . . reduces the number of vibrator types
from 101 to 65 .. . yet provides you with the
right vibrator for practically every application!
And here's something better; fully 90% of your
replacement needs can be met by 12 standard
Mallory vibrators! What a time-saving, moneysaving convenience that is! It means, among
other things, that every service engineer can
carry a complete slock in his own shop.

YOUR
101

REPLACEMENT

DIFFERENT

NEEDS

TYPES

It obviously helps in speeding up service.
Yes, vibrator problems are now enormously
simplified. AND nothing has been changed in
vibrator quality! When you buy a Mallory
replacement vibrator you still get a product
backed by 14 years of "know-how" .. . made of
carefully-selected materials... manufactured by
precision methods . . . rigidly inspected every
step of the way.
Standardize on Mallory vibrators. Ask for your
copy of the new Mallory Vibrator Standardization Folder, write your Mallory Distributor.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

P. R. MALLORV a C ...Inc.
More the everALWAyS
insist on

uri
APPROVED
PRECISION PRODUCTS
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VIBRATORS • VIBRAPACKS* • CONDENSERS
VOLUME CONTROLS • SWITCHES • RESISTORS
FILTERS • RECTIFIERS • POWER SUPPLIES
AtSO MAUORY "IROPICAl"* DRY BATTERIES, ORIOtNAUY
DEVELOPED BY MALLORY FOR THE U. S. ARMY SIGNAL
CORPS. NOT PRESENTLY AVAILABLE FOR dVUIAN USE.
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want

offers

FOR QUICK AND STEADY PROFITS

Bendix is I he biggest name to enter postwar
home radio—world-renowned for scientific
advancements in all fields of transportation
.. . the greatest name in wartime radio . . .
famous arnong millions of civilians and
servicemen.
Bendix Radio—center of research and production for advanced radio, radar and
electronic equipment—-will naturally provide the finest radios and radio-phonographs money can build or buy. Foremost
in quality, styling, tone and technical

FOREMOST SOURCE OF SCIINIIFIC INSTRUMENTS, C0NTR01S
AND COMMUNICATION DEVICES FOR LAND, SEA AND AIR
56

advancements. Available in a complete line
priced to sell on value alone! Backed by one
of the largest advertising and promotion
programs in the industry.
The Bendix Radio Franchise adds to these
fundamentals of successful radio retailing
the protection of a Selective Dealer Program based on the premise that your
success and ours must go hand-in-hand.
Territories, discounts, factory policies are
planned for your greatest profit.
8EHDI* IS * TRADE-H*»K OR OEKOIX »YI«TH)M CORPORATION

~Benc//X
Division of Bendix Aviation Corporation
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SEND FOR THIS

-Radio
Baltimore 4r Maryland
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BENDIX BOOK VOW/
Get tlie whole story of the Franchise with a
Future. Send for the hook, lcA Great Name
Soars into the Home Radio Market."
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Jimmy Seotas' streamlined radio center cost approximately $4,000. Took 10 weeks to bHild. Air-conditioning and efficient lighting featured.

Metre

Sales

in

New

Store

Arizona Dealer Increases Volume 50% in Modern Establish'
tncnt. Inexpensive Duildinff Features Appearance and Etility
• Jimmy Seolas recently moved into
his new store, Jimmy's Radio Service,
1649 W. Van Buren, Phoenix, Ariz.
It is a modern, attractive and efficiently operated establishment inside
and out. A reporter for Radio &
Television Retailing found sets of
about 20 different makes, including
car radios and phonographs, on the
"ready to go out" shelves.
Jimmy and his wife Mary manage
the business. Their own comfortable,
roomy house is in the rear of the store.
Business here has increased at least
50 per cent over the first quarter of
1944Kaoies IIis Customers
Analyzing the increase, the proprietor estimates that 20 per cent of
the current volume comes from war
plant workers, who are new residents
in the city. Employees of the Goodyear and Alcoa plants pass this place
of business going to and from work.
The store is very well situated, being located on the main southern
highway connecting California with
Texas, and all points east.
The remaining 80 per cent of the
business comes from old customers
and their friends who were formerly
patrons of the old store, which was
located two blocks east of the present

establishment, "Drop-ins," who could
be classed as shoppers, and persons
dissatisfied with services of other merchants, are very few in number.
Jimmy has never advertised in
newspapers or other media. His trade
is built entirely on reputation, and
word-of-mouth advertising. Customerrecommendation is very important to

JIMMY SEOLAS—
Makes service pay overhead.
Attracts new customers.
Has plans ready for postwar
selling.
Made a little go a long way in
building during wartime.

major appliances is also being considered by this retailer.
A new addition will be built to the
store after the war, and the service
section will be moved into it. The
present establisliment will be used exclusively for display and sales. When
the appropriate time arrives, the house
in the rear may be removed, and the
store extended back.
Modern, fluorescent 3-tube fixtures,
four on the ceiling and one over the
panel, supply excellent lighting for
night work. The large, roomy windows, and glass brick construction at
the corner of the store permit ample
light, and enhance window displays
by day. The store is air conditioned,
permitting customers to shop in
comfort.
Advertises Hi* Worlc

As this technician works in the
front part of the establishment, dose
to the windows, people who stop to
this merchant, and is responsible for watch him remember this dealer the
keeping profits at a relatively high next time they require the services
of a skilled radio man. There's no
level.
At the old store, 1527 W. Van out-of-sight, behind-the-partition servBuren, this dealer had the Emerson icing with this merchant. The cusand Motorola agencies since 1940. tomer sees what is going on.
Two years elapsed after building
Postwar plans call for the immediate
resumption of radio and small appli- the house before a permit was granted
ance merchandising. The selling of to this retailer to construct the store
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

Radios and appliances will be sold in this
showroom when the war is over.
ia the front. Ten weeks were required to build it, and about $4,000
was spent to get the store ready for
business. Cement, glass, and other
materials which were employed in
constructing the establishment, are
listed as non-critical.
Heady to Expand Again
Facilities at this store permit the
repairing of 125 receivers per week.
Service is prompt, and most jobs are
finished within 24 hours. Gas and
tire rationing being what they are today, no pick-up or delivery service is
rendered. The floor layout features
good lighting, and sufficient shelf and
bin room. Counters prevent overanxious customers from entering the
service department and interfering
with the technician's work.
A test panel, which the proprietor
designed himself, helps get work done
twice as fast as was formerly possible
with the old panel. This apparatus
is equipped with a master switch to
cut off the electric supply whenever
necessary. The test panel was especially designed so that it can be readily and speedily repaired without dismantling it completely.
Mrs. Seolas also takes an active
part in the operation of the establishment. Among her duties are the taking in of receivers, removing sets from
cabinets, and checking tubes. Jimmy

i#
m-rn
■
nn

cooperates actively with other radio
store operators in the vicinity, and
takes a keen interest in community
affairs. One of the reasons responsible for this retailer's excellent progress in business is his willingness to
accept new ideas.
One of the factors which prompted
Mr. and Mrs. Seolas to select the
present location, and buy the house,
was the desire to build a new store.
They succeeded in accomplishing their

purpose, and in doing a very fine job.
The new, modern establishment has
played an important share in increasing business. They have paid for its
construction—cash on completion. A
substantial foundation has been laid
for postwar expansion into merchandising, while keeping in the service
business. These aggressive dealers are
not completely content with things as
they are, and are already formulating
plans for the next expansion.

Floorplan; Jimmy's Radio Service headquarters. Postwar, this building wili be used for sales; addition to be built for service section.
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Newly-opened, "The Hart Record Shop" is owned and operated by St. Paul's Radio Laboratories, H. H. Callender, proprietor. Note efficient store layout

Platter

Sales

Poi

nters

Minn. Dealership Finds Proper Display and Self-Service increases Sales
• Experience with records that were
added to replace radios and electric
appliances which are off the market
because of the war, prompted H. H.
Callender of Radio Laboratories, St.
Paul, Minn., to open a store devoted
exclusively to records. It is an experiment in self-service in his area,
which he believes will continue to be
a popular feature in record merchandising after Victory.
The new establishment, called
"The Hart Record Shop," is located
at 3B7 Robert St., in the loop district.
It is laid out so that self-service will
be available in all of the departments,
from record albums to single records.
"Frankly, self-service is ait experiment on our part," said Mr. Callender, "but we believe it will continue
to he popular in record sales in the
days to come."
CtiA-fomer CoHveHtetwe
Collapsible record display cases,
especially made for easy moving in
rearrangement, and also so that they
can be added to, run the full length
of the room except for a small space
at the front where accessories cases
are arranged to make a compact
square.
When customers pass through this
space they find a most complete record stock laid out for their convenience.
Wall cases hold albums, placed

Hat against the slanting display units
ts in the sale of adult discs, for record
so that titles are easily read. Shelves
:s customers invariably attempt to obtain
behind hold surplus stock. Both sides
;s all their needs at one shop.
1:8
of the room as well as center units
The display units holding the chilr
hold records displayed in this manner.
- dren's records are of the same pattern
Because of the brightness of the al'' as the others in the shop but lower,
bums, the effect is most colorful.
so that children may easily see the
Signs are. placed so that they cann albums on display. Adults can make
be easily read and show the nature
•e the same self-selection in this section
of the albums and records in divii- as in others, but youngsters who come
sions of the layout. Waltz, tango,), in alone are given service by a salesmilitary and other types of music are•e person, not only to aid the child in
each placed In certain sections so thatit his selection but also to insure procustomers can go directly to the areaa tection to records which might be
where the special type music soughtit carelessly handled by unsuperviscd
is kept.
children.
The three 36-foot center displayy
Accessori/ flUsplnt/
units have discs displayed on both^
sides. Walls are solidly filled withh
Accessories, which Callender conrecords. At one side, near the front off siders a potentially fertile field for
the shop, single records, also markedd sales, are shown in well arranged
for self-service, are displayed. Recordd counter cases at the front of the shop,
players on counters permit customers"s directly facing the entrance. All kinds
to play the single discs- Listeningg of needles are carried, and small busts
booths are also arranged at the rearr of musicians, album cases and velvet
of the shop, for customers who wishb brushes for removing dust from recto take more time in choosing.
ords are placed on display. Carrying
At the opposite side of the shop,>, cases form a border trim in some
at thb front, a children's section car- parts of the shop,
ries an excellent selection of juvenilee
Manufacturers' advertising pieces
records- This is one of the special,1 brighten up the store and large photofeatures of the shop, intended to drawv graphs of musicians lend atmosphere
adults interested in providing goodj to the shop. There is room at the
records for children of the family, rear of the store for expansion which
and for teachers. Establishment off will be utilized if business increases
the store as a center for children's$ as rapidly as record sales at the first
records in complete stocks also helpsS
{Conliniird on page 114)
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With LAWRENCE BROOKS-HELENA BLISS-ROBERT SHAFER
and other members of the ORIGINAL CAST and
SELECTIONS INCLUDE:
^ Bon Vivant
* Prelude and Legend
* Hill of Dreams
A' Three Loves . .. and
* Freddy end his Fiddle
Finalefto, Port 1
* Now
Finaletto.Pai^jNordraak's
Farewell...and Reprise of
* Strange Music
Three Loves
* Midsommer's Eve .and
★ I love You , .. and At
March of the Trotigers
* Hymn of Betrothal... and Christinas Time
* Song of Norway finale
Finale of Act I
Complete on six (we/ve-inch records with illustrated booklet.
DECCA ALBUM DA-382
LIST PRICE $6.50
(Not Including federal, stole qr local foKBi}

KITTY CARLISLE
Song of Norway Orchestra and Singing
Ensemble under the direction of Arthur Kay
Here's the latest in Decca's popular library of Show
Albums . . . tbe delightful operetta based on the life
and music of Edvard Grieg.
It's a big HIT with Broadway playgoers ... it
will he a big HIT with your customers on these new
Decca Records I
ORDER NOW! From your
regular Decca Branch

Executive Offices: 50 West 57th Sfreeh New York 19# N.

He

Meets

Trends

Indiana Merchant Adds Aeiv Lines and MaUes
Them' Pay. Gives Timely Appliance Sales Tips.
• Arthur Field, who started in business 21 years ago with a radio store
in Angola, Ind,, built the Field Home
Equipment Co. up to a profitable establishment under a careful plan of
changing policies to meet current
trends.
To illustrate, he gradually added
a full line of refrigerators, washers,
home heaters and small appliances.
To each of these lines, Field applied
enthusiastic and conscientious sales
programs to get the product successfully introduced. He sold each item
on its own merits by detailed descriptions and demonstrations.
Bottled Gas Sales
This policy has helped him to sell
extra equipment to both his old and
new customers. Newly-acquired accounts were almost always sold
through recommendations of previous
customers, who, doubtlessly, were
well satisfied with their purchases.
As many rural routes were without
electric power, and the bottled gas
range was the ideal unit to supply
the country home with a modern upto-date kitchen, Field began to merchandise this equipment. In addition
to the farm trade, this dealer found
a ready market among restaurants,
bakeries, tire vulcanizing shops, and
other commercial users of major appliances, and constant outlets for
large quantities of bottle gas. City
residents and lake property owners
were also sold, to add to his growing
list of gas-consuming customers.
Salesroom Techniques
"If it had not been for this steady
volume of gas sales to hundreds of
customers, and the large paint business we built during this war period,
we might have found it necessary to
close our establishment," Field declared. According to this dealer, the
methods and principles which are responsible for the growth of the company are:
1. Select quality products that are
nationally advertised. Create a demand for these items, and maintain
prices. Every enterprise must earn a
fair profit in order to survive, and
continue to serve the community.
2. Live and breathe enthusiasm for
your merchandise. Explain durability,

beauty, convenience, labor - saving,
money-saving features. Subordinate
price to qualify.,
3. Employ store demonstrations.
Gas ranges or other appliances do
not sell themselves. The first few
sales are the most difficult. However,
once demonstrations succeed in getting your lines started, repeat orders
follow in satisfactory volume.
4. Respect, but do not fear chain
store competition. What makes that
type of organization successful, may
also provide ideas which will insure
profits for the independent dealer.
According to Field, the metropolitan store features a low priced unit
in its advertisements, but sells most
of its merchandise in the higher price
brackets. The $39.50 quoted in the
headlines attracts the price-minded
purchaser, but when the customer sees
a better range at $75 or $100, the
price factor disappears under the
vision of a modern unit which will
give more than satisfactory service.
Employ Chain Tactics
5. Meet the competitive price lure
by quoting an amount for the gas
range first, without the fittings. The
chains do it that way, and they may
mislead your customers. Explain to
the purchaser that when he pays for
the installation price and two drums
of gas, he will not gain, when judging the article on its merits, by buying from a chain store. "Shop here
and get service," is the final clinching statement Field has to close deals.
6. Sell larger, better units. Not
only do they last longer and give

Arthur Field, founder, field Home Equipment
Co. "Sell larger, better units," he urgesbetter service, but they have more resale value as well, should the customer ever want to trade them in.
7. A bottle gas agency leads right
into the sale of gas-burning water
heaters for the kitchen, laundry, bath,
and dairy, etc.
Full Line Planned
8. Gas service. A truck is used to
deliver cylinders of gas and return
the empty drums. Approximately
sixty-five loopound drums are
handled each week. The gas manufacturers deliver these full cylinders
to the dealer from their plants, and
pick-up empty drums.
"Gas customers buy other merchandise (that is, when we have some
to sell), and in prewar days we sold
a good many major appliances and
radios," Field stated.
"With the cessation of hostilities
we will be prepared to do a large
volume of business, which we are
certain will come. Plans have already been formulated to buy quantities of refrigerators (electric and
gas), washers, and ranges for bottle
gas. Included in our purchases will
be radios, records, record players, and
television receivers. There will be a
heavy demand for goods, and we intend to supply a good portion of it."

The Field light trwek used for delivering drums of bottled gas to Its hundreds of customers. 65
leO-pound drums sold weekly, keep this service busy, which maintains customer contacts for Field's.
Illl HI III
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FOR EXTRA QUALITY
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^HE G-E Radio Dealer EranA chise obtainable from your
General Electric Rad.o Ehstnb tor gives you sales r>gh|s to tT
Treat new line of General Electnc
fadios. Designed and engmeere
Tith quality as the watchword
competitively priced for quick y
completed sales, guaranteed ^
br. .ig glow
to your customers . ■ - this new
G-E line is backed by the greatest
ore-selling consumer advertising
campaign spaamred b, any home
radio manufacturerp.
The coming General Electric
ill be complete m eve
everyy
line will

AM
detail,
Television receivers in an excl
Z assortment if -aodels. For
full information re8ard,nget in
vu-b Dealer ITancbis . g
touch with you' neat is. G -Etro
IUdW
Distribute or wrtte «« *S
Department Oeneral Electric,
Bridgeport, Conn.
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} ou may be surprised l>y Page 27
in tlxe Ajnil issue of a magazine
lhat has heconie a living partner
of two million American women
each month.
You would not be surprised if
you were a regular reader of this
influential magazine, because you
would expect it to publish big
things . . . you would have read
Maurice Maeterlinck and Mrs.
64

Roosevelt and Fannie Hurst in
this same monthly series.
^
We feel that you will want to
read the stirring creed of Helen
Hayes. It is filled with the pride
yow feel.
Our conviction that the whole
magazine every month richly lives
up to the "This Is My America"
series is why iog are proud of
True Confessions.
RADIO & Television RETAILING

"AIR

SUPREMACY

"Control of the air" today means moi;e than massed firepower and numerical dominance
by aircraft; it means control of communication channels ... and better detecting devices
better directional finders—better protective equipment The air toddy is filled with
high-frequency impulses, activated by radio and radar. And helping assure that supreitiacy are Delco Radio products, ranging from compact mobile radio sets in eombal
vehicles, planes and ships, to highly intricate electronic equipment. They represent the
effective combination of engineering vision and manufacturing precision that safeguards the performance of all Delco Radio equipment, wherever it serves and whatever
its -purpose. Delco Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana.

KEEP BUYING
WAR BONDS
DIVISION OF
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Servrve

Record

System

Job Ticket for HatUo Service Gives
Colorado Radio Man Four-'Fold Utility
• Most radio men are quite contented if they have a service record
system that keeps their radio service
jobs straight and that gives them a
complete and accurate picture of such
work. But not so with H. L. Corley,
owner of the Corley Radio Service
of Trinidad, Colo. This radio man
has worked out a service record system that serves a four-fold purpose
and all without any extra work or
expense.
The basis of this system is a record
form measuring three inches by nine
and which is divided into three parts,
the division being by perforation rules,
thus making the separation of the
different parts easy.
The first part of this record form
is a stub measuring a little over an
inch and a half wide which is called
the JOB TICKET. This has a serial
number which is the same as the serial
number on the other two portions of
the ticket or form. It also has spaces
for the entrance of the name, phone
number and address of the customer.

sand the name and address of the cusle
tomer. This third portion of the
st
record form is detached from the rest
in
of the form when work is brought in
sfor servicing and given to the cusfo
tomer as a receipt for the work. No
jp
work is allowed to leave the shop
•d
without this claim check being turned
in.
.1After filling in the name and address and phone number and other
edetails on the record form and detaching the claim check and giving it
to the customer, the other two porrtions of the form, unseparated, are
re
attached to the radio to be serviced.
i.
>
In the shops, as the servicing progresses,^ proper entry of parts andd
tubes used, together with notations
is
of labor costs, are made on the main
in
body of the form.
,
Placed in File

In the first place, these filed and
filled-in forms are an excellent mailing list. Whenever he has a piece
of mail or some literature that some
manufacturer has sent him for directby-mail advertising, Mr. Corley uses
these filed cards for mailing purposes.
It is an easy matter to run through
them and see which ones would be
prospects for the article advertised.
No better mailing list can be obtained than a list of those for whom
service work has been done,
Postwar Uses

After the mailing list comes the
prospect file. Just now this doesn't
mean much, but in more normal times
Mr. Corley uses these filed cards to
locate potential customers for new
radios. The best sales arguments obtainable are obtained from a study
j of these filed cards because they show
When the radio has been serviced,
,e what radios the customers have, what
tested and is ready for delivery to the
j.. year and what model, what they have
customer, the main body of the rec.r cost in servicing and so on. With
ord form is detached from the other
that information it is an easy matter
to talk dollars and cents saved by
No.JL346
KEEP THIS RECEIPT
purchasing a new radio. Mr. Corley
aid. e*«*)
is patiently awaiting that postwar
TOO CAHHOr CCT TOOT MDIO,
wmsoot tt,
world when radios will again be
NoJ.316_
available. Then he plans on using
this file as a prospect file while the
other fellow Is looking around for
- prospects.
CORLEY RADIO
The one remaining use to which
SOUND
CORLEY RADIO
HI&NMh
Kapl*SERVICE
— num. m
this
file is put is what might be
i SOUND SERVICE
nmmiD, COLQUSO
III X>ril> Mayl#
TOTAL fASrt* CHANOK
- termed a "grief saver." There are
mmoxo. Colorado
many radio owners who will come
Layout of fob record Hcket showing three parts ut«I In syitem.
back to a service shop and honestly feel
that it was only a matter of a month
The second portion of this service portion and sent to the office wheree ago when their radio was completely
record form is the body of the form it is filed numerically until the set
:t overhauled and all new tubes put in.
with space for the entrance of the has been called for and taken out.t. In Mr. Corley's case all that is necescustomer's name, address, phone num- The small stub is left on the radioo sary is to pull out the card for that
ber together with spaces for listing for identification purposes.
particular job and show the customer
the date, the make and model of radio
After the set has been picked up,\ that it wasn't only a month ago but
brought in for servicing. Below this the main body of the form is filedd actually seven months ago when the
there are spaces for the itemization of away for future reference. Up too radio was brought in for servicing,
work done, separate spaces being pro- this point this record form has donee Furthermore, he can show that invided for listing parts used, price, a perfect job of providing completee stead of having it entirely overhauled
tubes used, price and summary of and accurate records on every servicec and all new tubes put in, all that was
charges, including a space for labor job that has come into the shop. Mostit ordered to be done was to put in a
costs.
radio repair men would be well satis-:- new condenser and one new tube.
The third portion of this form is fied with that, but not Mr. Corley.'. With the service record in black and
the customer's receipt which bears the He makes this record system servee white to show the customer, much
serial number on the other two por- three other very useful purposes forr grief is saved and, furthermore, the
tions, date -when work was taken in. his business.
customer leaves m good humor.
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A Valuable Franchise Exclusively for Quality Dealers
Are-you one of America's "top400" quality music,
. furniture, radio or department stores? Do you
have the clientele, finances, experience and facilities
for demonstrating and selling the finest in radio*
phonographs? If so, you may be able to qualify for
the; Firced-Eisemann Franchise, which will be offered
op a protected direct-tq-deaier basis.
The industry knows Freed-Eisemann as one of the
foremost qua/i/y radio manufacturers before the war
and as the first manufacturer to equip all models
with FM. Tfie new- Freed-Eisemann radio-phonographs will again be equipped 100% with FM—and

ONE

OF THE WORLD'S

RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

will embody all the developments and refinements
achieved by Freed-Eisemann wartime research and
prpductipn experience.
Standard radio, international slorlwaye, and reproduction, of recorded music wdl Be finer tlian ever,
Cabinets will be superbly styled modern and period
pieces—beautiful and authentic.
In our opinion, there are, but 400 dealers, "the
top 400" who can qualify for the Freed-Eisemann
Franchise, If you are one of them, your inquiry
is invited. Freed Radio Corporation, 200 Hudson
Street, New York 13^ N. Y.

GREAT RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS
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Van Heuvel's "clear-vision" windows are ready for radio display and neon sign will tell the story, when restrietions are lifted.

No

"Drafted"

Lines!
Former i\. 3. Specialist Iti
Set Sales Sticks to Service

V-■

kn RTR editor interviews N. Van Heuvel in his store at New Brunswick, N. J. His technicians
iow work in what was his display space. Note modern interior has sound-proofed ceiling, fluorcs;ent lighting. Inlaid linoleum floor, and plenty of space for parade of merchandise when Victory
jives the signal. Sets well serviced during war-time will guarantee a return to sales.

• Selling radios and some refrigerators was his business before today's
shortages, and N. Van Heuvel, 420
George St., New Brunswick, X. J.,
has taken on no alternate lines!
After studying possible substitute
sales items, Van Heuvel decided
against them and moved his service department to the front of the store.
Concentrating on radio repair and rebuilding, this merchant has made it
pay.
While home set doctoring holds
sway in the store's front section, car
radio reconditioning is taken care of
at a rear drive-in station.
Aside from his interest in radio and
refrigerator
merchandising,
Van
Heuvel was one of the pioneers in the
television field.
Before the first tele set was on the
market, Van Heuvel built one for
himself, comparable to the first 9-Inch
tube sets. And he topped his quota
in television set sales when these units
were available, prewar.
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ALONE!
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AKE every ad about RCA tubes thai reached
T industry, the trade, and the public during 1911.
The total area of all those ads would be equal
to a billboard, 20 feel high, running for 39 miles!
Talk about advertising wallop! There's a program
designed to do a real job...to set your stage for
postwar profits.
Eight and a half million ads...each a powerful
message to tube customers. Over four million
square feet of selling, building your future RCA
sales. And the "billboard" is still growing, mile
after mile.
No wonder it will be easier for you to sell RCA
tubes. No wonder it will be more profitable.

THE FOL/NTA/NHEAD OF MODERN TUBE
DEVELOPMENT IS RCA
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

For with RCA's manufacturing skill and merchandising support behind you, you can't miss.
You know your customers will want RCA. Sure,
the RCA "billboard" is big...your postwar profits
on RCA tubes will be big, too!

Listen to "THE
MUSIC AMERICA
LOVES BEST,"
Sunday!,
4:30 P. M„ EWT,
NBC Network

m
f

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
* RCA VICTOR DIVISION > CAMD EN, N. J.
LEADS THE WAY... In Radio ... Television... Tubes...
Phonographs ,., Records .., Electronics
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TOMORROW'S

RADIOS, VICTROLAS

AND

BEST

TELEVISION

SELLERS

RECEIVERS
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25 years RCA has served people everywhere in every
walk of lite. More than any other organization, RCA has its
roots deeply embedded in every phase of Radio . . .Communications . . . Broadcasting , . . Research . . . Radar . . . Tubes . . .
Television ... as well as in home instruments. Collectively the
accomplishments of RCA represent Radio's Richest Experience . . .
a priceless asset reflected in the quality and customer good-will
enjoyed by every RCA product.
In the market of tomorrow, experience will count far more than
ever. You can have no greater asset on your side than Radio's
Richest Experience. It's your assurance that Radios, Victrolas
and Television Receivers bearing the RCA Victor mark will be
best sellers . . . the ones with the features and performance your
customers will be looking for—and buying!

m)

KC/t-UcZot,
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN. N.)
, In Conodo, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED. Monlreal
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VoltOhmyst

IMPORTANT
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NEW

FEATURES
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Diode for a-c measurements. Flat 20
cycles to 100 ke.
VoaOHrr.vii i
50 4
•f •
']W> ;01,02
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SECTOR
vorTT. VOLTS
V0,
- Sk j vot-ts
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Linear a-c scale for all ranges.
New plastic meter case with onepiece crystal-dear transparent front.
No glass to break or loosen.
Shielded a-c cable and probe.

A special bulletin showing and fully describing this new
improved version of the well-known VoltOhmyst is now
being printed. Fill in and return the coupon for your copy.

TEST & MEASURING EQUIP., SECT. 126AA
Radio Corporation of America
Comden, N. J,
Name
Street Address
City & Siote_
72

BUY MORE

WAR BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal
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Spragnc Trading Post Ads Prove Popular
{Continued from page 35)
Home calls now will build up priceless good-will.
Of course, with conditions as they
are today, finding time to call on the
customers is a "tough" propostion,
but then it was always a "tough"
proposition. It works out like this:
i$a(esmeti Welcome iVou?
(a) When competition is rampant
harassed householders, having the
"doorbell jitters," don't want to "entertain" salesmen.
(b) When competition is "conspicuous by its absence," the householder welcomes the salesman. But
the salesman or merchant himself
finds it difficult to devote time to
home-calls in any seller's market.
Somehow or other there are many
retailers today who manage to
squeeze in a certain number of outside calls along with their other pacemaking duties. They realize that their
businesses must "live with" the oldline customers for many years to
come.
We all know that the best way to
hold good-will today, sell what merchandise we have available and find
out what our customers are going to
have to buy tomorrow, is to use that
old, familiar down-to-earth method of
going right straight into the home.
Ill-will is being built up in retail
stores today.
The merchant can combat this illwill by calling on his customers now.
He can do business in the home, at

Sales manager Harry Kalker (center) of Sprague Products Co., North Adams, Mass., carefully
examines batch of requests for advertisements which are to be run free in the Sprague Trading
Post. Assisting are Mrs. G. I. Denoyan, office manager, and Leon Podolsky, engineer. The
"Trading Post" ads appear regularly fn Radio & Television Retailing and In other publications.
this time, and secure future business.
Nowadays, it is far from easy to
find time to visit customers, but it
was never such an advantageous time
to do so, both from a financial and
ethical viewpoint.
Go to Hale
(Continued from page 33)
ready to jump into the television receiver selling field, too, when the war
is over. This dealer sees additional
profits with telesets and FM receivers, and he predicts that with the
advent nf such equipment tn large
quantities in the homes of the con-

Andrea ICadio Corp. Iteccives ^E" Award

Shown left to right are Rear Admiral Wat T. Ctuverius, U.S.N. retired, and Lt. CoJ. Wilbur H.
Moody, U, S. Army Signal Corps, presenting F. A. D, Andrea, president of Andrea Radio Corp.,
New York, with the Army-Navy *E" flag for production excellence.
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suraers, the "screw-driver mechanic"
will leave the servicing field.
Currently this establishment features records in one half of the store
with the office occupying the other.
The new plans call for records and
radios to be displayed in the current
record section and electrical appliances will be on display In the office
part of the building which in turn
will be moved back into the store
room. The basement has recently
been renovated and fitted up in a
most elaborate manner for efficient
servicing of sets with a side entrance
made for customers' and shippers'
convenience.
Ted Hale gave a lot of thought to
the subject before he publicized his
slogan-—"Go to Hale," but he's
found that it was well received by
the public, and that backed up by
genuine topflight technical service
and modernized places of business,
he has built up a large following.
Suect'ssful ihtall Compaiiyn
Now he is trying to gauge the
postwar market by mailing questionnaires to his customer list. There is
an attached prepaid postal card on
this mailing piece requesting the
householder to check merchandise
items wanted, without obligation to
buy. Listed are a number of wellknown radio makes, washers, refrigerators, frozen food cabinets,
vacuum cleaners, electric ranges, dishwashers, ironers, and minor appliances.
The response to this mailing campaign has been excellent, and Hale
will get a very complete idea of the
needs of his customers as a result.

Skilled fingers check every connection before this Meissner
electronic equipment leaves Mt. Carmcl, III., its destination
—"Somewhere with the Armed Forces." This "precisioneering" may make the difference between a successful military operation or a defeat, and Meissner's "precision-cl" are
working for victory.

THIS

IS

PRECISIONEERING

by Mt. Carmel's famed "Precision-el"
Precisioneerlng isn't just another word for precision quality.
It means that pride and skilled craftsmanship are represented in every product. To the men and women of Meissner,
precisioneering means that they are maintaining the same
high standards of workmanship that earned them the name
"precision-el"—highest standard of an exacting industry.
To you, the users of Meissner precision-built electronic
equipment, it means that these precisioneered products give
you added quality, greater dependability.

Precision testing in Meissner Laboratories proves the precision
quality of the work of Meissner "precision-el." It means new
highs Sn performance when you specify Meissner prccisionbuilt electronic equipment for your product.

"Step Up" Old Receivers!
These Meissner Ferrocart I. F. Input
and output transformers are getting
top results in stepping up performance of old worn receivers. Special
powdered iron core permits higher
"Q" with a resultant increase in
selectivity and gain, now available
for frequency range 127-206. Ask
for numbers 16-5728 input, 16-5730
output. List $2,20 each.

m
Concentration on the production of finer electronic equipment
is characteristic of the men and women of Meissner. This
devotion to quality production makes "precisioneering" out
of even the most routine jobs — gives even greater skill to
technicians like these.
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MSISSMR
MANUFACTURING COMPANY • MT. CARMEL. ILL.
ADVANCED ELECWONIC RESEARCH AND ALINVFACTURE
Export Division: 25 Warren St., New York; Cable: Simonlrice
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After Victory...
Millions of fighting men will have tested
and proved Ray-O-Vac Leakproofs. They
will want them for their own flashlights

RAY-OVAC

and radios. That's why it will pay you to
feature Ray-O-Vac Batteries.

BATTERIES

RAY-O-VAC COMPANY, MADISON 4, WISCONSIN
FACTORIES AT CLINTON, MASS., LANCASTER. OHIO, SIOUX CITY, IOWA, FOND DO LAC, WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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more

efficient

. . . in

miniature

It took a practiced eye and a steady

have been possible with larger tubes. In numerous

hand to use the old mariner's tele-

other instances Tung-Sol miniatures are doing a
better job than large tubes, in similar circuits.

scope. In contrast, the compact
modern binoculars may be used by
anyone, with results far beyond those obtainable
with the old instrument. Development thai gains
elTictency while reducing size is an indication of
modern trend. This trend is seen in miniature electronic lubes.

To the radio parts jobber and dealer, TUNG-SOL
offers this assurance...as soon as new radio sets
and other electronic devices are available, you will
find TUNG-SOL a dependable source of supply for
miniatures as well as the G-GT's-metal and large
glass tubes for servicing every type of equipment.

In the new allocation of frequencies, Tung-Sol foresees great possibilities in high frequency application of miniature lubes ... tubes that have proved
their efiiciency in military service. Advances have
been made, using miniature tubes, that would not

TUNG -SDL
■mSsia/zimt - /e&fed
ELECTRONIC

TUBES

T U N G - S O L LAMP W O B K S
INC., NEWARK 4 , NEW JERSEY
Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps.. AU-Glass Sealed Beam Headlight Lamps and Current Intermittors
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infflU... AMWSOIE n HOME RMO !
DeaSersl Distributors! Harken to the New Note in Home Radio! Awaken to the Postwar possibilities of the Maguire Home Radio
line! You'll be delighted with Maguire styling, construction, flawless reception-.justwhat you'll want to create "customer clamor."
And it will be music to your ears when you learn about the profitable Maguire Franchise. Selected dealers., .protected territories . . . national advertising .., cooperative local advertising.. . window and showroom displays... direct mail pieces...
colorful catalogs ... guaranteed merchandise. ..and that's not-all!... Don't miss this golden opportunity... your territory may
still be open. Get the full story today about the radio line that will ring the bell tomorrow.'
Write to Maguire Industries, Incorporated, Sales Division, Greenwich, Connecticut.
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ERADfO

BLECTRONICS • DIVISION
GREENWICH • STAMFORD
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With Prospects Lined-ttp
ior After-Victory Appliunce

and

Radio

Sales,

Rochford, III., Retailer
Concentrates on Service

Dealer La Budde at radio-and-applianc« repair bench

Appliance
• When O. H. La Budde, owner of
La Budde's Appliances, Rockford,
111., lost his maintenance men to the
armed forces and could get no others,
he decided he would have to work
out a new schedule for handling repairs, so that he could continue to
service his customers.
The first thing that he did was to
discontinue his delivery service- He
didn't leave his customers in the
lurch on this. Since he repairs radios,
refrigerators, washers and other
items, he knew that customers could
not easily find someone to bring the
major appliances to his store for repairs.
So he began to contact delivery
services until he located a man who
would call for and deliver electric
refrigerators for $6 per round trip,
and washing machines for $3 a round
trip. This has solved the delivery
problem very nicely on heavy equipment. The prices are fair, and customers know in advance what they
have to pay for such transportation.
The customers can pay the deliveryman for the transportation, and in
numerous cases the driver also collects for La Budde. In this way he
is able to remain at his store and
continue his repair work.

Servi

which costs $300, La Budde can
turn down washing machine rolls,
cut gears, make repair parts, etc.
The lathe paid for itself within six
months, this dealer states. A lathe is
very handy in any repair shop, he
says. Many washing machine rolls,
for example, merely need a little
turning, or roughing to make them
serviceable for a long time, because
many of the old ones are made of
excellent pre-war rubber. By turning
old rolls, La Budde can complete
many washer jobs in a short time.
He gets $r each for servicing washer
rolls.
Washer Repair Short-Cut

ce

T.

95

all the appliance repairs for six Rockford stores. All this work is brought
to him by the stores, and is picked up
when it is finished. He gets regular
prices for all such work as the stores
are very glad to be able to find someone who can do it for them.
La Budde has a separate bench for
radio repairs and other auxiliary
benches for repairs of other appliances. In this way he is able to keep
servicing operations moving on several appliances at one time without
having to move parts and tools.
The way in which this dealer started in the appliance repair business
shortly after the first World War
may interest many World War II
servicemen who may wish to start out
for themselves in the postwar era.

For testing washing machine rolls,
La Budde has rigged up part of a
washing machine gear box on the
Veteran of World Wor I
end of a bench, with a wringer hookup. This enables him to slip rolls
La Budde was an electrician on a
into the wringer quickly, start the U. S. submarine in World War L
gear box mechanism and test' the After the war he came to Rockford
rolls, without having an entire, cum- to look for work. While waiting for
bersome washing machine-around.
a job, he got some cards printed,
"These short cuts in repairing help stating that he would do appliance
me to turn out more repair work repairs of all sorts at his home. He
than I ever did before," asserted La started out one afternoon to disBudde. "I am able to take care of tribute the cards in the immediate
numerous customers. I figure the neighborhood. When he got back
good-will I also build now during home at 5 P-m. that day, his wife
Belp-Saver Tactics wartime is going to be reflected in had already taken a number of calls
greater sales of appliances in post"This delivery idea has worked out war. Many service customers tell from customers who wanted repair
all right for me/' declares this re- me they are going to give me first work done immediately.
From that day until this, this mertailer. "It saves the services of one chance on much of their future apchant
has had no trouble in securmechanic, for during normal times, pliance business."
ing all the repair business he wants.
I always kept one man busy deliverBecause he has been able to ef- After the war he intends to enlarge
ing."
fect savings in time on repairing, La his sales and service facilities. He
Another important step was the Budde states that he is thus able to
purchase
of an Atlas lathe with a repair all types of appliances with- expects to do much intensive selling
r
TO A inch swing. With this machine, out staying to one type. He handles and has many prospects lined up at
the present time.
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Ueorgia is also beautiful to listen to...
especially with a postwar Trav-Ler Radio

iii

Soaring notes and low-voiced tones are
reproduced with such realism that

£

listening is like traveling from living
room to studio. Trav-Ler developments

bv:

in AM and FM reception and design,
combined with price-appeal, will be
"good news that travels fast". Futureminded dealers are invited to write.
TRAV-LER KARENOLA RADIO &
TELEVISION CORPORATION
1028-34 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 7, 1(1.

>
Georgia Carroll, with
Kay Kyser's "College of
Musical Knowledge", NBC
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RECORD PLAYERS
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Servicing

Noisy

Tubes

Patience and ingenuity Needed to Trade Down Noisy
Tubes. These Suggestions Will Save Vou Time

• One of the commonest complaints
on sets brought in for servicing is
noise. Failures in many radio components may produce noise; defective
tubes, however, probably rank first
among them.
Test instruments are usually of no
help in locating these defective tubes.
This fact, combined with the intermittent and erratic character of many
of these tube-caused noises, -make
them a major service problem.
Loose elements within a tube are
frequent sources of noise. Easiest to
locate is the tube whose condition is
so poor that a gentle tap with the
base of a light screwdriver will cause
it to produce noise. If none of the
other tubes, when tapped, emits the
same sound, the odds are that the
culprit has been found. The only
way to verify this is to substitute a
new tube, then retest for noise.
Sometimes the external grid lead in
the cap of the tube becomes loose,
causing noise. Tapping all the tubes
lightly on their caps, or wiggling the
caps gently to see if any are loose,
may locate the trouble.
Squeals and hum may also be produced by loose grid-caps.
Tube Repairs
When the grid-cap is so loose that
It comes off when touched, repairs
can often be made. Clean out the
inside of the cap with a screwdriver
or a test-lead. Solder a small length
of wire to the grid lead protruding
from the glass portion of the tube.
Heat ^ the cap separately with the
soldering iron, puncturing the center
hole in it with a test-lead while the
solder is melting. Then put the
lengthened grid-lead through the cap,
and solder on, so that the cap holds
fairly well. Cut off the remainder
of the protruding grid-lead.
A loose glass tube-casing may cause
noisy reception. Try the casings to
see if they move about. When a loose
one is encountered, gluing the glass
to the lube base with radio cement
may restore the tube to normal.
Not infrequently, one of the wires
connecting a tube element to its prong
becomes loose. Noise, possibly accom-

panied by fading, results. To remedy
this condition, apply a hoi soldering
iron to the prong, allowing the solder
within it to remelt, rejoining prong
and wire firmly.
Tubes are often noisy because of
elements that short or open intermittently. A defective tube of this type
will often become inoperative when
tapped. Sometimes, however, the tube
will not become noisy or inoperative
until it has heated up sufficient!}'. In
such a case, the service problem becomes more difficult.
The set should be left on for an
hour or more, to permit it to heat up.
Then the tubes should be gently
tapped, to see if any one of them

Noisy tubes may sometimes be recognized by the type of sound they
produce. This is largely unexplored
and difficult territory, but well worth
investigating.
A fairly easy identification to make
is a noisy detector tube, such as the
6SQ7, 12SQ7, 6Q7, 12Q7, 75, 6C6,
etc. A noisy tube of this type generally produces a background sound
like the wash of waves against a
beach, when the volume control is
turned to minimum. The serviceman's ear should be kept close to the
speaker to detect this faint noise.
Another not-too-difficult identification is a noisy 12SK7 tj'pe tube. Tubes
of this kind have a tendency to go into
a loud, prolonged oscillation when
they become noisy, and no reception
generally appears at these times.
Isolating Noisy Tubes

When several tubes produce identical noises when tapped, the offender
must be Isolated. Tap the tubes one
by one, with increasing gentleness, to
see if one tube alone will consistently
produce noise. If it does, the service
problem is solved.
If the offending tube cannot be
isolated in this way, disconnect the
aerial, keeping the volume control at
maximum, and retest for noise again.
When this test brings no results,
turn volume control to minimum,
with the aerial disconnected, and tap
lilUB
the tubes one by one, holding your
ear to the speaker, to detect any noise.
Fig. 1-—-Sources of tube noise. Grtd-eaps, Further tests are described below.
tube elements, casings and prong connections
If tube-caused noise appears with
may all cause trouble.
the volume control at minimum setting, it is most likely originating in
consistently produces noise or fading the audio or power stages. This can
when hit.
be deduced from the fact that the
Not infrequently, defective tubes amplification of the RF tubes is reof this type will perform well indef- duced to zero at this minimum setinitely when the chassis has been rer ting, so no noise from these stages
moved from its cabinet. Since more can emerge.
ventilation has been provided, the eleOn the other hand, if noise appears
ments in the tube may not overheat with the volume control setting at
sufficiently to open or short. In such maximum, but not at minimum, the
cases, replace the set in its cabinet, noise producing tube is most likely in
so that the conditions under which the RF section.
it normally functions are duplicated.
When a noisy tube has been traced
As alternative, the set may be cov- to the audio or power section, it may
ered with a box, or exposed to the be further isolated by the following
rays of a hot lamp, to heat it up. tests:
RADIO & Tolevision RETAILING • April, 1945

Let us suppose the set is an ACDC receiver, with 12SQ7, 50L6,
and 35Z5 tubes in the audio and
power stages. The noisy tube is
among these three, but the question
is—which one? All three tubes yield
equally loud noise responses when
tapped, even with the volume control
at minimum.
Remove the raSQy from its socket,
while the set is in operation. During
the small period of time that the filaments of the remaining tubes stay hot,
tap the 50L6 and the 35Z5. If noise
appears, the 12SQ7 is obviously not
to blame, since it is out of the circuit.
If noise does not appear, the T2SQ7
is very probably guilty.
Assuming that noise appears—remove only the 50L6 on the next test,
and tap the 35Z5 immediately thereafter. If the noise is heard ebbing
away, the 35Z5 is to blame—if it
dies out instantly, the 50L6 is no

IDENTIFYING NOISY TUBES
Noise accompanied by:
1. Complete fadingConverter tube probably defective. Types; 12SA7, iA?,
etc.
2. Intermittent reception, high
noise level—
IF tube may be bad; I2SK7,
etc.
3. Rise and fall in volume, distortion—■
Suspect second detector—
6^7, 12SQ7, etc.
4. Distortion and hum—
Look for defective power tube
—25L6. 5016, etc.
Another method is to disconnect
the grid cap of the ist RF tube, and
tap the tubes in the. RF stages following, one by one, and listening for

ig. 2 Only AF and power supply noises can appear with volume control at minimum. Noise
riginating in RF and IF stages will have no amplification.
Suppose the guilty tube is the 2nd
doubt the offender.
If noise is localized to the audio RF. When the grid of this tube is
or power stages of a straight AC re- disconnected and the tubes following
ceiver, remove the first audio tube, tapped, no noise should be heard, betap the others and listen for noise, cause it has been decoupled from the
then go on to the second audio, and circuits leading to the speaker.
On the other hand, when the grid
so on. When noise is heard with a
certain audio tube in the set, but not cap of the ist RF is disconnected, and
when it is out of it, that tube may the 2nd RF tube is tapped, noise
be suspect. To put It more accurate- should be heard.
The first test lifts suspicion from
ly: when the tubes are removed in
order, from the first audio onward, all the tubes following the 2nd RF.
the first tube that causes disappear- The second test indicates that either
ance of the noise symptoms when re- the first or second RF tube is the
moved from its socket, may be con- troublemaker. Substitution of new
tubes, and retesting for noise, should
sidered the guilty one.
The procedure just mentioned can quickly determine the offender.
It is often difficult to tell whether
be used to trade down noisy RF
a particular noise symptom is caused
tubes.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

by a tube, or some other unit. Here
is a procedure that may help.
Tap all the tubes lightly. Lightness is necessary, not only to prevent
tube damage, but because a heavy
touch will set up vibrations that will
cause noise symptoms even when nondefective units are tapped.
When no one tube can be made to
produce the noise alone, tap the
chassis all over, noting the area where
noise response is greatest. Tap every
unit In that specific area, once again
noting where greatest noise response
appears.
The tapping must not be too light
to fail to produce the noise, nor too
heavy to set up vibrations in nondefective units.
When a unit has been located
which seems to produce the greatest
noise response, disconnect it, and see
if noise persists. If none of the other
units now produces noise when tapped
-—and they have previously-—the disconnected unit is probably the troublemaker.
Pilot lights can cause noise.. The
filament of the pilot light may develop high resistance openings, resulting in noise. Tapping the pilot
generally indicates this defect quickly.
Noisy Sochets
A mistake that is easy to make is to
suspect a tube of being noisy, when
the socket is really to blame. To
avoid this error, wiggle the tube in
its socket, to see if the noise is produced, or Increased. If it is, the
socket contacts are probably loose, and
should be tightened. This is particularly true of miniature and loctal
types.
Another test beside wiggling the
tube is to hold it firmly in place with
one hand, while tapping it with a
screwdriver held in the other. If the
tube is defective, the noise will still
occur—if it is the socket, the noise
will be absent.

FS§. 3—If noise persists when detector grid
Is shorted to chassis, it Is in the audio or
power stages.
Loose, tube shields, or shields that
short intermittently against the grid
cap, sometimes cause noise. This type
of trouble is usually easy to locate,
and needs no further mention.
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The Farnsworth dealer is always out in front
with cabinet styling — offering that extra idea
that means extra sales.
And just wait 'til you sell the new Farnsworth post-war "idea" cabinets . . . with exclusive features that will have the whole trade
talking!
Finest quality in every price range will mark
the entire new Farnsworth line — radios, phonograph-radios and television sets. Even the
famous Farnsworth record-changers will be

improved for simpler operation, better troublefree performance.
Built into every new model will be all of the
pioneering skill and research experience of
the Farnsworth engineering staff. This is your
assurance of product and sales leadership.
The Farnsworth line will sell on a selected
dealership basis — giving you profitable volume
at established prices and proper margins.
Definite post-war sales plans are already
made. It will pay you to investigate — NOW.

FARNSWORTH
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Farnsworth Television & Radio Corporation, Ft. Wayne 1, Indiana. Farnsworth Radio and Television Receivers and
Transmitters; Aircraft Radio Ecfulpmeni; Farnsworth Television Tubes; the Farnsworth Phonograph-Radio; the
Capehart, the Capehort-Panamuse.
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Hn
i 189- f-imc f .orbett- beat John I Sullivan
to ivtr rhv heavvweiglit- championship of the
world. Corbetf?, who was. considered • novice
in elm nog, weighed only ISA pounds to Sul
iivan's 22-0, and yet he knocked out Snlliyan
n the a 1st round C.orDett had that toudi of
tality -of extra-quahty—that expressed itself
in victory For superior performance in any
product—|ust as with Victory n th< prize-ring
- Quality C&unts!

For years, the antennas manufactured by THE
WARD products-corporation havt oc-ei, known
as quality prouuets. the workmanship of
craftsmen using modern equipment under ideal
.onditions Constant adherence to the principles of -quality coupled with manufacturing
experience has made ward the leader n thi
production of sectional and one-piece antennas
For quality antennas tor all appUcal ions,
look to WARD,

*

jyj

ATtWO

wnt&ntuc*
\uss-

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1523 East 45th Street
Cleveland 3, Ohio
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BUY WAR BONOS

Service Notes
■ Power Transformer
Repair
An amplifier was brought in on
which the complaint was a smoking
power transformer. The transformer
was new7, and had been installed very
recently. The casing was removed,
and all the leads inspected. No short
was visible. When the power supply
was turned on with the casing off,
the power transformer worked perfectly. As soon as the casing was put
on, the transformer began to smoke.
Careful inspection showed that the
lower section of the casing fitted too
tightly around the leads, and was
cutting into one of them, grounding
it. The nick was visible only when
the casing pressure was exerted
against it. One remedy was to get
rid of the lower casing section. In
some instances, this may introduce
hum due to less shielding. If this is
so, drill case and put in grommets.
Try This on
Your
Trie mis
Here is a rather tricky little Ohm's
Law problem. What is the total resistance between points A and B?
(See Fig. i.)

of this circuit is 10 ohms. Another
is from B to A' to A. Resistance
here Is also 10 ohms. The third path
is from B to B' to A' to A. Current
will flow from B' to A' because
A' is at the same potential as A—or
positive toward B'. A simplified circuit diagram is given in Fig. 3. The
sum of the three resistances in parallel
equals 3 1/3.
Microphone
Suhstitution Test
A quick way to check a suspicious
crystal microphone is to substitute a
crystal pickup for it. Disconnect the
mike, hook up the pickup into the
amplifier input, and rub the reproducing needle with your finger. With
the volume control at maximum, a
loud response from the speaker will
indicate that the amplifier is working
o.k., and that the mike is probably
defective.
Speaher Rattle on
Emerson FT-2-3S3
On this set's speaker, the spider is
"connected to a metal rim, from which
it tends to break loose. Noisy reception results when this occurs. Glue
spider back with care, making sure
to keep radio cement from dropping
into the voice coil.

Interference from a relay can
usually be eliminated by a series combination of a resistor and capacitor
across the contacts. The capacitor
can be about 0.1 mfd and the resistor
adjusted until noise is minimum.
Tuning Wheel Trouble
on GE GD'fi2
The tuning wheel on this set is
made of white metal. This white
metal has a tendency to expand. The
expansion of the metal makes the
push button holes in it smaller,
causing them to bind the buttons.
When push buttons remain in, and

Eliminating Interference
Electrical noise originating in furnace damper controls and similar systems may be due to a control motor or
to the various relay contacts. Motor
noise is generally a continuous, steady
Anstver volume roar while contact noise is
more in the form of clicks.
wheel refuses to turn, remove the
The answer to circuit above is
Noise is not difficult to eliminate wheel, and file the inside of the holes
3 1/3 ohms. Here's how, in case on small motors. This interference with a round file, until buttons move
you slipped up. Diagram may be elimination must be done, however, in and out freely, and wheel revolves.
drawn as in Fig. 2. Calling B minus, at the motor rather than through the See accompanying diagram.
attempts of using any sort of filter at
the radio set. Good line filters used Speaher Repair on
at the set are often helpful if the set Philco Transitone
and the antenna lead-In are well
Cone rattle frequently develops on
shielded. In many cases, however, the this Philco magnetic speaker. Some
noise field around the line is severe repairmen take a quick look, and apenough to radiate into the set and ply glue to the area where the cone
make the filter useless. A suitable meets the wooden center piece. This
and A plus, 3 resistance paths are filter at the noise source is always is incorrect, and rattle will remain.
available for the current flow. One more effective.
The correct procedure is to turn the
is from B to B' to A. The resistance
The frame of a small commutator set on its side, press the cone below
type motor should be well grounded the center piece, so that the sides of
by a heavy conductor to the nearest the center piece are exposed to the
cold water pipe. Two small paper glue, and pour a liberal quantity of
Insulated capacitors of approximately radio cement into the area. Move
0.01 mfd 400 volts should be con- the cone up and down several times
nected, one from either wire, to the to allow the glue to soak in. Idle
motor frame. A number of standard cone should be allowed to dry overfilter units for this type of motor are night before the set is tested.
made by capacitor manufacturers.
{Continued on page Sfj)
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Majestic Radio & Television Corporation

announces the formation of

t

RECORDS INC.

A statement from Eugene A. Tracey
President of Majestic Radio & Television Corporation
THE FORMATION of Majestic Records, Inc. marks
a long step forward by Majestic to a dominant position in the radio, phonograph,

daily important move for Majestic distributors and
dealers. It gives them a Majestic product to sell now.
before peacetime radios and fadio-phonograpbs can
be made—a product which will have an immediate sales
advantage in the public's acceptance of the name "Majestic."

and record field.
Operating as a wholly
owned subsidiary of Majestic
Hadio & Television Corpo-

The advertising and promotion that will be put behind

ration, Majestic Records. Inc.

Ell '*

will record, manufactarc, and
market u complete line of
phonograph recordings under the name of "Majestic

BKlt

Records." Initial recordings
will be in the "popular" field
but the line will be extended
rapidly to include all types
Of music.
P- j
.
r n ir • ^ •
resident of Majestic
Records, Inc. will be James
J. Walker.
P
.■
r •
Formation of tins new recording company is an espe-

Majestic Records—along wilh
the popularity they will win

^
F j

through their timeliness and
(jnality — will build even
greater public acceptance for

JAMES J. WALKER
President of MajesticKLRecords,
Relords, Inc.
inc.
A well known pul
public figure,
^ure, Mr. Walker
is president of tbe National
ional Association
J
of PerformingfAn
Artists, and
nd has long been
&
a member
member of
jncan Society of
of the
the American
Composers, Authors
Aulh< andd Publishers. He
organized the M
Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Association
Associati and has acted as
c011I)sel for
for the
the New
N
irk Theatre
TheatrTowm
counsel
York
Owners
ers Chamber
of
Commerce.
In many years
Chamber of G
of association with the entertainment world,
Mr. Walker has won
wc the friendship of publishers, composers,
lishers.
composer performers, writers,
pr„ducer, and
.nd agents.
ag
producers,

Majestic Radio & Television Corporation
Majestic Records, Inc.
April, 1945
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the Majestic name. Thus will
Majestic Records build forthe
day to which we are all look•
r
i .1
i
1
1T1
g forward-the day when
new radios and radio-phonor
_
graphs will appear, bearing
the

Majestic name-plate.

Chicago 32, Illinois

29 West 57th Street, New York City 19

Service Notes
{Continued from page 84)
Wlretcoutid Control
Repair
An open 10,000 ohm wirewound
volume control posed a problem for
one radioman. A replacement could
not be secured. Plenty of 10,000 ohm
volume controls were available, but
they were not wirewound, and would
not have been able to withstand the
heat dissipation. This dissipation was
considerable, as the control was connected in a screen grid to ground
circuit. 3,000 ohm wirewound volume controls were available but
would not do, as they did not have
sufficient resistance, and brought the
screen voltage down too far.
The old control had to be repaired.
Since it was not possible to find the
break, the approximate boundaries of
the opening were located by continuity tests. Then a metal tab was
inserted between the circular winding and the case, so that it fitted perfectly. Some turns were shorted out
as a result, but good contact was
established, and the control worked
perfectly.
Button Adjustment on
Emerson RB 208
To tune the pushbuttons correctly
on this set, loosen shafts by turning
counterclockwise. Turn to station desired on button No. i, making sure
that the station is tuned in sharply.
Tighten shaft of button No. i by
turning with fingers clockwise. Use
similar procedure on remaining
buttons.
Distorting 1171*7
A 117P7 that goes into a distortion
after playing for a while, may often
be reclaimed by adding a 50,000 ohm
resistance in parallel with the grid
resistance. The volume may he
slightly decreased, but the distortion
disappears.
inoperative 12SK7
Glass and metal tubes are often,
but not always, interchangeable. On
one set, a metal 12SK7 that was defectire was replaced by a new glass
tube. The set lit up, but remained
Inoperative. Sensitivity and noise
level were high, resembling conditions when the band switch is on
short-wave with no reception coming
through- Substitution of a metal
12SK7 brought set back to operation.

If the shield prong of the 12SK7
socket had been grounded, a glass
tube would have worked as well as
a metal one.

simple changes in the set. FIRST,
eliminate capacitor C-20. SECOND,
replace the .01 mfd capacitor at C-19
with a mica of .001 mfd.
The P69-18 receiver has rather a
low tone and this change increases the
response to higher audio frequencies.
The absorption of high audio frequencies by the upholstery in the car,
may make this change desirable.

Philco 54
This AC-DC set has a safety
switch at the rear of the set, which
automatically opens when the back is
taken off. To test the set, this switch
must be closed. A quick way to close
it is to wrap the line cord tightly
around it several times, leaving
enough of it free to plug into the
power supply.

New Books
"Electrical Test Instruments," a
bulletin released by Industrial Instruments, Inc., describes a wide variety
of bridge-type meters and conductivity
apparatus. Copy on request. Industrial Instruments, Inc., 17 Pollock
Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Removing Tight
Grid-Cap
Grid-clips sometimes become tightly
wedged around the external grid cap
of a tube, because of age and corrosion or other reasons. The grid cap
may come off the tube if care is not
used in prying. A good method to
use is to exert pressure on the cap
downward, with a screwdriver, while
prying the clip upward with a second
screwdriver.

The new 32-page catalog, No. 14,
of the Howard B. Jones Co. of Chicago, illustrates and describes their
complete line of multi-contact plugs
and sockets, terminal strips, fuse
mounts, etc. For free copy, write to
Howard B. Jones Co., 2460 W.
George St., Chicago 18, 111.
The latest catalog of General Electronics Inc., is available to users of
electron tubes. It describes transmitting triodes, mercury vapor and
high vacuum rectifiers, power amplifiers, voltage regulators, etc. Address
General Electronics, Inc., 1819
Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.

Notes on Jftotorola
Police Receiver
The audio frequency response of
the Motorola model P69-18 radio receiver can be made more "brilliant"
with Improved intelligibility through
the loud speaker, by making a few

Service Department Layout Speeds Repairs
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H. W. Attebery, manager of Hank's Radio Service, 723A Seventh St., Greeley, Colo., cut servicing
time by one-third using this arrangement. A movable work bench, and parts within easy reach
facilitate this technician's work.
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In mobile operation, the battery is the kingpin. Two-way
I
police radio takes it out of the battery twenty-four hours a day.
Conservation of battery power during stand-by periods is
|
I
mandatory.
|
Instant-heating Hytron tubes with thoriated tungsten fila*y-r.
ments came to the rescue of police radio. Only when on duty,
f
/
does police radio equipment draw power when Hytron tubes are
I
Hyeg
used. Filament and plate power go on together.
'
HYUeg
HYSIZ
And that's not all. The Hytron HY31Z, HY65, HY69,
/
HY1231Z, and HY1269 are rugged. HY65 performance in twoI
way motorcycle police radio has proved this. Including I2-volt
*"sXhr:
- ^
filament tubes for marine applications, Hytron's instant-heating
I
/
line is versatile. Concentration is on the R. F. beam tetrode —
I
work horse of transmitting tubes -— but also included is the
instantHY31Z twin triode for Class B. One type can power a whole transj * 3ti°e
mitter — R. F. and A. F. — thus simplifying the spares problem
(e.g., Kaar Engineering transmitters built around the HY69).
I KP,ate'^lma.pla2eS!«»-).-500
Wartime uses are bringing additions to the Hytron instant- ^
heating line. Watch for future announcements.
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• The reproducer unit in this loud speaker was especially developed by jensen for use in the intercom
systems in navy vessels. If reproduces speech
dearly and sharply through high levels of noise.
Ruggedly built, it withstands extreme shock and
vibration, and is weatherproof against severe
weather exposure conditions, dust and smoke . . .
Like all jensen military models, this speaker is built
around the most powerful permanent magnet mate-

88

rial ever developed.
5 as all jensen PM
Speakers will be when conditions permit.
Now being introduced for the intercom systems on
trains, and specifically designed for that purpose,
this particular model has many possibilities for use
wherever a heavy, rugged speaker with clear, sharp
speech reproduction is needed. Write for complete
engineering data on this speaker. Samples can be
furnished on proper priority.
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Citizens of the cosmos • • •
^ \,;: A correspondent quotes one wide-traveled GI:
SKa "I used to think I lived in the swellest town on
earth. But after the places I've seen ... honest to God,
I think Jersey City is just a dump!"

V-^r.

r

SMg The War makes millions of young Americans
IbSIIj cosmopolitan ... at home on Main Streets other
than their own ... familiar with desert, jungle, Arctic,
tropic islands, distance and danger... friendly with alien

m
W
peoples and aware of all the worlds outside their own
Returned, they will resume old lives... but always in
their minds look back, and in their hearts remain
adventurers!... And sooner or later, find TrueI
i|Triib is a magazine for men... a record of realities that
^eclipse romance,.. receptacle for interesting exceptions
that escape the stream of stereotyped news... a saga series of
sages, seers and screwballs, square pegs and pioneers, who
break from beaten paths, who dare to follow dreams,
make fact more fascinating than skilful fiction...
' True now has well over a half-million circulation
[monthly (single copy sales at 25c) and an amazing
reader loyalty.. . offers an all-men audience well under
current periodical cost—plus the brightest potential
in postwar publishing.. .Inquire . . . True, a
Fawcett Publication, 295 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

t rue

... the man's magazine
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•o you as a dealer tl is big marker spells PROFITS!
Few products have as many friends
as G-E Mazda lamps. Countless
millions of these familiar bulbs have
been sold. When again available,
millions of new General Electric
electronic tubes will be sold by
radio dealers and service men—and
for the same reasons: quality, dependability and long life.

To 38,000,000 readers, to 28,000,000
radio listeners, G-E tubes are being
advertised regularly. The impetus
of this wide publicity, added to the
favor long enjoyed by G-E Mazda
lamps and other G-E home products, assure a market of impressive
proportions for G-E electronic tubes.
So plan now for the larger income

that awaits you! Write for the name
of your nearest G-E tube distributor to Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady 5,
New York.
Hear the C-E radio programs: "The World
Today" news, Monday through Friday,
6:45 p.m., EWT, CBS. "The G-E All-Girl
Orchestra," Sunday 10 p. m., EWT, NBC.
"The G-EHouse Party," Monday through
Friday. 4 p.m., EWT, CBS.

GENERA! m

ELECTRIC
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fHORI 'ARSON
HERMETICALLY

^C^ON
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SEALED
^
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Thordarson pioneered with multi-terminal glass headers, thus insuring dependable service under all manner
of conditions .. . in the. tropics . .. high in the air . . ,
beneath the sea. . .complete protection "from top to
bottom"! Your post-war transformers for communications and all types of electronic and industrial services
will be available with Thordarson's hermetic seal.

TRANSFORMER DiVISIOM
THORDARSON EUCTRIC MFG. CO.
iOO WEST HURON STREET, CHICAGO, III.
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NEW

Grayhill SNAPIT SWITCH
small momentary push-button, snap-action switch has been announced by Grayhill.
Fast make and break: make the switch practical for use on DC current. Current rating

PRODUCTS

microvoltmeter specifications. DeJur-Amsco
Corp., Northern Blvd. b 45th St., Long Island
City, N. Y.—RTR

1214" O.D. X %" over-all height. General
Cement Mfg. Co., Rockford, III.—RTR

University Labs SPEAKER
Super-power multi-reflex speaker specifically
designed for extreme long range sound projection over wooded or built up areas, rough
terrain or water. The AA-7 has a super-power
audio capacity of 200 watts and is designed
with 250 cycle low frequency cutoff for crisp
clarity in voice prdiectlon. Projector is refiexed

Weston METER
Model 695, Type 11, is a rectifier type voltmeter providing readings in decibels as well
as In volts. Medium speed, moderately damped
movement, has a constant impedance of 20,000

is 10 amperes al 115 volts AC, and 2 amperes
at 115 volt DC. Clicking is heard when switch
operates. Dimensions are %" in diameter by
1%" high. Grayhill, 1 North Pulaski Road,
Chicago 24, III,—RTR.

Walker-Jimieson
PORTABLE AMPLIFIER
A BO-wdtt amplifier, which operates on 110
volt, 60 cycle AC, has two mike inputs and
one phono input. Output impedances of A, 6,
8, and 500 ohms may be selected at. will. Frequency response Is 50-10,000 cycles. The
record gain is 59 db., and the mike gain 116
db. Housing is a gray wrinkle finished steel
cabinet, whose size is 17" x 1 Q/z" x 19 VV',
Walker-Jim ieson, 311 South Western Ave,,
Chicago, III.—RTR

DeJur-Amsco METER
A hermetically sealed, ring-mounted miniature 1 Vl" meter. Model 120, can be immersed
in water at a depth of 30 feet, for as many
as seven days, without harm to its mechanism.
It is therefore ideally suited to equipment

for compactibifity and mounts a battery of 7
Model PAH hermetically sealed, shock and
blast proof driver units. Projector may be subjected to continuous severe atmospheric exposure, University Laboratories, 225 Varick
St., New York, N. Y.—RTR
Marion METER
Marion Hermetically Sealed Meters put mechanism into a protective cup-1 ike frame, and
seal glass cover to the metal rim. Positive
hermet'c sealing has been effected since there
are no rubber gaskets or cement seals. Win-

ce rmino
■ ouss.ro.
BOND

ohms. When connected across any sound line,
ranges can be shifted continually without varying line impedance. Eleven db ranges are provided from —4 to +36 db at zero on the db.
scale,. Seven AC ranges from 2 to 200 volts
are also available. Instrument is calibrated for
5.00 ohm lines with a zero level of 6 milliwatts of 1.732 volts. Approximately SVz" *
3%"x3l/8". Weston Electrical Instrument
Corp.,617 Fretinghuysen Ave., Newark; N. J.—RTR
Fonda REFERENCE RECORDER
Production started on reference recorder.
Model AV-2. Records on inexpensive cellophane tape up to eight hours continuously
without, supervision. Reduced size and improved indexing control. Fonda's postwar line
will include a home recorder and a rack
model for radio broadcast station use. They

Cf XOVAUr «
c.
dow is: double thickness tempered glass, processed for solder sealing. Completely dehydrated,
the instruments are filled with dry air at sea
level pressure. Built to A.W.S, standards the
meters are available in all DC ranges. Type
HM 2 is directly interchangeable with A.W.S.
type MR 24 and 25. Type HM 3 is directly
interchangeable with A.W.S. type MR 34 and
35. Marion Electrical Instrument Co., Manchester, N. H.
which must sustain immersion. Ring-mounting
assures easy installation, and eliminates the.
need for mounting holes or sdrews. Model 120
is available In a wide variety of ranges,. Including highly sensitive microammeter or

G-C INSTRUMENT KNOB
A new type knob for communication equipment is constructed of smooth finished molded
bakelite with pointer arrow on front. Complete with I/4" brass insert and set screw.

are also engaged In the designing and engineering of other models, which will be available after removal of government restrictions
on the manufacture of civilian goods, Fonda
Corp., 245 East 23rd St., New York, N. Y.—RTR
RADIO & Television RETAILING
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•Let the demand veer where it will, CLARION

a reputation over the years for quality and

RADIO will cover evefyk point on the con-

superb performance.

sumer compass. Whether it's a deluxe radio-

The CLARION RADIO merchandising

phonograph combination to grace the finest

plan is aimed at volume sales and quick turn-

Jiving room ... a smart portable for the bed-

over. If you are interested in the great middle

room or den ... or a sparkling midget for

market where price and quality must meet, it

the kitchen or bath ... CLARION RADIO

will be to your interest to investigate the

will offer a wide choice of beautiful AM and

CLARION RADIO dealer franchise. Write

FM models. Yes, and television too when

for the name of your distributor.

people are ready to buy it.
In CLARION RADIO your customers will
■recognize a familiar old name that has earned

WARWICK MANUfACTURING CORPORATION
4640 West Harrison Street

•

Chicago 44, Illinois

•
PROVED

QUALITY
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Sales of Discs ami Variety

Proprietor M. P. Chambers and a customer in the store's self-service disc department.

War-TJme

L

flltliois Dealership

nes

• The Chambers Appliance Co., M. been maintained and has steadily in- consistent purchasers of platter music.
P. Chambers, owner, 155 York St., creased in size. Recent inventory The list could easily be enlarged, but
Elmhurst, 111., attributes its consist- showed the store carried a stock the object is to confine itself to this
ently profitable business to record mer- amounting to $5,000 in both popular number and thereby keep in touch
chandising, Installed in 1941 as a and classical recordings.
with only the "cream of the crop" of
minor department with doubt on the
"All along we have had good luck record buyers. Advertisements of recpart of the proprietor as to its with the record trade/' said Cham- ords are carried in the local newschances of producing a profit, the rec- bers. "Stocking of discs was one of paper.
ord department has grown by leaps the best things we could have done to
Elmhurst has a population of 16,and bounds to the point where it is at fit the times. If it weren't for the 000 and the Chambers Shop is located
present the chief source of revenue. platters I'm sure the store wouldn't ideally in the downtown section opWashing machines, radios, ironers, be enjoying the fine financial position posite the York Theater. It is easy
refrigerators and similar electrical which has been made possible by the for a movie-goer after hearing a pophousehold goods, all bearing national- sales of records."
ular number in the theater to step
ly-known names, were sold by the caracross the street to Chambers and purload every month before the war.
Self-Service Featured chase a recording of that particular
Manager Chambers has already
A record customer has no difficulty number.
lined up the store with franchise
Present location of the store is a
rights of nationally known makes of 1*11 locating a recording by his favorite favorable one. Formerly the Chamartist
here,
where
self-service
is
electrical merchandise which will be
bers Company had a large place sevhoused at the new quarters. The rec- stressed. Discs are filed in the same eral doors distant, but was unable to
manner
which
a
librarian
uses
in
filing
ord department at the future store
secure a lease renewal. Much of the
will definitely occupy a prominent and books. Here, records are filed under display equipment used in the larger
the
names
of
the
artist
who
made
the
permanent position and will be made
recording. Popular numbers made by store had to be sold or stored away.
as attractive as possible.
Bing Crosby, Harry James, Frank
Postwar Plans
Alternate Sales Mtems Sinatra and similar big names in the
entertainment world are individually
Plans are in the making for occuSince 1942, when curtailment of classified. Such classification makes it pancy of a modern nearby store.
appliance manufacture went into ef- easy for every record customer to find
Because of its present confined quarfect, a drastic policy change took place the record he wants.
ters the store utilizes additional winwith this company. To fill in empty
One more feature of the self-selec- dow display space in an old building
floor space and counters, sundry lines tion arrangement of the department is in the vicinity. Chambers pays $10
were added, principally those custom- that transaction time between cus- per month for use of the display space
arily associated with hardware stores. tomer and salesperson is considerably and believes the publicity gained is
These lines included gas and oil burn- cut down.
worth the small outlay. A sign diing hot water heaters, water softeners,
A counter record play-back machine rects the passerby to the Chambers
paint products and electrical goods, adds to the efficiency of the depart- store.
such as indirect and standard floor ment. Customers are permitted,
To maintain good-will, the Chamlamps, supplies, etc. An assortment of should they desire, to operate the unit. bers store sells available radio tubes
miscellaneous toys was stocked also.
To further increase record sales the across the counter. Chambers also
Throughout the shortage of mer- manager circularizes a mailing list to provides tube testing service for his
chandise the record department has approximately 100 established and customers.
94
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TELEVISION

MERCHANDISING
Larger Picture Shown in
HVew Tele Meeeiver
An advanced development model television receiver reproducing pictures that
are brighter, clearer, and five times
larger than were obtainable on pre-war
sets was demonstrated recently by the
RCA Victor division of the Radio Corp.
of America, with the cooperation of the
National Broadcasting Co. (See photo.)
A special program of live talent and
films presented for the demonstration by
NBC was viewed on the receiver, which
features a new type of screen, 21 1/3 x 16
inches, made of surface-treated plastic.
Technical details of the set were explained by Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, vice-president in charge of RCA laboratories. John
F. Royal, NBC vice-president in charge
of television, discussed programming.
Large Screen
According to Frank M. Folsom, vicepresident in charge of the RCA Victor division, television receivers of the type
shown will not go into production until
wartime restrictions on manpower and
materials are removed. He said that the
company expects to make large-screen sets
available within about one year after civilian production is resumed.
Console models, containing projectiontype television, FM and standard broadcast facilities, Mr. Folsom added, will
cost approximately $395. RCA Victor will
also have several equipped with direct
viewing picture tubes, and at least one
table model priced at about $150.
The tube in set shown in photo at right
is but 3 inches in diameter.
Crosley Executive Sees
Good Video Outlook
Interesting possibilities for the future
development and expansion of television
into many new fields were outlined by
Lewis M. Clement, vice-president in
charge of research and engineering, The
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio, at a recent meeting.
"The future of television is bright and
video stations will be installed in many
cities within the next several years," he
said. "Time will be required to develop,
build and install the equipment. Many
surveys have been made which indicate
without doubt the great interest in television by the public."
Clement also said with present knowledge, it is possible to make better transmitting and receiving equipment which
will provide brighter and larger pictures
having more contrast.
^Trade-Mark being applied for b/ CaldwellClements, Inc.
96
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The advance development mode) of the new RCA projection type home television
receiver is equipped with a translucent viewing screen measuring 21 1/3 by 16 inches. (See
page 116 for diagram.) Set similar to one shown above will sell for about ?395.
On this basis, and further expansion of
the networks, Philco officials are convinced that within a few years after the
end of the war, the television business
will be far greater in dollar volume than
radio ever was.
ICadio-Tdeset Demands
To Keep Industry Bnsy
A postwar market for 60,000,000 home
radio receivers-—enough to keep the industry at peak production for six years—
is anticipated by the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
Reporting on a survey which influenced
the company 3n its recent decision to reenter the home radio field as soon as
conditions-permit, the firm lists five factors which are expected to affect the
postwar market: (1) frequency modulation; (2) the demand for radio-phonographs; (3) returning service men; (4)
extra sets in the home; (5) the growth of
television.
Da Mont Issues Pamphlet
Fifteen thousand copies of "Time,
Tubes and Television," a 48-page booklet
including four-color illustrations, have
been distributed by Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc. This literature includes
sketches tracing the development of communications from primeval times to 1945^
It presents highlights in the development
of the cathode-raj' tube, applications of
the oscillograph, etc.
Copies of the booklet may be secured
from the company's advertising department, 2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

Philco to Manufacture
Tele Sets After "V" Day
Philco plans to produce television receiving sets for the general public within
a few months after the end of the war,
according to John Ballantyne, president
of the firm. "We believe that television
has now progressed to the point where It
is read}' to proceed commercially and
provide a satisfactory service for the
genera! public," Mr, Ballantyne stated.
"Philco feels sure that the channels
allocated by the FCC will permit several
hundred stations to go on the air In the
next few years and give a large part of
the public regular video service. Many
sections of the country will have the
benefit of programs from several stations.
The Commission's action can therefore be
the basis of a large postwar industry and
provide employment and job opportunities for a great many people," declared
the Philco official.
Nehcorh Expansion
James H. Carmine, vice-president in
charge of merchandising, Philco Corp.,
also expressed an opinion on the future
video market He declared:
"Television broadcasting facilities today are within easy reach of 25,000,000
people, provided receivers were available.
If, as we expect, at least 42 more television stations are added in key cities in
the immediate postwar period to the nine
now in operation, the coverage would
expand to about 70,000,000, or more than
half the population of the United States."

—*

DuMONT - FOR

YOUR

POSTWAR

• Think about your future in Television.
• There is one thing certain. The television line that
you sell must be so certainly right that it will assure
your growth—your profits—your future. You won't
be willing to gamble any part of your future by selling anything but the very best television line.
Look into the subject—see who will produce the
finest Television-Radio Receivers.
Engineers—experts in electronics—are looking to
DuMont. First, because Allen B. DuMont's pioneering made commercial television practical by developing the Cathode-ray tube—the heart of the television

TELEVISION

DEBUT

receiver. Second, because for 14 years DuMont has
concentrated on precision electronics... perfecting
clear, contrasting pictures, simplifying tuning, building sturdy, honest, high-precision equipment. These
facts assure that DuMont Television-Radio Receivers
will give performance above and beyond comparison.
Assure your future with DuMont.
•
•
•
Perhaps you would like to see reprints of these
advertisements. Write or telephone—Consumer,
Products Division, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Inc., 515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N, Y.Copyright 1945. Allen B. DuMont Loborctoriei, Inc.

■zsc ws/y*/-.

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE. PASSAIC, N. J.
TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945
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No addmonctl accessories are
required- Merely cormect the two
clips to the instrument under test,
and proceed to anoiyze-its accuracy and generai performance.

w
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INCLUDES...
• Heguiated Power Supply
• Stepless Vacuum Tube Voltage
Control
• Large 81/2" Mirror Scale Standard
Insfrument, Hand Calibrated
• Cecade of .1% Accurate Manganin Wire Wound flesisfors

msm

After having been successfully used for four years in our own plant, the Marion
Metertester is now ready for marketing. It is designed with many operational features
which will definitely improve the production rates of any meter inspection department.
Moreover, its accuracy is such that it may be used for checking purposes in any
department and all laboratories employing instruments. It may also be used as a
source of DC current and Voltage.
The Metertester is provided with a simple, but effective. Vacuum Tube Voltage Control
using a type 6N7 as a grid controlled variable resistor for complete and smooth control
of the power to the standard from 0-110 volts, DC. This obviates the use of cumbersome
rheostats which ofttimes are unsatisfactory for the wide range of current and voltage
covered by the Metertester.
Range of this unit is 25 microamperes full scale to 10 milliamperes full scale, with the
first scale division reading Yi microampere, and 0-100 volts full scale. Overall accuracy
is better than 1/2 of 1%, Basic sensitivity of the Mirror Scale Standard Instrument is
ID milliamperes. The complete unit is housed in a hand-rubfaed, solid oak, carrying case.
Additional Details Supplied Upon Request
Marion also manufactures a complete line of Electrical Indicating Instruments
MARION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO/
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Dhiribuied by tlECrRlCftl INSTRUMENT DISTRIBUTING CO.
«8 BROADWAY • NEW YORK N Y
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* There'll be no delays when

tbe
Te
s<»

we get the ''go-ahead" on
civilian production—we'll be
ready to start delivering phonographs because we've stayed
on the job . . . making special
Phonolas and communication
devices for the Armed Forces.
And these things we've been

kk

building in wartime have
£
f

added immeasurably to the
knowledge we've gleaned
during our 28 years of making
fine phonographs.
0

Famous since 191<5, Pho-

nolas will be even more famous
when restrictions are lifted,
for they will incorporate (as
materials are released to us)
new improvements in tone and
appearance by which both you
i

and your customers will benefit.

/ =

EASTERN SALES OFFICE;
17 E. 42nd Street, New York City, VA. 6-2079
MIDWESTERN SALES OFFICE:
224 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, HAR. 1880
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Distributor
Arthur Alter in France

Doings

"Due to the fact that we are limiting each
shipment to 40 tubes," the letter states,
"v%-e are not going to penalize you by giving you the OPA wholesale ceiling price
on this quantity, but will invoice these
tubes to you at the OPA ceiling price in
the bracket for 50 to 100 tubes, less 2 per
cent cash discount,"

The Legum Distributing Co., recently
organized, is a new entrant into the radio and appliance jobber field. This firm
has been named distributor in the Baltimore area for Crosley radios and appliances, including refrigerators, washers,
and ranges.
Joseph M. Zamoiski Co. continues as
wholesaler for Philco radios and refrigerators, the Thor line of washers, and
the Grand range. The company has been
appointed distributor for Sun-Kraft sun
lamps, made, by Sun-Kraft, Inc., Chicago.
D. & H. Distributors, RCA radio jobbers, will handle the Speed Queen line of
washers.

Jobber Activities
in Baltimore Area
Baltimore, Md,, distributors have been
adding new lines of radios and appliances, and are generally active in getting
ready for postwar business.
Baltimore Gas Light Co., for more than
a decade jobber for Zenith radios and Strom berg Wholesaler
hearing aids, has dropped this line and Tells Future Plans
will wholesale Admiral radios and apH. A. McRae & Co., Troy, N. Y., radio
pliances. The firm will continue to sell
and appliance jobbers who were recently
Horton
washers
and
ironers,
and
has
Major Arthur S. Alter, vice-president Harry
appointed area distributors for the StromAlter Co., Chicago, in charge of major ap- taken on the distribution of Filter "Queen
vacuum
cleaners.
pliance division, shown "somewhere In France."
David Kaufmann's Sons has been
named jobber for the Coolerator line of
May Explains How He
ice and electric refrigerators. It conWill Distrliintc Tubes
tinues distribution of Duo-Therra heaters
D. W. May, president of the D. W. and Domestic sewing machines.
Lincoln Sales Corp. will wholesale
May Corp., New York distributors, with
headquarters at x E. 42nd St., has sent Farnsworth radio, Norge appliances, ina letter to his retailer customers explain- cluding refrigerators, washers, and irons,
ing how he will distribute Ken-Rad tubes as well as the Trilmont line of electric
beaters, made b3' the Trilmont Products
to them.
Explaining that the firm expected to re- Co. of Philadelphia.
ceive its first shipment of tubes soon, Mr.
F, A. Davis & Sons will distribute BenMay sent return postcards to all those on dix home radio in Baltimore and the
his mailing list, and will sort the cards surrounding territory. William Neilson,
returned according to alphabetical order, formerly Baltimore district supervisor for
and will ship the tubes in accordance with Frigidaire and General Motors products,
the alphabet, starting with the A's. Each has been named sales manager for the
shipment will consist of assortments of 40 Bendix radio division of the Davis organSales manager Rudy Browd.
tubes. Mr. May explains that the ma- ization. The firm also plans to add elecjority of these tubes will be "scarce" types. tric appliances to its line.
berg-Carlson radio, FM and television
lines in central New York State, and parts
of Massachusetts and Vermont, announces
Camdcn Jobbers Move to New Store
its postwar merchandising policies.
Rudy Browd, appliance sales manager
for the company, said that a written
pledge, which will go into effect after
Victory, includes provisions for dealer
protection, advertising promotion, service
suggestions, profit opportunity safeguards,
and other features of interest to retailers.
No "Back Door" Sales
"I Can Get It for You Wholesale—
but Not at Bickford's" is the theme of a
mailing piece issued by Bickford Brothers
Co., Rochester, N. Y., jobbers. This
statement is part of the firm's code of
ethics, which stresses that not even Bickford employees nor its executives can buy
at wholesale from the company. AH products distributed will be sold only through
Radio Electric Service Co., 513-15 Cooper St., Camden, N. J., parts distributors for radios and authorized franchised dealers, the official
appliances, are now settled in their new location. The service department Is dosed for the statement points out,
present—with all available tubes going to retail dealers only.
{More Jobber News on following pages)
RADIO b Television RETAILING
April, 1945
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resistors

HEW MIDGET TYPES—
To meet the growing demand for smaller, space-conserving components, IRC presents
two new insulated METALLIZED resistors.. .Type BTS, '/a watt and Type BTA, 1 watt.
Thoroughly dependable and engineered to embody the high-quality standards that have
made BT's "preferred for performance", these tiny units can be counted on to do a man
size job. Like other BT's they operate at lower temperature than ordinary resistors of
comparative size.

ii

BTS
(actual sit*)

NEW LOW PRICES
f

BTA

New methods and new techniques in the stocking and packaging of resistors for Servicemen
make possible the introduction of new lower prices on IRC Type BT and BW resistors. This
means that you can now buy premium quality resistors at prices comparable to non-branded
or "unknowns". For example, here are a few of the typical reductions based on list prices;
BTS now 13c (BT-Vi was 17c), BTA now 17c {BT-1 was 20c), BT-2 now 25c (was 30c), BW-Vz
now 15c (was 17c), BW-1 now 17c (was 20c), BW-2 now 25c (was 30c). Under IRC's new price
set-up you can operate even more profitably than before.

RMA PREFERRED RANGES

f

IRC's standardization on RMA Ranges in both BT's and BW's as stock values for Servicemen,
enables you to replace the same values you take out when making resistor repairs. Long
used by set manufacturers, and now adopted by the Army-Navy in Specification JAN-R-U,
the RMA Preferred Number System is a mathematical sequence of ranges which gives
complete coverage with the least number of values. RMA Ranges listed for ±10% tolerance
resistors are carefully spaced so that preceding or following values are never more than 20%
apart, thus assuring complete coverage of every value with- regularly stocked BT's and BW's.

INTERNATIONAL

RESISTANCE

CO.

DEPT 21-D ♦ 401 N. BROAD ST. • PHIL^DBLPHM 8, PA.

I ■■

^
%
r*

tRC makej more types or resistance units, in more shapes, for more app/icafronj fhan
any other manufacturer in the world.
JSO*
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Yours for
the asking!
Because of your professional standing
In the radio-electronic field, you are
entitled to a FREE subscription to the
monthly AERO VOX RESEARCH
WORKER, Each Issue is chuckfuf of
practical data. Ask your Aero vox
Jobber for your FREE subscription.

• As rapidly as conditions permit and without
detracting from its all-out war effort, Aerovox
is making available those long-missed metalcan electrolytics and other heavy-duty types.
More than that, Aerovox is compiling and releasing the real ' know-how" on capacitors
and their latest applications to radio-electronic functions, in the form of the monthly
AEROVOX RESEARCH WORKER. This combination—the right capacitor plus the right
data—spelts more jobs, greater opportunities
and more attractive profits for you.
• SEE OUR JOBBER ...
ll'TV T pes
^'pn you
select
the most suitable Aerovox
^ and
°wthe
.uavaAerovox
'lab!e forResearch
your work.
Ask for
latest catalog
Worker
Or
write us direct..

JSTOT JAZZ
{Continued from page 45)
liner" and ''West End Blues," Charlie Barnet, 18659; "Lover Man,"
Billie Holiday, 23391.
More of "le hot" is Sister
Rosetta Tharpe's Decca disc 8669,
"Two Little Fishes and Five Loaves
of Bread."
Now recording for Decca for future release is Jimmy Savo, commedian of the stage, screen and air
waves. His first will be "One Meatball" and "Black Magic." Release
date to be announced later.
Decca's April 12th release may be
"Foggy Dew" from the musical hit
"Sing Out Sweet Land," backed by
"Roger Young," Frank Lesser's new
"CaJloway Special*'
Another Columbia hot platter is
Cab Galloway's "Foo A Little Ballyhoo" and "Let's Take the Long
Way Home" (36786), his first postban recording.
Woody Herman's first for Columbia, "Laura," from the romantic
"who-dunnit" thriller film of the same
name, was released mid-March, as
promised (36785). Gene Krupa's second and latest for Columbia was "I
Should Care" and "Cry and You Cry
Alone" (36784).
Additional Victor populars are a
Tommy Dorsey "Any Old Time"
and "On the Sunny Side of the
Street" (20-1648); and Artie Shaw,
"The Grabtown Grapple," backed by
"The Sad Sack" (20-1647). Also for
April shipment is Vaughn Monroe's
"I'll See You In My Dreams" and
"I Walked In" (20-1649).
First "ilfrtjestlc" Discs
"Majestic Records, Inc., has released the first platters under its
"Majestic" label: "Laura" and
"Candy" (7129) and "He's Home
for a Little While" and "The More
I See You" (7I30)> both by Jer^
Wald and his orchestra. Next in
line: "Saturday Night Is the Loneliest
Night of the Week," backed by "I'm
Beginning to See th'e Light," featuring Cootie Williams (7131).
Sonora Record Co. promises greater
production now that they have obtained a new plant at Meriden, Conn.
Asch's new pressing (2001) "The
Minute Man" and "Froggy Bottom,"
features more of "The Hot," with
Josh White doing the vocal and
Mary Lou Williams at the piano.
Proceeds from the sale of this record
will be donated in part by Asch to
the National Service Fund of the
Disabled American Veterans.
RADIO fr Television RETAILING
April, 1945
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See what Lear dealers are going to have to offer.
Fine radios pins the Lear Wire Recorder—the
newest contribution to complete home entertainment.
This advertisement sets the stage. It tells the
millions of people waiting for new radios that a
new thrill will come with Lear Home Radios.
They'll be anticipating the Lear "Wire Recorder.
If you would like to he able to offer these radios
to your customers, write for information on the
Lear Franchise.

Want more information on Wire Recording?
LEAR, Incorporated
Home Radio Sales Division, 230 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois.
Gentlemen:
Please send me your free booklet on Wire Recording offered in tear national
magazine advertising.

Addrmsi
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Sylvanla Poll Indicates
Sparton Exlilbits Its Postwar Radios
Postwar Consumer Wants
American families will buy 100,000,000
radios within the first five or six years
after total victory, with two-thirds of the
current population ordering the first new
sets on the market—preferably combination radio-phonograph models.
These were a few of the features of
postwar buying forecast through a nar
tiohwide survey of home radio owners,
announced by Frank Mansfield, director of
sales research, Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc. This poll is the first in a continuing
series being conducted to provide the company with a guide for its postwar sales Sparton officials, executives of the ad agency, and district sales directors assembled at the firm's
and employment planning.
radio and appliance meeting in Jackson, Mich., for the first showing of Its new line for postwar.
They found some surprising facts concerning general buying habits. The
Provided that telecasting stations are over twenty million families will buy new
average person buys his radio in the first within range, and program (luality is ac- ones. Over 46 per cent say they want
store he visits, two times out of three. ceptahle, the public think they will buy radio-phonograph models, the majority
This is contrary to the popular custom of fifteen million tele sets at $75 over the preferring console styles. Analyzing these
"shopping around" in a dozen stores be- usual cost of a radio receiver.
figures, Mr. Mansfield says that they show
fore making a selection.
Survey results show that at present only a trend toward one basic model for each
a little over 5 per cent of the people will home and additional small sets in other
FM to Be Important P3?" -fooo. ar'd under 30 per cent want to rooms—kitchen, bedroom, playroom and
see video programs If it adds $125 to the like.
According to Mr. Mansfield, there are $200 to the cost of the set. "Remember
1.54 sets per home in the 31,060,000 radio though," Mr. Mansfield Warned, "this is
homes in the country. He predicts that only a reflection of what people think they Hyt**OH dl«IIl£teS NlllllQ
when radios go into mass production want."
again the average will rise to two reAt a meeting of the board of directors,
ceivers per homeWant Short Wave t'ie name of Hytron Corp., Salem, Mass.,
t0 H roQ Rad!o and :Elec
In the past, radio buyers displayed
^
Home radio owners are divi(Jed aW
it e oja ty to t e rand of set already equally among those who have short
th,
f
n
'
•
m
t
The fo!1 w ng offic
were e,ected
owned. Illustratmg this, 63 per cent of wave facilities and those who do not. „
° i
.T
.
:
A
t e anuies w 10 own three receivers ad- "Even those who have short wave and bruce A. Coffin, president and general
muted that all three were different.
manager; Lloyd H. Coffin treasurer and
don.t use it wil| want it 0T1 theil. new
FM will be a big selling factor, with sets," declared Mr. Mansfield.
chairman of
the board of directors; Edgar
over 90 per cent of the people looking forPush button tuning is fairly popular. , LharIes
' ,'^Fder' executivf vice-president;
ward to it. A small group would be will- Of the 31 per cent that have it, three- J
- Stromeyer, vme-president and
ing to pay $30 extra for this feature, half quarters like it, the rest report unsatis- director of engineering,
those interviewed would pay an additional factory service, which indicates, accord$10, but the majority of listeners would ing to Sylvania, a need for considerable
prefer to pay only about $5 for the clearer improvement on this type of tuning,
UllIV©t*saI's StOl*© Plsms.
reception possible with FM.
As soon as radios become available,
,
_
,
.
T
Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain,
Conn., manufacturers of Universal prodCo-planning Universal-s "Moderneering"
ucts, is presenting as part of its "U"
Plan a complete store planning program under the copyrighted title "Moderneering."
Moderneering, according to Universal
executives, reduces store planning fundamentals to a down to earth procedure
that any dealer can apply without being
a store planning expert.
A number of leading manufacturers are
cooperating with Universal (see photo at
left). Represented are: Congoleum-Naim,
Inc., which will direct placement of flooring for best merchandising effect; Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc., to manage lighting design; the Celotox Corp. will make
recommendations for treatment of walls
and celling.
Richard M. Bennett, professor of design
Left to right, W. J. Cashman, Universal; Charles Goddard, Sylvania; Gene Stethenson, Congoleum- at Yale University, has been retained by
Nairn; Richard Bennett, Yale University; Arthur Green, Celotox Corp.; S. E. Eaton, Sylvania; and the company to create the basic plans for
Rowland E. Baird, Universal, prepare Landers, Frary & Clark's store planning program.
Moderneering, and to act as coordinator.
104
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Simplified -.. but

Complete!

TYPE MR

MALLORY

VOLUME

Replace
The perfect Jiie for every
oppticalionl

Precision-built like a fine watcht
rf'^
s *- sii
/TVN^'
C-V-L'M

CONTROLS

Both

and

'

Large

Small

Controls

TIE IS Mallory Volume Control is one of a popular, streamlined group that
embodies every practical short cut possible to keep your inventory down
and simplify your service work. Only 16 controls are needed for approximately
85% of all your replacement needs! That's because of Mallory plug-in shafts
which, used in conjunction with Mallory controls, replace nearly any volume
control ever made—duplicate them exactly, mechanically and electrically!

Rugged strength for yeors of
servicel

The A-C switch on this control doesn't need disassembling—just snap it on
and it stays on I The control itself gives you quiet operation and gradual increase or decrease of volume. And as for Mallory plug-in shafts, they just
can't pull or twist loose.

The A-C switch that snaps on
and slays onj

Your Mallory distributor will help you select a simple kit of shafts and controls that will answer nearly all of your service problems. No other line gives
you such complete coverage on so small an inventory investment!
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Moret^f
ALWAYS
insist on

P.R.MALLORY & CO.Inc.
I
APPROVED
PRECISION PRODUCTS
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VIBRATORS ' VIBRAPACKS* • CONDENSERS
VOLUME CONTROLS • SWITCHES • RESISTORS
FILTERS • RECTIFIERS • POWER SUPPLIES
AISC MAUORY "TROPICAt"* DRY BATTERIES, ORIGIN ALLY
DEVELOPED BY MAUORY YO* THE 0. S. ARMY SIGNAL
CORPS. NOT PRESENTLY AVAILABLE FOR CIVILIAN USE.
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Alec Templeton Gives a Musical
Description of the Meissner
"Today I had a marvelous experience
.. ."The speaker was Alec Templeton,
pianist, composer and musical satirist.
'T heard the famous Meissner electronic
radio-phonograph."
"Tell us about it. Alec," his friends
urged.
"The first record t heard," Alec began, "was a Chopin waltz. And, as he
spoke, beneath his fingers, the keys
moved in the intricate patterns of a
Chopin melody. "Nothing was missing," he continued. "The entire range
of the characteristic rippling treble rang
true . . . each note was so sparklingly
alive ... it might have been my own
piano, and not a record ...
"Then a Gershwin concerto." Abruptly, Alec's accompaniment changed
In its tone to the familiar heavy

bass and the "crushed" chords of the
American master. "The low notes
were just as real as the high notes,"
Alec said.
"Then Tchaikovsky . . . Ravel
.. . Debussy ..With each new name,
Alec Templeton supplied new music.
"Put them together'—the great master's
greatest works •—• and you have this —
the song of this great new Meissner."
And as be finished, Alec's own musical description of the Meissner began
... an inspired improvisation that left
his listeners breathless.
The Meissner Alec Templeton heard is
the only instrument of its kind. Perfected before the war, it is now "on loan"
for the duration to the high school of Mt.
Carmeljlll.jMeissner'shomecommunity.
Your own postwar Meissner will
bring you the same new world of sound
Alec Templeton found. You will he able

to enjoy more than two hours of recorded
music without touching a record •—*p!ay
both sides of any record.
With both AM and FM radio reception and Super Shortwave, you will have
the world's best entertainment at your
fingertips ... all this in addition to the
ability to reproduce recorded music
that has won the praise of the world's
greatest musicians.

Reprint of advertiseirent in The Atlantic, Fortune, Harper's Magazine, House Beautiful, House & Garden, National Geographic, Town & Country
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Appliance
Merchants
(Continued from page 37)
of advertising carried on at that time
was a postcard mailing to all customers to whom the firm had sold radios
or appliances. This card had a tearoff section for return mail, reading:
"How would you like to receive a
new waffle iron, toaster, or hand iron
free?" The card then listed space for
the name of some friend or relative
of the customer who she thought
might be a prospect for any of the
larger radios or appliances. If the individual whose name was submitted
made the purchase, the one who sent
in the prospect's name was notified
and invited to come in and select any
item up to $5.00 in retail value.
Careful planners, the DeBiasi
brothers have built up their business
over a long period, continually improving their location, which they believe to be most important to the independent retailer. They are now
situated near the main shopping cross
street, and own their own building,
which will permit postwar expansion.

MAY BE THE

MEISSNER
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

DEALER
IN YOUR COMMUNITY
es, your name may be the
answer to many of the men and
women who write to Meissner
each month asking "Where can
I buy this new Meissner radiophonograph after victory?"
Judging from their letters, they
are the discriminating men and
women of your community who
expect—and purchase—quality.
If you number them among your
clientele, and if you have the experience, financial strength and
the facilities to sell this quality
radio-phonograph, an exclusive
Meissner dealer franchise is waiting for you.
This is not "just another dealership." With it, you become the
sole Meissner representative in
your area. You associate your
name with an instrument that
has been praised by the world's
greatest musicians for its perfect
reproduction of recorded sound.
And you get valuable sales help
from a national advertising and
promotional campaign that is
attracting nation-wide attention
with advertisements like that reproduced on the opposite page.
Interested? Write to our Chicago
office today for further particulars. An executive of our company
will arrange to contact you at the
earliest possible date.

Competent Buying
Buying of merchandise was also
competently handled, so that the war
found them well supplied with a good
backlog of radios and appliances in
local warehouses. Now with that stock
practically depleted, coffee makers and
similar substitute "duration lines"
help to fill in. No phonograph records
are carried, but Modern Electric

Jobber

Modern Eleetrlc's technician Kenneth Pierson
at a portion of his extensive bench. Note
moveable light on wire above him.
expects to enter this field, when the
war is over.
Good salesmen, as well as resourceful managers and planners, the DeBiasi's are always careful to approach
the customer from his or her own
angle. Women customers find the
owners and their sales staff thoroughly competent to discuss the problems
involved in the home for which appliances are purchased.
Major representative for NuEnamel for the past 10 years in New
London, Arthur DeBiasi had just
received his spring order of paints
and was setting up a spectacular NuEnamel display when this reporter
left. Right on time for sales to customers for spring painting!

Appointments

I

Mmsmt
MANUrACTUdNG COMfANV'MT. CAIMtl, HU
Please Address Your Inquiries
to Chicago Office:
1629-B PALMOLIVE BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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THE ESTATE STOVE CO., Hamilton,
Ohio, has appointed the General Appliance Co., a new concern in the appliance
field, as Estate Heatrola distributor for
the eastern section of Nebraska and
Southwestern Iowa.

tributors for the company's postwar radio,
FM and television lines. Included are:
The Better Home Products, Inc., Nashville, Tenn. ♦ Tri-State Supply Co. of
Chattanooga, Chattanooga, Tenn. • Midwest-Timmerman Co., Davenport, Iowa.

OALVIN MFG. CORP., Chicago, III., announces that the Home Appliance Distributors of Arkansas, Little Rock, Ark.,
will act as wholesale distributor for
Motorola Radios. Home Appliance "will
carry the complete line of Motorola
Radios for the home, car, outdoors, and
the farm when peacetime production is
resumed.
STEWART-WARNER CORP., Chicago,
III., has appointed Thomas H. Maginniss
as distributor to serve dealers in the
Chicago area.
STROMBERG-CARLSON CO., Rochester,
N. Y., Clifford J. Hunt, manager of
radio sales, announced several new dis-

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION, of the Bendix Aviation Corp., Leonard C. Truesdell,
general sales manager for home radio,
has named several new distributors to
handle the line of Bendix AM and
FM radios and radio-phonograph combinations. • Texas Wholesalers, Dallas,
Tex. • Thiele-Winslow Co., San Antonio,
Tex. • The Electric Household Distributing Co., Portland, Ore. • The Stratton-Warren Hardware Co., Memphis,
Tenn. • McDaid's Electrical Supply,
Charleston, S. C. • The Lighting Fixture
and Electric Supply Co., Inc., New Orleans, La. • K. K. Co., Inc., Omaha,
Neb. • Graybar Electric Co., Chattanooga,
(Continued on page 1x4)
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The following

* Super Suds,

electrically transcribed.."

5uperSu</S/

Ms more suds...

on
To any modern youngster or her Mommy, the Super
Suds jingle is as familiar as the works of Mother Goose.
In two years, this merry snatch of song has proved
itself a commercial with "super-do"—lilting its way
into the musical memory of America, and, incidentally,
selling a whacking big heap of suds.
Super Suds "spots" are cut on PRESTO discs.

PRESTO

discs!

Most important transcriptions are. For recording
engineers know that PRESTO discs give finer results
with less margin for error—actually perform better
than most of the recording equipment on which
they are used. That's why you'll find, in most large
broadcasting stations, recording studios and research
laboratories, the standard recording disc is a PRESTO.

WHY BROADCASTING STUDIOS USE MORE PRESTO DISCS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Less Surface Noise

No Distortion

Easier on Cutting Needle

No Fussy Needle Adjustments

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

AND DISCS

RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
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When war work ends . . . the Arvin merchandise
you've ordered fxom your distributor will come along
fast—because Arvin will be ready for action—all
set to produce a beautiful line of Top Flight Radios
and other Arvin Products as soon as possible—as
explained to your customers in the magazine page,
reproduced below, from a current issue of Collier's.
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Remember LAST FAIL when it looked like die green hg
for home-front production was coming on? Arvin was ready then
all set to produce a beautiful line of Top Flight Radios for
■pu and your family...and other Arvia products for your
comfort, convenience and pleasure.
► But the light stayed red because of war needs... and NoblittSparks Industries kept right on building fine radios ^oih«
essential equipment for/gtog;^. ...nstead of Amn Radios
and other products for your home.
► Some fine day the sign will ^GO-for the
the Arvin products you are wanting... and they 11 come along fast
to your dealer's store... including Arvin Top Flight
tinyones, middle-skc ones, big ones, radio-phonograph combinadons with AM and FM, table models, floor models, portables
and rural battery sets.
► Then, you can radio-furnish your home completely and
economically with Arvins... upstairs, downstairs, all through d e
house and outdoors, too... top flight values from an old relutble
manufacturer with more than 25 years of experience.
JNDUSTRIES,
INC.,
CoforoboJ,
Procfuctr fo come r',om MQBUTT-SPARKSninetle
Sets. Motel Outdoor
Furniture,
ElKtrtoWiono
Heaterv
When wsr
woihIrons
sodsend
. Appliances,
"fleunory
^dre TuM^r
Dectfic
iuu». Heelers end Other Equipment tor Homes end Crs.
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Across the USA
(Conliitwed from page 41)
to lose their tempers over situations of
this kind, until the chances are that the
names on the list will represent liabilities
instead of good-will assets.
"It wiil be even worse if cash is involved in the priority plan. Unquestionably customers are willing to lay money
on the line, and are even anxious to do
so. They feel this will help insure their
receiving the very first radio available—
but at the same time the dealer is tempted
to sell his quota to other customers first—
because by holding the depositor's token
payment he is sure that they will buy. I
understand that many dealers are taking
cash deposits this way, and are hoping
they come out on top," Fernandez continued.
He likewise feels that many customers
who hear of the offer will register with
as many dealers as possible, secure in the
knowledge they can take whichever set is
offered them first In this way the prospect list compiled is actually false value,
and cannot be depended upon for making
up merchandising of inventory plans.
is another phase of

□

□

7HEY call it LOGISTICS in war . . . the difficult
science of getting supplies to the fronts where they
can be used. Post-War Reconversion will involve the
same problems ... just another phase of war itself.
CORWICO Wires/ so long practically non-existent for
American industry because of our national emergency,
will figure importantly in the new Logistics of Reconversion. Soon you will be able to get these scientific
strands for peacetime uses ... and the world will stride
into a new era of construction and expansion in which
you'll no longer be tCc&tf cvct/uuct...
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Disappointments Iflay Result
"I've found that the average prospect
does believe in the priority plan, all
right," Fernandez admitted, "which makes
it worse if the dealer is forced to disappoint thera. We all know that the
manufacturer Is going to have to release
new lines 011 a quota basis for some time,
at least. Therefore, we cannot begin to
supply the demand, priority or no priority.
It will not require any advertising or
promotion of any kind to sell the first
stock received. I know from experience
how quickly such news gets around. I
received two dozen record holders last
winter which I intended to use for spring
sales promotion. On the first morning I
had them, more than sixty women came
in to buy, snapping the stock up by noon.
No announcement had been made—the
news simply got out and customers
flocked in.
"Consequently, we're going to simply
sell on a first-come, first-served basis,
which entails no good-will risks and will
offend no one. This will eliminate all
the paper work and extra bother which a
priority plan naturally causes. That's
the best re-entry into selling new radios
again," Fernandez concluded.
MART1NSBURG. W. Va •—Francis E.
Miller, located at 106 E, Martin St., has
added a record shop to his original radio
center. This record and radio store has
two separate entrances, one for each department, but the interior is designed to
permit customers to pass from one section
to the other.
Excellent styling and layout make the
store a pleasant place to shop in, and
browsing is encouraged, Miiler designed
his own self-service display racks. He
finds that boosting children's discs, such
as lullabies, fairy storjes, and Mother
Goose tales has proved extremely profitable.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945
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The name "Hallicrafters" belongs in any picture of postwar radio distribution. Testimony
by the American Radio Relay League before the Federal Communications Commission
indicates that the number of amateurs will be trebled after the war.
In addition to the amateur market there will be thousands of industrial and scientific
users who will need the latest in high frequency apparatus. Hallicrafters will be able
eur A
WAR BOND
TODAY!

to supply such apparatus and you will be able to sell it to a widely expanding market.

hallicrai

tars

radio

THE HALUCRAFTERS COMPANY. MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U.S.A.
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A^ever has man's mind teen so taxed as it Is today ... and
never have his accomplishments been greater. In supplying the
demands created by a world at war, products that were scarcely
even dreamed of a tew years ago are today realities ... and it
all happens so smoothly, so precisely, so naturally, that we scarcely
realize the wonder of it all. Research in every field of endeavor
has moved us ahead fully half a century in time. So it is with
The Astatic Corporation. While producing important essentials
for wartime use, Astatic engineers have also planned for the
postwar period. Among Astatic's many new and improved products for the detection, recording and pickup of sound will be a
zephyr-light pickup for phonograph and radio phonograph sets as
important to improved phonograph performance as FM will be to
radio. Now, as never before, the human voice and instrumental
artistry of the entertainment world will be reproduced from
modern recordings with tone fidelity and true-to-life realism to
bring a great, new listening audience "closer to the stars."

Polls May Mislead,
Says Kelley of Motorola
According to William II. Kelley, general sales manager of the Calvin Mfg.
(Motorola Radio) Corp., Chicago, the
time has arrived for people in the radio
business to take off their "rose colored
glasses" and look at the postwar radio
market with more realism. "Our mouths
have been watering with the thought of
gorging on the luscious meal of set prospects cooked up by the optimistic reports
of one survey after another," he said.
"I don't mean to say that any particular
survey is incorrect or that at the time the
persons were interviewed they didn't put
receivers near the top of the list," continued Mr. Kelley, "But here is the rub.
Note that I say, 'At the time they were
interviewed.' This matter of time and
circumstance is the all important •element
in analyzing any survey.
"Time and circumstance In the immediate postwar period will unquestionably
change and undoubtedly limit what those
surveyed will buy to a fraction of what
they intended to purchase at the moment
they were interviewed. At the same
time, the list of what they want to buy
will probably remain the same and in this
list of 'wants' is our potential future
market," Mr. Kelley asserted.
ECA Head Gives Talk
S. J. Novick, president of the Electronic
Corp. of America, New York, spoke at
the New York Times Forum sponsored
by the American Assn. for Scientific
Workers. The subject of the forum was
"The Future of American Science." Others
on the program were Dr. Harlow Sfaapley, professor of astronomy at Harvard,
and Dr. Joseph Needham, renowned English biochemist.
Admiral Names Johnson
Ross D. Siragusa, president of Admiral
Corp., Chicago, has made public the appointment of Wallace C. Johnson to the

"You'll HEAR MORE
from Astatic"

^[asTADC
_
r
CONNBAUT, OH I
Vni IN CANADA: CANADIAN ASTATIC LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO
ASTATIC Crystal Products manufactured under Brush Development Co.
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Wallace C, Johnson
position of manager of field activities for
the entire country on all the company's
products. Mr; Johnson was formerly
midwest regional manager for Admiral.
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vibraCor makes
and breaks more
than a billion contacts
during its lifetime.

PERFORMANCS . . .
THE PROOF OF UTAH QUALITY

You take for granted the plating

Utalins* begin with nothing but

process of Utah's radio parts and

raw materials. As each step follows

electronic devices. Just as you would

in the process of manufacture

take

. . . tool making, welding, punch

for granted

the Utah loud
,

speakers in IllamIfacturers sets.
But Utalins* don't. They work on

press, electroplating and all the
other steps . . . it's checked, re-

this phase of production as carefully

checked, tested, supervised.

as if they were plating with gold.

ally the finished products, shipped

They know that plating is one of the

from I tali's self-contained fac-

more important steps in the pro-

tory,

prove

the

Utah

Fin-

method

duction of these

correct. For they

products of precise

speak

manufacture . . .

ance.

by

perform'Utah's helpers.

of proven performance. Products that
stand up under every
known condition.
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RApIO PRODyCTS COMPANY
CMICACOVUUNOtt

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
62D Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
Utah Electronics (C<mo</a) l.ul.
300 Chambly Road. Lonyuenil.
Montreal {23) /'. (J. • (Jcoa Radio,
S. A., Misiones 48, ISnenos Aires

Platter Sales
(Continued from page 60)
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Radio dealers who are looking for immediate new revenue as
well as opportunity to build a profitable postwar business should
investigate Tele talk Intercommunication Systems at once.
Teletalk is the modern voice-to-voice method of quick intercommunication between key departments of offices, factories, stores,
garages, warehouses . . . everywhere.
The time and energy-saving advantages of Teletalk have been
proved for years in every type of business. In stores it helps to
close sales by avoiding bothersome waiting by customers; in
large plants it takes the inter-office calls off the switchboard; in
hospitals and institutions it gives an added sense of security;
everywhere it promotes an efficiency impossible in any other way,
Teletalk is good looking, efficient, economical to buy, and easy
to install. It takes its power from the electric light circuit. Once
its time-saving possibilities are demonstrated, Teletalk almost
sells itself.
Teletalk is the product of Webster Electric Company, long experienced in the field of electronic intercommunication and
sound distribution systems. Write us today for full information
on Teletalk. See how new profits can come from its sale in your
community. Do it now.

shop did. Possible future expansion
was taken into consideration in picking a store location because Mr. Cailender anticipates a big increase in
record sales in the postwar period.
He believes that people who have become interested in records will be
likely to keep up their interest, and
returning service men and women
will be potential customers.
Although Radio Laboratories will
maintain its record section, it is, and
will be, primarily an appliance store.
At present record stock occupies most
of the floor space. Later when appliances are available, a small selfservice record section will be placed
at one side, with the major part of
the shop given over to large and small
appliances. Both stores are in the
loop district of the city, each in a
busy traffic area.
The greatest care is taken to arrange the windows of the Hart Record Shop to present in an interesting
manner a full idea of the stocks on
hand. Since the passerby can see the
interior, windows are dressed so as
not to obstruct this view. A glass
door at the entrance also permits an
unobstructed view of the interior.

Appointments
[Continued from page 107)
Tcnn,, and Birmingham, Ala. • Lebr
Distributors, New York, N. Y.
SENTINEL RADIO CORP., Evanston,
111., announces the following distributor
appointments. • Satterfield Radio Supply,
Madison, Wis. • Penton-Shepard Tire
Co., Miami, Fla. • Iowa Radio Corp.,
Des Molnes, Iowa. • American Hardware
Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. • Meyer
Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo. • Adolph
Blaich, Inc., San Francisco, Cal. • Bluefield Furniture Co., Bluefield, West "Va,
• W. D. Brill Co., Oakland, Cal. • A. E.
Supply Co., Parkersburg, West Va,
• Canfield Supply Co., Kingston, N. Y.
• Hinsdill Electric Co., Troy, N. Y.
• Vaeth Electric Co., Ufica, N, Y.
• Pendleton & Co., Shelby, N. C.

Proctor Names Two
Robert M. Oliver, vice-president in
charge of sales of the Proctor Electric Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., has announced the appointments of Edward J. Eckert as disLei's All Back Ihe Atfock
Licensed under V. S. Patents of Western
EUetric Company, Incorporated, and Amertrict manager of the Pittsburgh area, and
Buy Extra War Bands
ican Telephone and Trleeraph Company
Tom Kenna as Philadelphia district
manager.
Mr. Eckert will make his headquarters
in Pittsburgh, and will cover western
Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio and W. VirWEBSTER^ ELECTRIC
ginia. Mr. Kenna's territory includes
Rscfn«, WitCQMlB,U.S. A. • EtUbllshBd 1909 - Export Dept.: 13 E. 40th Street. Hew Turk (16), N. Y. ClMf Addms "ARUI8" Ntw Yatk dtp
eastern Pennsylvania, western New Jersey,
and Wilmington, Del.
114
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ctear" is a welcome greeting

when returning from a sortie.

As one of our DFC boys puts it:

Going on twenty-five missions is a tough job-

but it's getting back to the base that counts."'

Super-Pros are on the job every minute with the AACS.
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Team!

You don't have to do It all at once
—just plan ahead and make every
purchase count when you buy a
new Instrument. Then you'll be
building up a perfectly-matched
testing team—each a specialist, but
each backing up the rest of the
team.
That's why Jackson testing instruments are not only built to pinpoint accuracy—but are matched in
dimensions, appearance and finish
too. You can buy them singly, with
assurance that they'll assemble into
a combination balancing convenience and appearance with Jackson
performance standards. Plan now
to own a complete testing team.

Service lob
Assembly of Standard Size Jackson Instruments

Asphericol y
Correcting \
Lens
t
(Molded Plostrtj'

Viewing Screen

Loudspeaker
Grille
Kinescope ;
(Receiving '
Tuber/

Spherical Mirror
"
Schematic arrangement of the spherical mirror
and collecting lens optical system with which
projection to the viewing room Is obtained.
Story on page 96.
Rxfierlmexitlng With
Microwave Transmission

Condenser tester
Model 650A—Measures Capacity. Power Pactot and Leakage

S,!ctr?anlc
, Model 645—A new Jackson
instrument of advanced design

Sensitive Multimeter
Model 642—20,000 ohms per
volt—complete ranges

m

Tube Tester
Model 634—Uses exclusive
Jackson "Dynamic" Test Method

Multimeter
Model 643—1000 ohms per volt.
Push key range selection

BUY WAR BONDS

. , Lest Oscillator
Model
.'T£1°'
covers full frequency range

AND STAMPS TODAY

Jackson
cfihte S/ecfaeca/

tfnbfanmefitb

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY. DAYTON. OHIO
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The American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. moved ahead on its trial of microwave radio transmission by filing application with the Federal Communications
Commission for authority to build seven
relay stations between the terminals of
the New York—Boston radio relay project.
FCC approval on the two terminals was
granted last year.
Purpose of the trial is to determine in
practical operation the relative efficiency
and economy of radio relay for transmission of long distance telephone messages,
and of sound and television programs,
compared with transmission over the
familiar wires and cables and the recently
developed coaxial cable.
It is expected that at the completion of
the experiments, these radio relay facilities will be available for commercial use.
At that time applications will be filed
with the FCC for commercial licenses.
United Transformer Plans
Under the major expansion program at
the United Transformer Corp., 150 Varick
St., New York, Samuel L. Baraf has taken
over numerous activities as director of
sales and merchandising. Mr. Baraf will
have complete charge of surveying present-day and potential industrial markets,
and planning for large scale distribution.
Simultaneously, Ben Miller joined the
organization and occupies the post of general sales manager. Prior to joining the
company, Mr. Miller was a sales representative in the Chicago area.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April. 1945
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Dependability
TUR
99 DYNAMIC
Themost rugged microphone In the entire
Turner l}n^« Engineered and built for the
luser who wants utmost efficiency and dependability. Available as
No. 999 with Bamnced Line features for
critical applications. Write for complete
specifications and
ftuiit to stand up and deliver under the most
difficult acoustic and climatic conditions.
Turner Microphones ore "sound" instruments
of rugged dependability. For indoor or outdoor use in arctic cold, desert heat or tropic
humidity, they're precision engineered to give
crisp, clear transmission of any sound, with
all gradations of tone and volume faithfully
reproduced without distortion or blasting."
In every theater of military operations—on
lond, on sea, and in the air—in critical P.A.,
recording or broadcast work—wherever accurate transmission of voice, music or any
sound is vital, Turner Microphones set the
standard for unfailing performance.

wner
99 and 999

There is a Turner Microphone for
every electronic communications application. Get the complete Turner
story from Turner engineers. Write
for Free Illustrated Catalog giving details and specifications on all Turner
Microphones for recording, P. A.,
amateur or commercial broadcast
work. Write today.

T,

The TURNER Company
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
TURNER — Pioneers in the communications field
RADIO O Television RETAILING • April, 1945
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CLOTHING PRICES^

FOOD PRICES^
vjrjooflo
3«OTe

♦64 moiillis jtler wir sljtieiJ
It's a for longer and more expensive war than the last one—but this time the cost of
living hasn't been allowed to get out of hand. If you're ever tempted to grumble at
price-and-wage controls, look at these charts—and DON'T. They're one reason to bless
ceiling prices... and to check 'em whenever yon shop- (They're posted for your protection!)

u
CJi

The Million bucks get no more points than the poorest folks In town. Necessities are
rationed to see that each gets his share. And rationing also keeps prices down: without it
the fellow with the biggest wad of dough would have a terrific edge. Share and play square
.. - pay points for everything you buy, (And shim black markets like the enemy they are!)

and the money you DON'T SPEND

helps hold i ving costs

down

The plain bread-and-butter fact Is this: there's about $1.50 in people's
pockets for every dollar's worth of goods in the stores.
Splurge—buy anything you don't actually need—and you put the heat
on everything to rise all along the line.
Save—deny yourself something you want but can get along without—
and you help yourself a little today and a lot tomorrow.
Squeeze that budget. Squeeze a little more money into your savings
account. Squeeze a little more into insurance. Squeeze yourself into buying
another War Bond today... and every month from now on in.

HELP
KEEP

Wise enough to harness your money for your own safety?
ONLY YOU CAN DO IT.

WN

A United States War Me&sa*# prep^recj by the War AdvertWmir Conaclh apprev^d by the OUic© of War ln/ormation; and Contributed by Orie moffaztne In cooperation with the Majcazbo PublJsheiM of Amwicm,
US
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ECA Stresses Direct
To Dealer Policy
A major question in the mind of the
dealer planning postwar sales, according
to Jack Geartner, sales manager for £CA
Radios, is the volume of shipments the
retailer can expect from the distributor
or manufacturer. This is one of the principal findings from a recent dealer study
made by the Electronic Corp. of America,
45 West 18th St., New Ydrfc.
"Almost every dealer expects a tremendous rush of business as soon as new
models are offered," said Mr. Geartner.
"And dealers expect that It may be as
much as two years before supply can fully
catch up with demand."
According to Mr. Geartner, "We realized that the immediate demand would
be so great that neither ourselves nor the
entire industry could take care of the
rush.
"We decided that we preferred to accept a greater degree of responsibility toward a selected group of dealers to whom
we could offer a franchise for EGA Radios
with reasonable assurance that we could
deliver a fair quantity of sets.
"On the basis of a series of conversations we have held with buyers who have
visited our offices in New York, we arc
more than ever convinced that a direct
factory-dealer sales relationship, under a
system of franchised dealerships, limited
in number and with the number limited
within each area, is the answer to the
dealer's demand for equitable distribution
of postwar radios."
Olson to Aid Technicians
Olson Radio Warehouse, 73 East Mill
St., Akron, Ohio, has instituted a national
program to assist radio service men in
obtaining necessary radio parts and equipment for their immediate needs as well
as postwar requirements. In addition, an
effort will be made to aid the radioman
in formulating his plans for the futureThe firm has appointed the Jessop Advertising Co. to handle its national advertising.
"Reps" Change Address;
Add New Member to Firm
,Kay Sales Co., Kansas City, Mo., factory representatives, have moved from
zi6 E. Tenth St, to larger quarters at
3527 Broadway. The firm has represented
radio and electronic manufacturers in the
states of Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and
Arkansas. Recently, the territory was extended to include western Iowa, and
the entire state of Nebraska.
A new member of the organization is
G. W. "Skip" Davis, who recently received his discharge from the Army. Skip
has been associated with E. T. Cunningham, and the Mallory Co.
Sparton Not to Sell Tubes
The Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson,
Mich., through E. C. Bonia, newlyappointed sales manager, announces that
Sparton will not distribute or merchandise
radio tubes after the war.
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Detrola Issues Booklet
"Carpet Cleaning—A Job for Brave
Men and Electronics" is the name of an
illustrated folder issued by the International Detrola Corp., Detroit, Mich. This
literature describes in detail the courageous exploits of American soldiers who
have the nerve-testing task of finding and
removing enemy land mines from ground
over which our troops must advance.

Magnavox Statement
On FM Allocation Plan
According to Frank Freimann, executive president of the Magnavox Co., Fort
Wayne, Ind., the controversial issue bearing on the FCC's proposal to shift present
FM service into the 84-102 megacycle is
"confusing a large segment of the
public."
Mr. Freimann declares that this change
in frequency is being opposed on the
grounds that it is detrimental to broad
public interest. "A compromise suggestion
of 46-70 mc has been submitted to the
FCC, This would enable present FM
set owners to receive existing stations
and provide channels for additional postwar stations," he stated.

Beldeu Mfg. Sales Up
Herbert W. Clough, vicc-prcsidcat of
the Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., declared that the company's sales volume
for 1944 established a new high in the
firm's history.

FOR

POST-WAR

"SOUND/PROFITS

BELL
SOUND

SYSTEM/

There's profit ahead lor you in
Bell's wdr-time experience! Numerous technical advances featured in BELL equipment for war
needs will also be featured in
Bell Sound Systems designed for
your peace-lime markets. These
improvements will give you the
lead on competition. They will
give the BELL line sales-appeal,
second to nonej provide yoy
with the right units lor every
type of application, including
installations for factory broadcasting. public address, smind
amplification, school radim inter-office coramunicalion, j vocal
paging, sound recording, disc
playing, and alarm signaling.
So get a line on Beju today!
Write your nearest B^ll representative.
/
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B' LL REPRESENTATIVES
/fTLANTA. GA.. Henry W & Abby N
/ Burweti, 105 Forrest Ave N E
/BOSTON 9, MASS.. H A, Chamberlin
f
3T Milk St
CHICAGO ILL , Paul H Miles,
333 N Michigan Ave,
CLEVELAND. OHIO, Ols^y^rson.
1456 Waterbury PL, Lokewooa
DETROIT 26, MICH., J P Davenport.
604 Kerr Bfdg.
FORT WAYNE 3. IND B L MacPherson
1724 Alafc
' e
GREELEY, COLO.. Gordon G. Moss
Post Office Bo* 428
HOUSTON, TEXAS G G Willtson
Tex-O-Lo Solei Co., West Bfdg.
KANSAS CITY 6. MO.. Maary E. Blttis
& Co., Rm 400 B.M.A, Bidg.
LOS ANGELES. CALIF., Harry A. USttre.
2216 W llth St
MEMPHIS. 1TENN . J M, Cartwright
« /- r mv A
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. M E Foster
Andrews Hotel
NEW YORK. N Y Wesley Scharp,
67 W. 44th St.
PHItAOELPHIA, PA., d, E. McKinfey.
628 Terminal Bldg., 401 Mi Broad St.
PORTLAND 1 OREGON. Do.e G Weber
7026 S, W Capitol Hgy.
SAN FRANCISCO 3 CALIF, Hodges
and Glomb, 1264 Folsam St
TORONTO ONT. CANADA Howard N
Reid, L. 0 Caheon and Co. ltd.
2271 Danforth Ave,
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-—and keep out of Enemy Range! That's important!
That communicated orders be kept out ot enemy
range is even more vita!. Radio signals are dead
giveaways of vulnerable positions, for this reason
the highly directional Loud Speaker has become increasingly useful, because it confines signals to a
limited area. Loud Speakers used thus must give ailout, aif-weather, all the-time performance such as
Atlas Sound Instruments have been giving on all Invasion Fronts. Later on Atlas Sound Speakers will
again be giving the same fine performance in peacetime pursuits.
Complele Atlas Sound Catalog on request.

1451 39TH STREET

BROOKLYN, N. Y
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ALLIANCE RESUMES PRODUCTION on OneStandard Model
• We are now able to return to production of one standard variation of Alliance
Model 80 Phono-motor, according to the following definite specifications and on
the production plan explained below.
STANDARD SPECIFICATION No. 811—Turntable No. Y-278-S2; 110 Volt, 60 cycle, 9" Model 80
Production must be on the following practical basis under present conditions where there
are no large volume priority orders—namely, by accumulating a sufficient quantity of
small orders with necessary priority and making periodical single production runs at
such time as the quantity of accumulated orders is enough to make this practical. Priority
orders (currently only orders of AA-3 or higher, with GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
NUMBER and MILITARY END USE, or where certified to be used in Sound Systems,
Intercommunicating or Paging Systems, -as exempted from order M-9-C) must allow
delivery time required to obtain a minimum practical production run; to procure
material for all orders in hand, and make one production run of the one type standard
unit only, for shipment on the various accumulated orders. • Check the above
against your requirements, and if you have proper priority, communicate with us.
„ REMfMBfft ALUANOs—Yevr Ally in War as In Peace I
AFTER THE WAR IS WON. WE WILL TEU YOU ABOUT SOME NEW ANO STARTUNG IDEAS IN PHONO-MOTORS
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"Private Brand" Items
For Indeiiexident Dealers
How its appointed independent appliance dealers will he in a position to compete with "streamlined" chain store organizations, has been described by T. K.
Quinn, president of the Monitor Equipment Corp., no E. -f2nd St., New York,
Mr. Qninn, the originator of the plan,
is a former merchandising vice-president
of the General Electric Co., and DirectorGeneral of the War Production Drive,
Washington. The Monitor firm is wholly
owned by 65 distributors who will offer
independents a complete line of "private
brand" appliances under the "Monitor"
trade mark. Rex Cole, well-known New
York distributor, has joined forces with
the new firm.
Mr. Quinn has made known his company's plans as they will affect the retailer, and has given this publication the
exclusive statement which follows:
Advice for Merchunt
"Though the 'independent' Is America's
sentimental favorite, the trend toward
chains, manufacturer-outlet combinations
and 'combinations of combinations' continues to make inroads into independent
merchandising fields. Everyone is talking
about the plight of the independent, but
talking won't actually help h'im.
"I don't know what hope there is for
the independent's future in the selling of
various staples, but in the specialty field,
where merchandising of household electrical appliances requires attention on the
part of the dealer after they are sold, the
independent has certain inherent advantages which he must capitalize upon.
"Among the advantages the independent
retailer should cultivate fully are:
(t) His individuality as the merchant in his community.
(2) His knowledge of the products
he sells.
(3) His intimate acquaintance with
the householders in his territory.
(4) His personal interest in his customers and In the performance
of the products he sells•Wldi? VwrlGiy Stressed
"We plan, for example, to have a sufficiently wide variety of products under
one name to make it possible for him to
have a profitable business. As a starter,
we will have about 30 products to be
marketed under the 'Monitor' trade mark.
These will include the major and minor
appliances most in demand. They will be
available from one. distributor source of
supply thus reducing the constant purchasing costs of the dealer who has spent
too much time dealing with too many
people and minimizing the interest of each
in him.
"Of course, after this war," explained
Mr. Quinn, "Monitor will be selling along
the same lines others will, but we will
develop our plan to set up exclusive dealers and employ direct shipping techniques
to cut down warehouse costs.
"We do not hope to achieve ideal merchandising methods in one year, or even
two years after the war, but our ultimate
(Cnniinued on taae taG
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[Continued from page izo)
objective — the cutting down of selling
costs and the implementing of the independent with the means of coping with
the chains — will be constantly in our
minds. Our merchandising problems cannot be worked out in an ivory tower
somewhere, but in the field, under actual
conditions.-'
Asked his opinion on what postwar
price levels would be, Mr. Quinn predicted they would be 15 to 25 per cent
higher than they were pre-war. He felt
that in the immediate after-the-war period
discounts would remain substantially the
same as they were previously, although
there will be pressure from those who do
not understand selling costs to reduce them
at the dealer's expense.
Thus far, Monitor has not released any
statement on "financing" plans for retailers, though it is understood the firm is
working on this phase at the present time.
Standard guarantees and warranties,
whose terms are designed to meet competition, will be offered with Monitor
equipment, according to Mr. Quinn. Attractive territory allocations will be assigned retailers by the distributor-memberowners of the Monitor Corporation.
Mr. Quinn said that no attempt will be
made to restrict dealers from carrying
competitive lines and makes, but he expressed the hope that after he has become
well established with the Monitor line,
the dealer will want to handle this brand
exclusively.
Massaelmsetts Retailors
Create Organisation
At the Hotel Manger in Boston, a meeting of the Massachusetts radio dealers
was held, the purpose of which was to
organize an association to aid radio retailers and technicians in Increasing their
business, and to protect them against encroachment. It was attended by over
150 progressive merchants, among whom
were the following:
Hyman Leve, of Service Hardware &
Radio; Raymond Wyman, Ray's Radio
Service; A1 Turner, Turner Radio;
George Cutter, Belmont Radio, Maiden,
Mass.; Nelson's Radio Service, Everett,
Mass.; W. A. Earl}', Salem, Mass.; Pete's
Music Shop, Lexington, Mass.; HatofPs,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Mr. Leve, who is one of the outstanding dealers in this community, has taken
the initiative in getting the organization
together. Tie presided as chairman.
Milton Spitz, an engineer from the circuit laboratory of Raytheon, who spoke
on "lonically Heated Rectifiers," and Jack
Leahy, manager of the Yankee division
of Philco, who talked on "What Philco
Has to Offer After the War," were introduced by Mr. Leve. Succeeding Mr.
Leahy, Russell Lund, of the jobbers' sales
division of Raytheon, spoke on "Merchandising Service."
Among the jobbers present were Louis
M. Herman, Louis M. Herman Co.; Raymond Nelson, J. 11. Burke Co.; and Ben
Kublin, Louis M, Herman Co. Mr. Herman gave helpful suggestions, and offered
his assistance to the group in securing
members.
RADIO O Television RETAILING • April, 1945
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SERVICE
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HICKOK Instruments have iong
been known as the ultimate in
scientific development. Illustraled
here arc hut 4 of our 36 leaders in
the Radio Service field. Thousands
of Radio Service men have preferred
HICKOK Instruments because of
their unusual accuracy and dependability. • HICKOK pioneered
in Dynamic Mutual Conductance
Tube Testing Equipment. In the
field of Signal Generators, Traceometers. Vacuum tube Voltmeters,
Oscillographs, Zero Current Testers,
Volt-ohm-milliam - meters and
Industrial Analyzers the name
HICKOK is assurance of excellence.
THE HICKOK

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY
10523 Dupont Ave.# Cleveland 8, Ohio
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Emerson Workers Honored
The employees at the plant of the
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., New
York, which, recently won a renewal to
its Army-Navy "E" award, were visited

LEONARD

VITROHM

RESISTORS AND RHEOSTATS
are universally recognized as ou+s+andingly superior
products
• FINEST MATERIALS OF TIME-TESTED
QUALITY
• DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING
"KNOW-HOW"
Over fifty years experience in the development and
building of wire-wound resistors and rheostats.
Benjamin Abrams, Emerson president; Col. ArT
I

a IN av y p.
1 A rth ur
com paily's
3rd of wai

Moves to Ivew BmKiing
Harry Reed, manager of the Harry
Rccd Radio & Supply Co., Springfield,
Mo., makes public the expansion of his
firm. The organization has moved from
the old address at 1134 Boonville Ave.
to 833-837 Boonville Ave; The new location affords the company five times as
much space as was formerly available.
The new building contains approximately 5,000 square feet of floor area,
having a spacious display room, and show
windows. It is located on a main street
in the center of the town, opposite the
post office and city hall. The firm feels
that this advantageous location will enable it to render more efficient service.
Mr. Reed also announces at this time
that he has sold his interest in the Radio
Engineering Service Co. and that he has
no connection with any radio service organization. There will be no repair work
done ar the new location, as its entire
efforts will be devoted to the distribution
of radios, radio parts, small electrical
appliances, etc.
Jlimimirliirm oi
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ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

PRODUCTS
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MFG.

MICHIGAN
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Plants Used l>y Meek
John Meek Industries, Inc., Plymouth,
Ind., have announced that they have
reached 100 per cent occupancy of the
buildings which they own in that city.
Up to the present, war work has only
used 60 per cent of the floor space. By
continuing to manufacture war goods and
occupying the remaining 40 per cent, the
firm expects to set up production lines
which can be converted within 60 days
after the resumption of unlimited civilian
production.

Plilleo Commends Dealers
J. M. Otter, sales manager for home
radio division of Philco Corp., Philadelphia, Pa., recent!}' paid tribute to "dealers who have come through the war crisis
with flying colors." The war years have
not been easy for retailers, Mr. Otter admitted. By substituting new lines of merchandise to replace appliances discontinued by the war, merchants have not
only succeeded in staying in business, but
have learned a great deal as well, he
added.

'SToP/

your dead

RADIO TUBES

Letter of Appreciation
Xieutenant (j.g.) Prank" S. Lyons,
USNR, writes that it is a pleasure to
have received mail from Ray Cosgrove,
Crosley Corp.; Paul Southard, Columbia
Recording; Ralph Carney, Coleman Lamp
& Stove and a host of others.
"It's particularly gratifying," writes
Frank, "to read their expressions of confidence and desire to see me back to take
up where I left off."
Before his entry into the Navy, Lieutenant Lyons was associated with Roskin
Bros., Inc., wholesale distributors, and was
in charge of the Albany, N. Y., operation.
Appointed by Norgc
Thurfo F. Johnson, who has been with
the Notgc division of Borg-Warner Corp.,
Detroit, Mich., since 1933, has been named
national service manager, it was announced by M. G. O'Harra, vice-president and general sales manager. Mr.
Johnson succeeds J. R. Cameron, who has
resigned.
Mr, Johnson formerly was engaged in
special war production duties for the
company.

Ltali Radio Exhibits
Its Wire Recorder
Giving a demonstration of the first of
REACTIVATES THORIUM
Utah's postwar merchandise at each of
CONNECTS OPEN FILAMENTS
j his stops, Robert M. Karet, sales manager
of the wholesale and sound divisions of
CLEARS SHORTS and
the Utah Radio Products Corp., Chicago,
MICROPHONICS
was the featured speaker at gatherings
of the company's jobbers from Spokane,
(NOT the old "flash" trick)
Wash,, to St, Louis, Mo.
The initial unit to be released by Utah
after Victory is the wire-recorder. Bef MINIMUM ORDER 6 TUBES 1
sides showing this item, Mr. Karet spoke
on the methods the radio technician should
SEND NO rn
use to combine tested business ideas with
servicing to improve the running of servCASH
ice shops in the future.
Wea
P
0 n
^approved
V. Va
Price*
"The postwar situation seems very
rosy," said Mr. Karet, "if the technician
ONLY' ivmoo
$1.00
will comprehend that the market has
become almost wholly technical and is no
30-Day Guarantee
longer a screw-driver mechanic's paradise.
Every tube fully tested in
Combining sales and business methods
checkers & sets before ploying
with technical training, then operating
along strictly business lines, will result
in greater income In the period ahead.
Send itemized list with order
People have become conscious of the
Make sure glass, base & prongs are tn- word 'electronics,' and they will hardly
toct.. . flashed, exploded or open ca- countenance the type of work or firm
Ihodes REJECTED and NQT RETURNED which gives them the impression that it
is fly-by-night. Substantial and wellfounded
businesses will be In demand for
RTS RADIO TUBE SERVICE CO. INC.
servicing and sates," Mr. Karet concluded.
6805 20lh Avenue, Brooklvn 4. N.Y.
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LAKE
Rar io Cabinets
and Parts

Portable Phonograph case, of sturdy
durable plywood, in handsome brown
leatherette finish. Inside dimensions
16%" long, 14" wide, »%" high. Has
blank motor board. As illustrated ffC AC
above, specially priced at....... .

Portable Phonograph case In brown leatherette covering. Inside dimensions 17"
long, 14" wide.
high. Has blank
motor board and opening for speaker. As
Illustrated above, specialty priced $8.95
Also blank table cabinets of walnut
veneer In the following sizes, with
speaker opening on left front ntde:
(•Note! *7 has center speaker grill.)
— SJA" LxS'A" H x 4" D $1.95
«2 —IOI/4" Lx 6%'H x 5" D SZ.75
£3 —lay," L x 7%" H x 6V4" D $3.25
*7*—10%" Lx?" Hx 5Vi" D $2.50
88 —17" L x 9" Hx 9%" D $4,50
89 —21" L x 91/4" H x JOV2" O $5.50
'Speaker Opening in center of front side.
Cabinets available in ivory color and
Swedish Modern. Write for prices.
POWER TRANSFORMERS
4. 5.>, or 6 Tube—6.3V at 2 amp,
amp.
4c
Mill Power Transformer
50 'Mill
Transformer..,,
7.8. or 9 Tube—6.3V at 3 amp. $2.65
70 Mill Power Transformer....
All types of rodlo parts available in today's market can be
obtained at Lake's money-saving prices. Large stock listed
in our catalog.
Write for Our Free,
New illustrated Catalog!
Lake Rabio Sales Co.
Dept. B
615 W. Randolph Street
Chicago 6t HI.
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HOMER G. 5NOOPSHAW says:
Most homefolks are mighty glad to
know how much war batteries
help our fighting men! Burgess ads"
in 45 magazines and 1,629 weekly
newspapers give customers the
reasons for battery shortages.

(TV

Army Medical Corpsmen run the risks of front line warfare side-byside with the hard-hitting Infantry. Using battery-powered flashlights
to help save time—save lives, gallant "medics" give quick, efficient
attention to wounded men. Countless war batteries are needed for
weapons and lights—that's why supplies are limited
on the homefront. Use your batteries carefully—make
them last longer.
Keep Your Red Cross af His Side!
BURGESS BATTERIES
IN THE NATION'S SERVICE
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY, FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
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Caff ycttr nearest Staneor Jobber...
or write as for his address
STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
1500 N. HALSTED STREET • CHICAGO
U4
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1 Nation-Wide Doings
of the "Keprcsentatives"
In the summer of 1935 several representatives of radio parts manufacturers
had dinner together in New York. Out
of a friendly discussion of their common
interests arose the modest beginning of
the Representatives of Radio Farts Manufacturers.
Today, the organization, a recognized
trade association of national proportions
composed of *3 regional chapters, has a
membership of almost 250. The purpose
of the group is to promote a spirit of
good fellowship among its members, and
to take an active part and render a real
service to the radio parts industry.
ActivUies Listed
National activities of The Representatives of Radio Parts Manufacturers, Inc.,
have been made public. Below Is a summary of recent activities:
Mid-Lantic Chapter: At a meeting of
this chapter, new officers were elected for
the ensuing year: Wilmer S, Trinkle,
president; Norman M. Sewell, vice-president; Samuel M. Jeffries, secretary and
treasurer. This branch has created a new
board of governors to act as a steering
committee. This consists of the outgoing
and new officers, or a total of seven members. All committee reports and grievances will be cleared through this new
hoard of governors. Kenneth Moyer has
been named secretary of the board.
Los Angeles Chapter: Emmett N.
Hughes, 1709 W. 8th St., of this city, recently became a member of this branch.
Southwestern Chapter: Mr. Pierce of
618 Girod St., New Orleans, La., who
recently returned to the radio parts representative field, has rejoined the Southwestern Chapter. Mose Branum of that
branch is now at 407 Guardian Life
Building, Dallas i, Texas. E, L. Wilks,
the vice-president of this group, has removed to 1212 Camp St., Dallas 2, Texas,
A. L. Berlhold is the new president, and
R. M. Campion has been appointed
secretary-treasurer.
Officers Elected
Missouri Valley Chapter: At a meeting
of this group, the following new officers
were elected: R. W. Farris, president; W.
T. McGary, vice-president; and E. B.
Lundgren, secretary-treasurer. The branch
accepted the transfer of membership of
Jim Kay from the Southwestern Chapter
to this one. It also accepted the membership application of Zell S. Myers, a
partner in the R. W. Farris Co., 406 W.
34tb St., Kansas City, Mo.
New York Chapter: Frank X. Brennan
: of the Atlantic Engineering Products
, Co., 26 Waverly Place, New York 3, N. Y.,
is a new member of this group. The
branch also accepted the application of
Howard Fairbanks for associate membership. Mr. Fairbanks is employed by
Perry Saftler, 53 Park Place, New York
7, N, Y, Adolph Schwartz of 262 Grayson Place, Teaneck, N, J., has been reinstated as a member of the chapter,
{Other news items about "Reps" will be
| found elsewhere in this issue.)
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Baltimore Tecluilelans
Toriit Organization
An attempt made to pass legislation, requiring the licensing of radio servicemen
in Baltimore, Md., failed to pass before
the Baltimore City Council. This was due,
primarily, to organized opposition to this
measure. As a result, radio technicians
in this city remain unlicensed. If the bill
had been accepted, radio servicemen
would have to take a theoretical and
practical examination, and pay a nvedollar annual fee in order to receive a
license
However, this attempt made by certain
interests to license these technicians resuited in the formation of the Radio
Service Assn. of Baltimore. Banding together for mutual protection, this organization has pledged itself to promote the
interests and well-being of radio technicians. The newlyformed association
will continue to function in the postwar
period, when the need for organization
among radiomen may be greater than
ever.
Group ylc«ri(tes
. u e •Im■ ■ia i
. ,
. ' |
^ ^cetmg 0 t e gfoopi
0
Southern
anda ^
Record Co., 1222 Light
St. Radio
was
e ecte president. Other ofheers of the
association include Harold Steinour, Steinours Radio and Records, vice-president;
E. Smith, Lauraville Radio Service, treasurer; and Mrs. Marjorie Steinour, Steinotirs Radio and Records, secretary.
The Radio Service Assn. of Baltimore
plans to hold regular meetings. Many of
these will be open to all radio technicians,
at which radio officials or executives of
radio service companies will be invited
to address the membership.
Each month, the organization will hold
a closed meeting, when officers and members of the board of directors will discuss matters pertaining-to the policies of
the group.
One of the chief alms of the association is to elevate the status of the radio
technician, and to place him on a professional level. The membership is pledged
to dependable service and fair dealing in
keeping with the profession.
At the next meeting of the organization, one of the principal speakers will be
R. F. Neilson, in charge of the service
division of RCA, who plans to include a
demonstration on record changers.
The group has set an ambitious program for Its gatherings. Planned for a
later meeting Is a discussion on Croslcy
radio servicing, together with a demonstration of work on these receivers.
National Music Week
The National Assn. of Music Merchants
In cooperation with the National Music
Week committee is preparing to give merchandising help to retailers to assist them
in promoting National Music Week, May
6 to 13. A group headed by Evan Klock,
advertising manager of Lyon & HcaJey,
will initiate a national advertising campaign to encourage the giving of records
as gifts during this week.
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New RCA Vlce-President
£>r, C. B. JollifFe, chief engineer of the
RCA Vic
tor division, has been elected
vice-president of the Radio Corp. of
America in charge, of RCA laboratories,
Brigadier
General David Sarnoff, president
.
announced
following a meeting of
the board of
directors.
Lear Gearing for
postwar Business
The numerous trade surveys, consumer
' " Sf"6"1 estimates of the post"ar market in home radios are being
backed up by actual orders which are
currently being placed, according to Nate
Hast, merchandise manager of the home
radio division of Lear, Inc., Chicago, III.
Mr. Hast s statement is based not only
on his experience, but on orders coming
to the firm, which recently inaugurated a
trade paper campaign on its postwar
home
radios. The company has also beK,jn a consumer program for the same
purpose.
"Although our home radio advertising
ha8 scarcely begun," said Mr. Hast, "the
results already show the keen interest
which this field will have for the distributor.
Out ofwea have,
possible
territories
in this country,
up to75the
present,
signed tentative agreements with 27 jobberSj and more are comj:ng jn daily."
Studies a d

Raytheon Tele Stations
Raytheon Mfg. Co. has filed requests
for licenses with the Federal Communications Commission, to maintain a nationwide network of broadcasting and television stations, which will be connected
by micro-wave. The company plans to
establish
transmitters in high moumam reio ,s ,n
8and
| eventuall
the western
part of the country,
>' b"dd stations in the east,
Universal Sales Posts
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Ca, has announced a revision 0f it8 Californla sales territory, and the appointment
of Herbert Becker as it3 factory repre_
sentative for Fresno and all districts in
th.s state north o{ Fresno Hj3 headquar;n Burlingame.
lers are
jor many years California
s>
representative for Universal, will now
take care q{ terrjtory in t|lis state goutf,
Fresno^ j-jg wii[ cover ^ fie]d a8s;sted
j^, b-s usuaj Staff.
t,,.!
Sylvailia Appointment
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Emporium, Pa., has appointed H. G. Kronenwetter manager
—radio
products.of advertising
Previously, production
the new
appointee served as assistant advertising
manager for Sylvania's radio equipment,
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!~ho.nmunications by-word

\
of industry
The thousands of V. S. industrial firms using: RAULAND
AMP Li CALL Paging and Two-Way Communications today
AMPUCALL know how these systems smooth the way to better efficiency
Sound Control and increased production. They know AMPHCALL's multiUnit
ple uses, advanced electronic engineering, flexibility, tone
quality and low operating cost. AMPLtCAUL systems are
designed to completely answer all of tbe communications
needs of the smallest to the largest plants with day-in and
day-out dependability. They have been continuously available to concerns having suitable priority ratings. Write as
AMPUCALL
today—your inquiry for complete AMPLICALL informadon
WeatherproofF
Speaker
will have our prompt attention.
THf RAULAND CORPORATION • CHICAGO 41, IlLfNOIS
Electroneering is our business

BUT MORf
WAR BONDS

HOLD THE BONDS
YOU HAVEl
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With the Inter-Comm Line

"Has

Everything"

'^2^"
l^^r-> ^

.. • meaning, of course, Talk-A-Phone,
The World's Most Advanced and
Comp lete Li ne of I n ter-Comm unleatbn,
Wherever there is need for Inter-communication, Talk-A-Phone
meets it completely . .. there's a unit for every requirement. Yoo
can literally blanket your territory and bonk on getting a lion's
share of the business. Good deliv-
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A Not/ona//y Advertised, QuaUiy,
COLD QUARTZ
A real value. These lamps take
up only a small amount of display room, yet they sell on
sight. Display one in your window, put one on a counter
where your customers can examine it and watch your sales
climb.
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aUN KRAFT Cold Quartz Ultraviolet RAY LAMP
A departure from the conventional sun- lamp. Uses an oscillator circuit and COLO type
genuine Mercury Quartz Tube. Produces 950/o ultrayioUt rays one) the quartz tube never
burns oof. Comes complete with goggles, built-in automatic timer and leatherette carrying
case. Finished in Satin Crome. Carries Manofocfurer's Guarantee, O.P.A. approved reioil
price $64.50. Every sole nets as much as $25.80. Send tor 3 of these lamps and cosh in on
a real fast moving Item. Stocked nr/U TD'O DD IPC 538.70 eo.
(lots of 3)
for immediate shipment.
UlHLCiI « III lut $43.00 ea.(lesser quantity)
111 ■ 111
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LETTERS

TO

THE EDM TOR
Radio Teclmlclaiis
Urged to Organize
Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
Why should a radioman be required
to purchase a license? All radio establishments must have a city license to do
business here. I think the so-called
"screw-driver mechanic" has seen his day.
Future radios will be too complicated for
him. Tomorrow's sets will require long
experience and good test equipment for
their maintenance.
Service « Profession
Let us concentrate our efforts on a real
and growing danger, and strive to build
up our standard of living, and put our
occupation in the professional class where
it should be.
The radiomen of America should be
organized. In this way, and in this way
only, will they ever be recognized as professional men, and receive the remuneration due them.
How many times has the radio serviceman wished he could get the chance to
show the manufacturer how to build his
radios? How many times has he worried
and struggled over a set that never should
have been built? How many times has
he searched for an "outlaw" set schematic?
I low many limes has he seen a distributor selling critical tubes and batteries to
non-service establishments, such as auto
parts dealers, etc.? And how many times
has the legitimate dealer been forced to
slock a thousand tubes in order to get
the few ones he really needs?
Or(|niiis«<iofi a Solution
Organization is (he answer to the radioman's problems. It is the only remedy,
and the time to do it is now—-before it
Is too late.
I would like to hear from fellow servicemen interested in forming an organization, especially those in southern
Georgia.
G. E. Renfroe
Southern Radio Service,
Thomasville, Ga.
Hauls John Q. Public
Up on the Carpet
Editor, Radio & Television Retailing:
After three years of wartime servicing,
without help, little things that we put up
with noncommittally before, now are seen
In a different light. For instance, that
individual, John Q. Public—the man we
wooed and lost so many times in the past
—we can now describe as one:
Who wouldn't think of taking a $jo
watch to anyone but a jeweler, but who
will take his $ioo radio to the high school
kid next door because the latter once
built a set;
{Continued on page 127)
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ADAPTERS
Permit Use of AVAILABLE Tubes
Transform to scarce type tubes . . , convert tor use of such tubes as you HAVE
(what a blessing!) , . . eliminate wiring
. . . and be SURE of quality, craftsmanship, PRECISION! Almost 200 types, many
with BUILT-IN RESISTORS.
Laboratory men, servicers, jobbers,
dealers . . , this is your meat! Now
the tube shortage won't handicap
you nearly so much.
WRITE FOR MORE DETAILS
ADAPTOL COMPANY
Department 27
260 UTICA AVE., BROOKLYN 13, N. Y.

1
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On// Kwikheat
has a
BUILT-IN
THERMOSTAT
No more waiting for your
1 soldering iron to heat up
—the Kwikheat Iron is hot,
ready to use only 90 sec-'
onds after plugging int A
built-in thermostat maintains proper temperature.
Can't overheat — saves
lips and retinnlng time.
Powerful, 225 watts: yet
exceptionally light, 14
02. Cool, safety handle.
Six interchangeable tip
styles are available to
adapt one iron Jto most
any job ... . 11.00
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{Continued from page 126)
Who will pay a barkeeper $50 for an
evening's entertainnieiit and a dollar's
worth of whiskey, but who hollers like
the devil at paying a radiotrician $5 for
three months' radio enjoyment of programs running into thousands of dollars;
Who will take his business elsewhere:
because the garage mechanic was careless
and adjusted the driver's seat an inch
too far back, but who will let the house
guest adjust the IF screws, because the
latter claims lie knows how 10 do it;
Who will take off and lose all of the
tube shields on his radio, but wouldn't
think of removing the hood from his car;
And lastly, the one who will recklessly
interchange tubes in his set. but never,
since he started wearing them, has he
appeared in public with his left shoe on
any but his left foot.
JACK MAYH
Radio Doctor
Chico, Cal.
Dealer Form Fetter
Advertises Repair Work
Young Radio Electronic Service, St,
Paul, Minn., is currently sending out an
interesting circular letter to prospective
customers as follows;
Dear Sir or Madam:
This is a short message from one of
ymur home community boys, Benart (Ben)
Young, 1481 Blair Avenue, and I hope
that you will take a moment of your time
to read It,
When your Radio or other Electrical
Appliance fails to work properly, you
generally begin to think, "Where can I
take it to have it repaired?" or "Whom
can I call in to get it going again?"
Naturally you don't want a novice to
serve you. You look for some one who
has proved himself qualified in his line.
For the following reasons I believe I am
well qualified for such work.

' Ciarostat standard lapped controls. Series TCP, permit replacement ol tapped units with the assurance that the total resistance
value and tap satisfactorily match
the originalTwelve selected values, in resistance ranges from 250,000 ohms to
2 megohms. One or two taps. These
standard units are listed in the
Clarostat Interim Line (essential
wartime servicing items). These
midget controls are equipped with
the original Ad-A-Switch feature.
List price $1-50.

Qualifications
First: I have taken six months'
training with the Midland Radio and
Television Schools of Kansas City, Mo.
Second: 1 have had nine months'
training in the Signal Corp (Enlisted
Reserve Corp) Radio Schools.
Third: I have completed over two
years' actual work and experience with
such well-known companies as The
Golden Rule (Appliance Service Department), St. Paul; Larry's Radio
Service, St. Paul; and the Maico Company, Inc., Minneapolis.

ic Ask Our Jobber ...
Ask about these Series TCP controls and
other replacement controls. Ask for a
copy ol the Clarostat Interim Line Catalog.
Or write us direct.

So now that you know more about me,
won't you bring your Radio or other
Electrical Appliance repair Job to my
shop at 1481 Blair Avenue or ask me to
call at your home for service or estimate?
All work guaranteed for 90 days.
T am enclosing my business card, which
I wish you would put In or near your
radio for handy reference. My telephone
number is Nestor 5738.
Sincerely,
Benart E. Young

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. • 285-7 H.6tli St., BreoMyn, M.T.
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W. P. l^aws, Sales Manager lor Tlmrow Distributors
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L. W. Tecgardcn, right, general manager of RCA tube and equipment department, gives a sendoff to W. P. Laws, associated with RCA for the past ten yean, who resigned to become sales
manager of Thurow Radio Distrlbutore, Tampa, Fla., jobbers of the company's tube and test
equipment. H. M. Carpenter, Thurow president, is at left.
Times Appliance Changes
Times Appliance Co., Inc., New York,
has made changes in its personnel. J. F.
McDonnell, phonograph record salesman
for the firm in Bronx and Westchester
counties and formerly with the company's
appliance division, joined Western Merchandise Distributors, Inc., the organization's subsidiary, as sales manager of the
Columbia record department H. L.
Bloomfield replaced Mr. McDonnell in
that territory.
Sidney Blume, honorably discharged
from the Army after seeing action, will
replace Lawrence Schanzer as record
salesman in Brooklyn.
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Ohmitc Gilt to College
Dr. Henry T. Heald, president of the
Illinois Institute of Technology, has announced an initial grant of $15,000 from
the Ohmite Mfg. Co., Chicago, to be used
for the establishment of a laboratory.
The gift came through David T. Siegel,
president of the company and a trustee
of Illinois Tech. This contribution will
be used for equipping what will be known
as the "Ohmite Laboratory for Precision
Measurements."

Westingliouse Executive
Wary ol Many Surveys
A skeptical attitude toward consumer
opinion polls and surveys, especially those
which give little or no information as to
how conclusions were reached, was recommended to business and government
executives attending the Sales Executive
Club meeting in Albany, N. Y.
"A survey, if handled cleverly in omitting details, can show about anything the
originator wishes it to show. Skepticism
is advised, unless the report of the research is fully documented as to how it
was made, and to how conclusions were
drawn. The mere statement, 'a recent
survey shows—' certainly does not, by itself, authenticate the report," W. W.
Grant, director of marketing research of
the Westinghouse Electrical and Mfg. Co.,
appliance division, told the group.

'Better Eate Than Never" Department
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Estate Ad Campaign
The Estate Stove Co., Hamilton, Ohio,
a consistent user of magazine space for
the promotion of its products in the years
before the war, has resumed advertising
in a number of national publications.
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"That's not television,

the radio repair

TeltvUkm? No, huiy, I'm the repairman!""

As illustrated by Marvin Townsend, in the As illustrated by Roy William j, in the March
Dec., 1943, RADIO Er Television RETAILING. 10, 1945, Collier's.
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FIFTH EDITION
WARTIME
RADIO

SERVICE

75 l*ag«s
Over 1500 Tested Tube Subsflfuftoin
The only book of Its kind—will ova you
many times it* cost In time saved—though
you know the substitution it will save the
time lost figuring the changes.
The last thirteen pages contain a very complete tube characteristics chart with clear
base views.

FM Converters for
New Band Shown
The Hallicrafters Company, Chicago,
manufacturers of high frequency radio and
electronic equipment, revealed details of
the. two FM converters which were the
subject of much discussion at the recent
FCC hearings in Washington. These converters, one a three-tube model which includes a power supply and the other a
one-tube device, will enable pre-war FM
sets to receive stations in the proposed
new FM band from 84. to toz megacycles.
The three-tube model which was dem-

i Bdlw Homes &<iiin!rns

Repairing burned out tubes
Changing 1.4 v & 2.0 v Farm Radios
for Electric Operation
Bost methods for making adapters
o
price $3.00 postpaid
Get this money making time saver from
your distributer today or order from
CITY RADIO COMPANY
the RADIO CITY OF PHOENIX, ARIZONA
EAST WASHINGTON AT FIFTH ST.
Distributors Airmail Today for Proposition

• We manufacture all types of
Radio Tube Adaptors to fit any
radio tubes.
• Write for our complete
ADAPTOR list today.
• Your old tubes can be rejuvenated with our ADAPTORS.
• Dozen lots—of any one type—
50c ea.
Smaller quantity—60c ea.
Miniature tube ADAPTORS
also available.
Manor
Electric & Appliance Co.
323& SOUTHPORT AVENUE
CHICAGO 13. ILLINOIS

onstrated by the FCC in Washington uses
a type 7V7 mixer, a type 7A4. oscillator,
and a type 6X5GT/G rectifier. The output of the converter is fed into the antenna connections of the FM receiver
which is tuned to 43 megacycles. The converter oscillator is arranged to track 42
megacycles below the mixer frequency aftd
the entire device simply acts as the front
end of a superheterodyne, using the FM
receiver as an IF amplifier.
The experimental three-tube model Is
far larger than necessary and is in no
sense a finished product. Hallicrafters did
make a careful estimate of costs and said
that this model could be built for $1 r F.O.B.
Chicago, whenever the priority situation
permits. This price assumes quantity sales
to a single customer and excludes taxes.
Of far greater appeal to the present FM
set owner, however, Is the new one-tube
model which can be placed inside the cabinet of practically any FM set. It can easily be installed by any service man and
only requires that one hole be drilled in
the front of the receiver to accommodate
the control switch.
The FM receiver is used as a •variable
IF and with two fixed frequencies of the
oscillator selected by means of the control
switch covers the new range of 84 to 102
megacycles in two bands.
The price of this one tube model based
on quantity sales is $5,60. This will permit retail sales at well below $10, say
Hallicrafters' officials.

cer rne nou sewite Knows,
"oughout the war, national c
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Aerovox Officials Honored at Itanquct
1
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At a testimonial banquet held in their honor, Aerovox associates teted the incoming and retiring
officials of the corporation. Shown left to right are the new president, W. Myron Owen; retiring
vice-president, Sam Siegel; Mrs. Emanuel Cohen, wife of Col. Cohen, former stockholder and
official; retiring president S. I. Cole; new vice-president and chief engineer, Stanley Green.
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Ilotpomt Vice-Prcsidcnt
Ward R. Schafer has been elected vicepresident of the Edison General Electric
(Hotpoint) Co. in charge of sales, according to an announcement by R. W, Turnbull, president. Mr. Schafer, who has
been with Hotpoint since 1933, when he
ioined the company as an engineer in the
commercial cooking division, will continue
to maintain headquarters at the firm's
Chicago offices.

Plillliannoiiic* Drops
Ont of Home Set Field
The Philharmonic Radio Corp., NewYork, has announced that it will not resume making home radio receivers after
the war. Avery R. Fisher, vice-president
and general manager of Philharmonic,
founded the company in 1937. Pre-war the
firm made de luxe sets which sold from
$300 to $1300. Philharmonic was bought
by American Type Founders in 1943.

20 Years Ago
From the April, 1925, Issue of Radio Retailing
"HAS SHE A RADIO?", is suggested as Mother's Day slogan for dealers
.. . . tying sentimental appeal effectively with radio.
WOMEN CONTROL PURSE STRINGS of the American Home. "Of all
retail purchases made in retail stores of every kind, 85 per cent are made
by women." 22 different approaches suggested for selling radios to
the feminine "head of the family."
"ARE YOU SELLING TO THE FARMERS?" Inquires this article. "According to official government figures, there are 6,448,343 farms in the U. S.,
of which only about 340,000 have radio sets, leaving a farmer market
of over 6,000,000 prospects."

ANTENNAE
fcy

Coring CO. • P^0
COMPIETE MANUFACTURERS
rROM START TO FINISH

so

THREE THINGS THE RADIO DEALER CAN DO to Increase Profits—(1)
Reduce ratio of merchandise cost to sales. (2) Carefully watch operating
expenses, especially that expense of "service." (3) Increase stock turn
without loss of full price,
KANSAS CITY'S first annual radio exhibition . . . proved extremely popular. Estimates are that 100,000 visitors attended.
WHAT'S NEW IN RADIO—"Reproducer that is a reproduction of the
human throat . . . Principle founded on human vocal organs with smali
opening representing nose and wide one the mouth." Also mentioned
is a "Receiver for phonograph installation for use with the upright type
of phonograph." Another new item is a glass panel and cabinet radio
set, allowing the onlooker a clear view of "every part of the radio
set. . .
THE OUTSIDE SALESMAN Is Bringing Home the Radio Bacon. Radio today
is being sold by the dealer who goes out after sales. The sales records
of aggressive firms selling radio show that it is the outside men who are
keeping their radio volume up.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

Munger Represents
Surplns Property Group
Rex L. Munger, formerly sales manager
of Taylor Tubes, Inc., has been appointed
middle west representative for Communication Measurements Laboratory, izo
Greenwich St., New York, to dispose of
surplus radio and electronic materials of
all types for the Defense Supplies Corp.,
a government agency. He will represent
the CML in a number of stales.
Surpluses will he sold to manufacturers
and distributors in accordance with the
plans of the Government aimed to prevent wholesale dumping which might upset the balance between supply and demand, or the labor picture.
Tn addition, Munger will also represent
CM1, in its regular line of test equipment
for manufacturers. Simultaneously with
this work, he will continue to act as advisory sales manager for Taylor Tubes,
where he will make his headquarters at
ajta Wahansia Ave., Chicago, III.
New Sonora Factory
Acquisition of a new record manufacturing plant has been made public by
Joseph Gerl, president of the Sonora Record Co., Chicago. The new building is
located at Meriden, Conn., and will operate under the company name of RekbPlastic, Inc. Phonograph records for
Sonora will be its sole output. Sonora's
present marketing Is limited to about one
new record album a month. With its increased facilities, the firm 5s looking forward to producing at least two new albums monthly.
Buy Steel Kiteliens Corp.
Saunders P. Jones, president of the
American Central Mfg. Corp.^ Connersville, Ind,, has announced the completion of negotiations for the purchase of
the physical properties of the Steel
Kitchens Corp. in the same city.

Van Zandt Executive
Ac the annual meeting of the board
of directors of the Van Zandt Supply Co.,
Huiuington, W. Va., Henry E. Thornburg
was elected vice-president of the firm,
Mr. Thornburg has been associated with
the company for fourteen consecutive
years.

New Admiral Director
Ross D. Siragusa, president of Admiral
Corp., Chicago, announced at a company
stockholders' meeting that Joseph E. Dempsey had been elected a member of the
board of directors. Mr. Dempsey replaces
J- H. Clippinger.

Docca Volume Mounts
Net sales of Decca Records, Inc., and
its subsidiary companies for the year ended December 31, 1944, reached a new
high record figure of $13,416,933, according to the firm's annual report. The 1943
sales total was $11,378,345.

Dr. Weld With Turner Co.
The Turner Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
announces that Dr. Leroy D. Weld, one
of the nation's foremost physicists, is now
associated full-time with the firm as director of research. Previously, Dr. Weld
had been doing work for the organization
on a part-time basis.

How can 1 convert
the; level of..a-microphone rated on the
basfb oi milliwatts
per bar-:to a level of
volts'"per bar?

What type of microphone is test.su'iied
for.a. particular-appi'jcdl'ipn?

Wbaf now types of
special purpose microphones have been
developed for voice
and sound transmit
sioh?
J

fhese and many other answers may be found in the
NEW one COMPLETE

■l/crcs, CATALOG

Join to Aid War W ork
More than an exposition pi. microphone types, the new ElectroVoice Catalog prov ides .a souic'e of valuable information which
should be at the fingertips of every sound man. It contains a
simplified Reference bevel Conversion Chart which marks the
first attempt in Ihe Jjistory of the industry to standardize microphone ratings. Several pages are devoted to , showing basic
operating principles o! rryctophones . . . offering a guide to the
proper selection of types for specific applications. And. of
course, every microphone in the Peclro-Vbice line is cdmpletely described, from applications to specifications.

Borg-Warner Corp., Ilallicrafters Co.,
General Motors, and Western Electric
Co., were among eight of the war plants
in Chicago which have been doing promotion to keep workers on (he job, and
to recruit new employees. In cooperation
with the Army, Navy, radio station WGN,
and other organizations, these firms have
.sponsored a series of radio programs entitled, "America Unlimited." The story of
each Avar plant's contribution to the war
effort has been dramatized with actual
sounds recorded on the production line.
Catbode Tubes Brochure
A new 16-page Illustrated booklet on
"How and Why Cathode Ray Tubes
Work," including a discussion of complete television set-ups, has been announced by North American Philips Co.,
Inc., 100 East 42 St., New York. This
firm is one of the producers of this type
tube. The text was written by J. R.
Beers, development engineer.
RADIO 0 Television RETAILING • April, 1945

Reserve your copy of the new
Electro-Voice Catahg. Write today.
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POSTWAR PROFIT TIP!
A dealer's best friend
Is the line that keeps him
out of fuelish arguments

Ail I hear ot my house
is d new £££C7K/C
range
j

( At ours... the missus
1

/r^v

wants MS

■J. R

My boss says

Aw-w bull... mine's

an 0/£ heater's the

sold on thr-rlfty CO/IC

only kind to buy

WESCO Appointnients
In a roove to prepare for expected increases in postwar business, W. A. Emerson, southeastern district manager of the
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., has announced six major district personnel
changes.
L. G. Hardy, formerly branch manager
at Jacksonville and Tampa, Fla.t has been
named southeastern district appliance manager with headquarters in Atlanta, Ga.;
C. W. Spengler of Miami, Fla., has been
appointed acting manager of the Jacksonville branch of the company; E. L.
Houston is now acting manager of the
Tampa section of the Westinghouse Electric Supply Co.; S. R. Clark, formerlyacting manager at Charlotte and Columbia, S. C-, was made branch manager of
the organization; O. C. Rhodes, Tampa,
Fla., appointed acting manager of the
Colombia, S. C„ branch of the firm;
R. E. Hallman, of Charlotte, was named,
acting manager of the Greenville, S. C.,
branch of Westinghouse.
Meek Chicago Office

^
^^
DiHerente of opinion 1

I'll 54IJ 'em oil.

ESTATE 1^1
DEALER'^ -C"

Don't lose sales because of fuelish arguments
UNL UP WITH THE "FUEL-PROOF" LINE*

7

ESTATE
ESTATE

RANGES

&

HEATERS

Ranges and water heaters for city gas, LP-gas, electricity
Space heaters for coal, wood, oil
♦Estote Heofrola is the ONE line of cooking ond heating appliances for
ALL fuels... all sold under one famous, nationally-advertised trade
name. I Want the name of your Estate Heatrola distributor? Write us.l
THE ESTATE STOVE COMPANY, HAMILTON, OHIO, House founded 1842

DEALERS

ATTENTION

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR RADIO REPAIR SERVICE
• We have had years of experience repairing all makes of home and car
radios. • We have a large stock of hard to get parts and tubes.
• Fast Service. In most cases radios will be repaired and on their way
back to you within 48 hours.
• 30% discount to dealers.
• All Service Guaranteed.
• Ship us your radios by express or parcel post. We will return them carefully boxed so they will reach you in excellent condition.
307 PiPESTONE
132

FINEST RADIO SERVICE
BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

John Meek Industries, Inc., radio and
electronic manufacturers of Plymouth,
Ind., have announced that Its Chicago
expediting office, under the direction of
Fred Arnold, is now located at 35 E.
Wacker Drive. At the end of the war.
this office will become the Chicago sales
headquarters and showroom for the organization.
Radio Industry Hub
According to Leslie F. Muter, president
of Radar-Radio Industries, Chicago, 111.,
almost 50 per cent of the radio equipment,
manufactured for the armed forces comes
from the Chicago area. In Mr. MutePs
opinion, this locality is well suited for the
production of radios and similar goods,
and predicts that this area will continue
to occupy the chief position in the field
postwar.
IVAMM Explains Pricing
National Assn. of Music Merchants./
Chicago, 111., has issued a special bulletin
clarifying OPA ceiling prices on used
ptanos. A source of confusion to many
retailers, as pointed out by this organization, has been the order fixing prices for
all musical instruments "excepting pianos."
Some dealers have taken the reference in
the order to mean that used pianos are
exempt from ceiling prices, not realizing
that the "exemption" left them under the
General Maximum Price Regulation, the
NAMM declares.
Resistors From W-J
Ralph Walker, president of WalkerJimieson, Inc., Chicago, announces that
henceforth IRC resistors will be available
from the firm in quantities up to 500
pieces. The same quantity discounts formerly offered only by the manufacturer
will prevail.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

Opens Tele Studios
Cine - Television Studios, Inc., announces that it has opened studio laboratories for television program experiments
in space occupying the entire seventh floor
of the Grand Central Terminal Building
in New York.
Fred H. Fidler, former advertising
agency executive, has been elected president of the firm. Yasha Frank is vicep resident | Robert A. Jenkins, general
manager and V. H. Rothschild is
secretary.
Columbia Vice-President
Edward Wallerstein, president of Columbia Recording Corp., Bridgeport, Conn.,
announces that Emanuel Sacks was elected
a vice-president of the company at a recent meeting of the board of directors.
Mr. Sacks is in charge of the popular
artists and repertoire section of the organization.
Vme stand by

tor lurthrr

announcement
Right now, we haven't a consumer story to tell on USA LITE
Portable Radio Batteries, for
our production is directed to
essential war work.
However, please stand by for
further announcement.
For just as soon as conditions
permit, we'll be back with a line
of USALITE
Portable Radio
Batteries that
you can rely upKrTfJTTnjB on for unwaverB

tl I

Crosley Export Business
Prospective distributors of peace-time
products made in the postwar period are
visiting Cincinnati and other American
cities daily from all parts of the world.
From New Delhi, India, S. Sundra,
head of one of the leading jobbing firms
in northern India, has been visiting the
main offices of the Crosley Corp. to complete arrangements for taking over the
distributorship for Crosley home radios
and major household appliances In northern India.
Earge Sylvanta Income
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., New
York, attained a record sales volume in
1944 of $1:01,527,015, an increase of mo/e
than 67 per cent over 1943, according to
the company's annual report.
Seven months sales figures of Colonial
Radio Corp., wholly-owned subsidiary acquired last May, are included. Of the
total, the largest part comprised war production, less than 12 per cent of the volume being for civilian consumption.
Astatic Sales Manager

ing Quality and
Performance.
Meanwhile....
BUY WAR BONDS

IP

SPRAGUE - CORNELL DUB1LIER
AEROVOX CONDENSERS
iLLLj.iiij-.i-i.iimni.g-Ti- -.i 1 '0
1C mfd
mfd 4S0v
450v Tubular
Tubular .,
. 50<
434
\
20 t»f<l 450i' Tubular . TO#
rSgK.-jy,
40 mfd 4S0v Tubular . 99t
WpSJk
20 mfd 150v Tubular .. «4c
\"
30 mfd 150v Tubular 47#
40 mfd I50v Tubular ., 50#
WfyrA
20-20 mfd lijOv Tubular.74#
40-20 mfd 150v Tubular. 82#
30-30 mfd t50v Tubular,7»c
50-30 mfd I50v Tubular,©*#
10 mfd 50v Tubular,. .22#
25 mfd 25v Tubular.. ,35#
SPRAGUE Money-Saving Kifs
6 ATOMS Smfd 450v Tubular ...$2.34
15 TC-ll .Olmfd 600v Tubular.. .... 1.34
I5TC-12 .02mfd 600v Tubular
1.59
15TC-15 .OSmfd 600\' Tubular
. 2.19
TEST EQUIPMENT
Voif- Ohm-Mllllamm*t*ri
GE
UM-3 31.30
Superior PB-1OO 28.40
Servicemen's Priority
AA-5 MRO CM PSA
Delivery—3 weeks
PM SPEAKERS
4* Square 2 cs, ... 1.33
5* Round
1.25
6* Round 3.6 oz
2.10
10* Round 20 ot
7.20
12* Round II oz
5.19
12*
31 oz.., 10.14
V
Id iiound
KOunUJlOZ...
TURNER MICROPHONES
Model Typo Cord Lit!
BX Crystal T
22X Crystal 7'
33X Crystal 20'
BD Dynamic T
33D Pyuam. 20'
RADIART VIBRATORS
Matlory
Size Used in Each
Type Equal
Universal $1.35
„ I'A-i'A Universal 2.09
5320P 509P 4 Prong
Philco
1.74
5334 808 4 Prong 114-3!^ Delco
2.09
S34IM 901M 4 Prong Itj-S's Motorola 1.74
5400 248 6 Prong V/rZH Truetonc 3.50
5426 716 5 Prong l%r31S Buick
3.50
ORDER OTHERS BY MAKE AND SET MODEL
"
TRIMM ACME
deluxe phones
SW
) 2000
OHM Dixie
.. .1.50
Cannon-Ball
... I .54
■MiXVP
Brush Crystal Phones
; Type "A"
- 7.9S
ASTATIC CRYSTAL CARTRIDGES
L40 . 2.35 LP6.. ,4.70 M22 2.94
PHILCO BEAM OF LIGHT
Selenium Cell only, no bolder
1.8
AC-DC RESISTANCE CORDS
135-100-180-220-250-200 OHM
Each
48#
10 for
4.S
ICA Universal 22-330 ohm
,7i
560 ohm for 3-way Portable
.73
20%
deposit
reBALLAST TUBES
quired on all
K42B K55B L49G L55B
C. O. D. orders.
100-79
Orders of S25.00 or
K49B K55C L49D 100-70
more accompanied
100-77
by payment in full,
Each 45# 10 for 4.20
will be shipped
Clarostat Universal 23-55A
(octal) each... . 59c
prepaid. DON'T
FORGET L-265
or AA-3 certificate.
Knl/IW supply &

ditaDle Radio Batteries
Ray T. Sch often berg, sale* manager of fhe
Astatic Corp., Conneauf, Ohio, has been placed
ITED STATES ELECTRIC MFG. CORP. Factory and
in sole charge of all jobber division sales.
mi. Off.: New York 11. N. Y. Branch Off.; Chicago?, Hi.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • April, 1945

ENGINEERING CO., Int.
128 SELDCN AVE.
DETROIT 1, MICH.
111

MODEL 504-A^-i'
liters

1

TESTER....

Wvsiingiioiise Chaii«»os
IVaiues of Two Divisions
Official cliangcs in names of two divisions of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., to better describe
their expanding funciions, now and postwar, have been announced by Waiter
Evans, vice-president in charge of radio,
radar, and electronic activities.
Involved in the changes arc the former
radio division, which now becomes the
industrial electronics division, and the
previous radio receiver division, now the
home radio division. Each will continue
under its present direction, Mr. Evans
stated.

iVew Electronic Company
Is Formed in Chicago
J. K. Beehe, known in the electronic
e<)uipment as "Jack" Heebc, has recently
announced that his new company, Premier
Electronic Products, Inc., +849 N. Western
Ave., Chicago, III., is now ready for business. This new organization will manufacture radio and radar transformers.
According to the firm, one feature of its
plans is the reduction of the present unwieldy number of catalog types of transformers to a workable minimum. Jl is
claimed that this will simplify the distributor's problem. Premier Electronic Products,
Inc. will specialize in <|ua!ity transformers.

ICndio Stores in Mexico City
i]

i;

1

mm

im

* THE PORTABLE LAT^B
THAT GIVES YOU~
V
CferiftkiH#!

1

★ Otiign proven by over S yean
producHon of thouiandf of this
model,
★ Operation as simple at ABC. Mulhieclion push-button switches do
all work. Simply "follow the arrows" for1 tube checking. No 1
roaming test leads for the multlI
meter.
II
★ Open face wide scale fA-Snch M
rugged meter built especially for fl
•hit tester—SCO microampere sen- H
sitmty.
* Each AC and OC range individually calibrated.
* Profenlonai appearance. Solid
golden oak carrying case.
* Guaranteed Rectifier.
SPECIFICATIONS
H
PC MICROAMPERES:
DC MILLfAMPERES:
o-R.s-io-so-aso
DC AMPEREt
fl
O-l-10
DC VOLTS—IOOO OHMS PER VOUTt V
O-S .25-100-260.500-1000-2SCO
V
AC VOLTS
*
0-S-10-50*250-1000
I1
OUTPUT VOLTS:
0.5-10-50.250-1000
OMMMCTCR:
0-200-2000-20,
OOO OHMS
0-2-20 MEOOHMS
BATTERY TEST:
Cheefc Umtar
Pry Portable
eml ••B" Sattarla*
Load
CONDENSER CHECK:
Elactrolytlci cheenad on Encllah
200-250-900-450 volt*.
TUBE TESTER:
.fiTi"'??
***? wltD
nolaa
ta*t, floallm
I T*"'.*'.
ooaratlon.
Chach*
all
receivinc"V
typecbarl
tube*.
POWER 0,SUPPLVl
11' * t* upon
CO cycle.
Seeelal voltage and
freeuency
raqueil.
J

■

1■
Since many customers arc reluctant to enter stores having doors, most establisKmcnts, like this
one, operated by Guillcrwo Resales, who recently visited RTR's New York office, are "wide-open"
to trade. At closing time, a metal barricade Is lowered Jn front of store to prevent theft of
merchandise. There's no weather problem as the sun shines every day. Below, part of interior.
Resales' Mexico City store occupies 7,800 square feet and employs 10 people.

I ^

SUPREME
Supreme Instruments Corp
Greenwood, Miss., U.S.4.
134
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Talk by JLcar President

LEAVE US
FACE /r/

Wm. P. Lear, president of Lear, Inc., speaking
before the Aviation Writers' Assn., in New
York City, on the future of aviation radio.
Sparton Shows Line
High spot of Sparton's national sales
meeting, held at Jackson, Mich., was a
demonstration of its new radio models
featuring FM. Although the site of this
gathering Is approximately 30 miles beyond the effective range of the station
used, the reception was perfect.
A number of new cabinets styled by
John Tjaarda were viewed with enthusiasm by the people present. Harry Sparks,
president of the company, and Ed Konia,
general manager of the radio and appliance division, addressed the meeting.
Universal Calendar
Universal Microphone Co., Ihglewood,
Cal., is issuing a monthly calendar to the
jobbing industry. This calendar, which
occupies a minimum of space on counters
or desks, features art work in cutout form,
and copy, both of which are changed
month!}'.
Text calls attention to free offer of
stroboscope disc, pictorial portfolio of the
history of communications, price list, catalog and bulletin 1458 on the new D-20
dynamic microphone.
Coiiiiuerclal Credit Data
Commercial Credit Co., Baltimore, Md.,
has issued its thirty-third annual report
covering its consolidated operations with
those of its subsidiary companies for the
1944, Net income for that year was
$7,182,563, compared with $6,486,487 in
1943Wilcox-Gay Display Card
Wilcox-Gay Corp., Charlotte, Mich.,
manufacturers of Recordlo and Recordio
discs, is offering Its new display of Recordiopoint sapphire play-back needles,
which are now available for delivery.
These displays are individually packed
for reshipment by the jobber. A master
carton contains twenty-five displays.
Each display has a retail selling price
of $30, shows 12 needles, and has a unit
sale of $2.50.
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r- *j/E ' hove always had a warm temporaries who {ust couldn't fake it
I 0FC/ spot for "Duffy's Tavern" any longer. The trouble is that our
because the first program I serviceman hasn't heard that Rider
'—
carried was Its first spon- Manual Vol. XIV covering 1941-42 resored broadcast. Ah, I was young, ceivers has been published. So, he is
strong—and what a tone I had in those wasting a lot of time trying to diagnose the ills of 1941 and 1942 sett
days.
Today, however, after the beating when the servicing data in Volume XIV
I've taken during the past few years— could lead him" right to the causes of
well, as "Archie's" song .suggests "leave the troubles—and quickly.
If your jobber is out of Volume XIV
Us Face It." I'm in bed shape. I ought to
be in the radio repair shop this very or any other number please bear with
minute, along with many of my con- him. WPB paper restrictions, you know.

The Meter of Work
RIDER MANUALS (14 VOLUMES)
An elementary text on melers
2-00
Volumes XIV to VU . . 12.50 each volume
Oscillator of Work
Volume VI •
,.... 9.50 The
How lo use, test on<J repair . . ...... 2.S0
Abridged Manuals ( to V (I vol.) 15.00
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
Automatic Record Changers
Both Iheory and practice
2.50
and Recorders
7.50
Automatic Frequency Control Systems
OTHER RIDER BOOKS YOU NEED
-oKo outomofic luning systems , , . ■ . . 1,75
The Cathode Ray Tube ot Work
Calculation Charts
Acceoied auihoiity on >u.&iec(
4.00 A-C
Two lo five times as fast as slide rule . , . 7.50
Frequency Modulation
Series—
Givet pfinciolei of FM radio
2-00 Hour-A-Day-with-Rider
On "Altamatlng Currents in RodiO: ReCeiuers"—
Servicing by Signal Tracing
On
"Resonance
R
Alignmem"—
Bosit Melhod of radio seryicmg
. 4.00
On "Automoiic Volume Control"—
Servicing Superheterodynes
2.00
On "O-C Voltage Distribviion" , .. . . (.25 each
JOHN F.RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.404 FOURTH AVE^N.Y. 16^.Y.
Export Oivisidn!. Rocke-tnlernaiionol Corp.. 13 E-40th Street New York City
Coble: ARLAB

NATION-WIDE MAIL
ORDER DISTRIBUTORS
SINCE 1928

DEVICES For Trade... Industry.. .Vocational
... Communication ... Public Utility and Experimental Applications

W-J Purchasing Agent
Richard R. Schlicter's appointment as
buyer for Walker-Jimieson, Inc., Chicago
radio and electronics distributors, is aunounced by Rex M. Gaynor, merchandise
manager for the firm. Mr. Schlicter was
formerly sales and production engineer for
the Thordarson Electric Co. In his new
capacity, he will maintain the company's
stocks of merchandise.
At Raytheon Affair
Nearly too members of the current cast
of the radio show, "Meet Your Navy,"
which is sponsored by the Raytheon Mfg.
Co., Chicago, 111., attended a party held

50000

in their behalf. This show has some
20,000 "alumni" members now on naval
duty in all parts of the world who, at
one time or another, have taken part in
the all-sailor air program.
Uulque Window Display
The Hoffman Radio Corp., Los Angeles,
has a 30-day window display in April in
the downtown Los Angeles office of
Western Airlines with blowups of pictures
taken in the Hoffman plants. Although,
many of the Hoffman products are
shrouded in military secrecy, censorship
has released a number of the inside photographs for showing In the window.

COMMON

WESVt

CONTINUITY

WESTON
MODEL 689

Ilallicrafters Praised
The fine performance of the Ilallicrafters Co. radio equipment in the
jungles of Africa was recently revealed
to the representatives of the Chicago firm
by Commander Attilio Gatti, noted
explorer.
Veteran of ten expeditions into the
African wilds, Commander Gatti displayed an enthusiasm for radio's place in
modern exploration. On his trips among
the pygmies and the Giant Watussi, he
found that radio provides an invaluable
link with the outside world.
Brengle Gets Citation
Lieutenant Commander Ralph T. Brengle, USNR, well known in Chicago and
national radio circles, was awarded the
Secretary of Navy commendation ribbon
for his outstanding performance of duty
while serving in offensive operations
against the enemy.
Hlgglns to Distribute
Ranges and Heaters
Htggins Industries, Inc., New Orleans
shipbuilders, will enter the postwar electric appliance picture as jobbers for Electromaster ranges and water heaters. A
feature of the distributor's display rooms
will be complete interior kitchens where
cooking demonstrations using Electromaster equipment will be given for dealers'
customers.
The Higgins territory will include
Louisiana, and parts of Mississippi.
Bcndlx Names Pljipcrt
Glenn O. Pippert has been appointed
central region merchandise manager, it
was announced by Leonard C. Truesdell,
general sales manager for home radio,
,>

OHMMETER

Pocket-size but with typical Weston dependability and ruggedness, Model 689
Ohmmeters are unequalled for checking
circuits by resistance and continuity
method. Available in two types . . . type
IE with double range of 0-5,000 ohms and
0-50,000 ohms, and type IF with double
range of 0-10 and 0-1000 ohms . . . ideal
for motor maintenance. Entirely selfcontained. Order through your local
Weston representative, or direct from , . .
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation,
581 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.
Glenn O. Pippert
WESTON

136

Bendix radio division, Bendix Aviation
Corp., Baltimore, Md.
Pippert, formerly associated with the
McAlpin Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, Western
Electric, and Prigidaire division of Genera! Motors, will assist major retail accounts in midwestern states in setting up
merchandising plans for the forthcoming
line of Bendtx radios, and radio-phonograph combinations, it was stated.
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RADIART

5300
e votts;

n>Ut

Exact Duplicate
VIBRATORS
THEIR LONG LIFE —
ACCURACY ond
DEPENDABILITY
make them Outstanding
for all Replacements

ryeloei

The Radiort Catalog is the only catalog showing complete cross-index for all cars^ radios
and manufacturers.
If you do not have a copy get
one from your distributor today.

The same smoothness and dependability which have always characterized General Industries phonograph
mechanisms will be found in peacetime models when their production
is resumed.
Whether it's combination record-

me

cbangers-recorders, recording assemblies or Smooth Power motors, they'll

ill iur

have that quick pickup, unvarying

in lonfflitp

speed and velvety smoothness that
is so essential for faithful reproduction. They'll deliver that time-proved

1

satisfaction to manufacturers, dealers
and users.
For your postwar selling—count
on General Industries equipment.
THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES COMPANY
DEPT. M
ELYRIA, OHIO
astw
i

;

'

Recommend the leader—the Fidelitone Master.
Gives you an excellent profit and gives your
customers the most for their money.
PERMO, Incorporated ^^0™^
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Dii Mont Program Change
RKO Television Corp., producer of the
R. H. Mncy show, announces that Macy's
has changed the time of its weekly telecast from 9:30 P.M. Wednesdays, to 8
P.M. Tuesdays. The department store's
spot will open (he program for the evening
on DnMont Station WARD, Channel 4.
It is felt that this new time is tmicb
more logical for the type of program the
store is sponsoring.
Frlgidairc Managers
James F. Peddcr, advertising manager,
Frigldaire division, General Motors Corp.,
has announced the following appointments: Robert C. Wright, former commercial advertising specialist, has been named
manager of commercial advertising. Insco
Williams, former acting manager of displays and exhibits, has been appointed
manager.

esico mil
SOLDERING Kfl
IRONS ml
Designed
For
tough, long-mlasting factor.t ^E-:
eerrlee. Widely St
used in Indus- H
trial plants S
eterj-ivliere.
B
ESI CO
1
SPOT SOLDERtNGi
MACHINE

For neatly two
decades, ESICO
has stood for superb
quality and over-all
economy In soldering equipment. The
name ESICO on
your soldering tools
is definite assurance
of long, uninterrupted service. Specify ESICO — the
name that assures
you of satisfaction.
Write Today lor
Complete)
Iniormatian
On the Esico Line

A real time-saver.
Treadle-operated.
Autamaticaily advances.
iron
and
solder.
|fl
leaves operator's ■
hands free for work. "
ESICO
SOLDERING IRON
CONTROLS

Posilive TIP control pfctonts over-hoatlng — tip
cuuiiot fall below soldering temperature. The only
practical mot hod of eontrolllus heat In the tip—an
exclusive ESICO feature 1
ESICO
SOLDER POTS

Hugged construction.
Variety of sises. Designed
for continuous non-stop
operation. Eiomcuis replaced easily and
liuickly,

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO. Inc.
2345 West Elm Street, Deep River, Conn.
138

New lloff man Jobber
Tommy Kearns, Honolulu, has been appointed distributor in the Territory of
Hawaii for Hoffman Radio Corp., I.os
Angeles. He has been in business in
Honolulu for some 20 years with radio
and other lines. He returned to the mainland a few months ago, and recently left
for Honolulu to reorganize his business
and set up plans for postwar trade.
Shaffer Appointed "Rep"
Grant Shaffer has been appointed representative for the Jobber and industrial
divisions of Standard Transformer Corp.
in the Detroit area. Mr. Shaffer, who
has been associated with the firm for
several years in an engineering capacity,
will have his offices at 6+32 Cass Ave.,
Detroit, Mich,
Urges Delivery by Air
Walker-Jimieson, 311 South Western
Ave., Chicago, III,, is encouraging its
customers to request shipment by air express, and is paying one-half of the
charges on each shipment of three pounds
or less. It is expected that purchasing
agents wilt henceforth specify air express
delivery when ordering.
Wliliain U. Sexton Dies
William L. Sexton, president of the
Troy Radio and Television Co., Los
Angeles, Cal., passed away March 8, at
his home. A native of Chicago, Mr. Sexton had been active in the radio business
for 22 years.
Radio Distributor Dies
Albert J, Slap, a partner in Raymond
Rosen and Co., Philadelphia, Pa., distributors of radios, died recently in Palm
Beach, Fla., after being stricken with a
heart attack.

NEW
RADIO SERVICE
Flat Rate Schedule
For $2.25 Per Hour for Labor
This book has 234 different rates In alphabetical order, .150 cross references, 372 rate
quotations, 236 new time ratings, 215 reminders about other charges that might
otherwise be overlooked, 352 detailed instructions, and also an enlarged tube section which contains over
2500 SUBSTITUTIONS
arranged alphabetically end numerically
with complete socket change notations, filament changes and many instructions, etc.
Data is with each tube. 176 pages,
$3.00 each
SECOND EDITIONS
$2.50 and $3.00 Schedules
These two books also have the same flat
rate information and the tube sections contain 1095 substitutions with change Over
data.
These twp boohs are $1.00 each.
ALSO AVAILABLE
Eleven different Flat Rate Books without
the large tube sections based on the
following rates per hour for labor.
$1.00
$1.75
$2,50
$3.25
$1.25
$2.00
$2.75
$3,50
$1.50
$2.25
$3.00
These hooks ore 35e each or 3 for $1.
Order from your jobber or vs.
RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.
1415 W. FRANKLIN AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS 5. MINN.

OLgll
special

MEDIUM
oa^J^oJ

YOU SAVE OVER A
DOLLAR ON 300 FT.
OF COM), AND YOU
GET THE HANDY
CORD-HOLDER FREE

•AP
PLUS
POSTAGE

Includes 100 ft. ol prestretched Spedal Thin Cord, fiberglas core: just
right for most small seta. 100 ft. of pre-stretched
Standard Cord, fiberglas core; finest quality.
100 It. of Medium Cord, recommended for
larger table models and consoles. With this
assortment you can replace Cord on
practically any set made since 1934,
lA
OU&t TRados Wa/teAoude
7Z-C Mill St., Akron, Ohio
Please send me the Thrifty Cord Hack with 300
ft. of Cord in three sizes. 1 enclose $4.87 plual3c
postage.
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is a

reliable

source
KADtO towHum

Factory Close Out!
2

CONDUCTOR WIRK
gcon plastic Jacket
No. 20
Holkl
copper

gocm plastic com!odors
Suitable for communication equipment, electronic
devices, and alarm systems.
Gcon resists oils, acids, water, 11 a me, heat and cold.
f 15.00 M ft.

Announcing! Our New Models P end Q. They include
every achievement of wartime ingenuity and lift battery radio reception to new heights of sotisfoction. Cost but o few cents per hundred Hours of operation. Sturdily constructed—no liquids or moving
ports—operate In any position. Completely filtered, hum free and
silent in operation. Universal plugs and sockets to fit any radio
MODEL P —For use In any place where normal AC is available
Operates any 1.4 volt—4, 5 or 5 tube battery radio from 115 v.
60 cy. source.
MODEL Q —-For use wherever AC lines ore not available — Forms.
cottages, camps, or in car, motarboat, etc. Operates any 1.4 volt—
4, S or 6 tube radio from 6 volt DC source.
NOTE: Deliveries are necessarily restricted by war conditions but all orders
will be Riled as soon as possible In the sequence In wlitct) received.

CORD
SETS
ready-toatlaoh
assemblies
Oilier types of WIRE carried in slock
No. 22 to No. 12 gauge.
CMP Priority Required.
COLUMBIA WIRE & SUPPLY CO.
4104 N. PULASKI RD., CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES
CHICAGO 6, ILL.
S49 WEST RANDOLPH STREET

'socket fe"
Rftl

EiL£CTRICITY

10 TIBE ADAPTERS

, oCPl ACt liAb rS
f£p|

Now Over 400 TYPES
covering over
•
Zf).
1300 SUBSTITUTIONS
THE REPLACEMENT FUNCTtON OF EACH
SOCKETTE CLEARLY MARKED ON ITS BASE
JFD presents the most complete line ol tube adapters
in the radio field Now tt is no longer necessary to
rewite radios to accommodate tubes thai are not avail,
able because JFD has an adaptet that-permits the
use of tube subsitiuics
Each Sockette is proseo b> test to answei the purpose for which it was designed Slow-moving shell
lubes can now be converted to popular types by the
use o( a JFD Spcketie
Every conceivable type o( adapsei is incorporated,
such as resistor type, toktal type. lolctal metal base type,
octal type, miniature type. &c
JFD SOCKJ-TTES must be good, for over a i.OOO.OOO
of them are in use today
AND THE NUMBER
KEEPS GROVt'ING DAILV

/ J'Huy
nvtt aptpffH
LynnuHi

Write foi.oiu newesi
JFD SOCKETTH k
VC'AYTUBEADAP
TER MANUAL No:
HO 16 pages with
Ibousands of listings
thai ANSWER
YOUR SlIBSTITL.
TION PROBLEMS.
AT A GLANCE

For Any Job — Anywhere
1 ^ ONAN ELECTRIC GENEHATING
I
PLANTS supply reliable, ecoI nomical electric service lor elecIronies applications, and ior scores
ol general uses.
Driven by Onan-built, 4-cycle gasoline engines, these power plants
...
..
. ,
are ol single umt, compact design
and sturdy1 construction. Suitable
lor mobile, stationary or emergency
. ,
. or continuous.
..
, service, intermittent
1

M
IB k/1 U1 FT] j 1111
a nrw
,
Models range from A550
[°pef
to m
volts; 50. 60, 180 cycles,
single or three-phase;
400, 500 and 800 cycle,
,s 8
P1!^ aD.C.
° P«i®l
frequencies.
types
range from 6 to 4000
volts.
Dual
voltage
available. Write fortypes
engineering assistance or
detailed lileratiire.

/'font shown it
from lightweighl
OTC series; 1500
and 200(1 walls,
llS-voll, 60cycle, d.C. and
2000 walls, 115volt D.C.; Engine is 2-cyfinder, 4-cycle, aircooled.

J.ED.ManufacturinqCo.
4111 Ft. Hamilton P'ktuat)lB'kii|n.Ny.
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2030 Royalston Ave.
D.W. ONAN & SONS Minneapolis S, Minn.
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NEW CLOSING DATE
for all ads requiring key changes,
composition, proofs, etc.
EFFECTIVE WITH
JUNE ISSUE

(fattUveU-tfletHCHfo, Inc., 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
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Mxrf&icta
"HANDIE TALKIE"

Deeper* ••

LAND WITH
paratroopers IN
"OBJECTIVE
20 MilSion

BURMA"

People Will

alee ^Object /^e Burma"
... and in it they will see the great role played by the
Motorola "Handie Talkie". Army experts who have seen
the picture call it one of the great war dramas that every
Victory-minded American should see. Motorola
National Advertising is powerfully tied up with this
cinema classic... to etch the Motorola Trade Mark
deeper and deeper in the public mind.
It is important to note that the "Handie Talkie" was
originated and developed exclusively by the same
Motorola Engineers whose radios for Home and Car
are outstanding for superb performance under the
most difficult conditions. With greater resources they
will, soon after Victory, have exciting improvements
for America inF-Mand A-M Radios for Home and Car.
34

Million

People

Will See This Ad * • «
Thousands of your post-war radio prospects will see the ad
at the right, in Life, the Saturday Evening Post, Collier's and Liberty. Other millions will see it 3 columns
wide by 175 lines deep, in one or more local newspapers
on the same date "Objective Burma" opens in your community. All told, 34 million people will have been reached,
and will remember Motorola — a big name in Radio.
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Pictured here is the Motorola
"Playmate"... the AC-DC and
battery-operated portable that
brings in more stations, with
ts-j&3tss£i
greater volume and with unbelievably rich and beautiful
GAIVIH
CORfo.
tone. The "Playmate" is not
available now, but after the
war it will be an important
part of the first /Vf otorola presentation of Radios for your "HANDIE TALKIE"... ANOTHER MOTOROLA FIRST!
Home and Car.
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